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This Perfect Writing Instrument
THE

INKOGRAPH

NEWIMPROVED

HERE is your chance to get at no cost the
new improved

Never

INKOGRAPH-a per-

fect writing instrument that operates like a
fountain pen. The INKOGRAPH is

beforhas any
manufac-

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

turer of a

It is a beautiful, finely shaped pen of
standard writing instrument
exceptionally high standard of
which is guaranmanufacture, strong, durable and
teed to give perfect
handsome materials are used
satisfaction, offered
you so great a value.
throughout. It is a pen that
Remember, the Inkowill stand "heavy duty
graph answers the purpose
of both pen and pencil comservice." It is a pen that
bined. Its point is shaped like
anyone would be proud
a fine lead pencil point and
to own. Same size
writes with ink free and easy
without a miss, skip or blur. The
and shape as regusteady uniform flow of ink actually
lation $7 and $8
improves your handwriting. Won't blot,
fountain pens.
scratch, leak or soil hands.
founa
standard
You who already possess
tain pen will find the Inkograph a most vain,
able addition to your writing equipment, for it
will do everything any fountain Pen can .do'and
many very important things which it Is impossible
to accomplish with any fountain pen at any price.

Combines Features
What Users Say
Counts Most
it

My Inlincraph

of both pen and pencil, minus

the smoothest

writing Instrument with which I
have ever written. That is saying

lot. I am a teacher by profession. I have a $7.00 pen and another that cost more than the Inkograph. but Inkograph Is better
than either.
It is the greatest
Improvement in writing instruments since the Babylonians recorded their thoughts on clay taba

with

let,

reed.

a

John R.

triangular pointed
Atwell, Chadwick,

I wouldn't take $5.00 for the
writing this letter with.
good fountain pen but
don't write any more with it.
nen I am
I have a

1

am

that

proud of the Inkograph and
I ran say this to you and
R. II.
every word of it.

mean

the weak points of both, plus
improvements not found in either.
The lead pencil smudges, the point
breaks and its writing soon is obliterated. Most fountain pens skip, scratch,
flood, clog, leak, blot, soil hands and
clothing. The old stylographic ink pencil
dries up, balks, blots, writes heavy, flows unevenly and is never reliable. The Inkograph
feeds as fast and uniform on the 20th page as it
did on the first.

Cannot Leak

\Ve offer you one of these standard regulation

INKOGRAPH pens as illustrated on this page
ABSOLUTELY FREE merely for getting two of

your friends or acquaintances to subscribe to either
RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE and INVENTION,
AMAZING STORIES, or SPARETIME
MONEY MAKING. All four of these magazines
are more fully advertised in another part of 'this
magazine.

It

Easy to Get Subscriptions

the easiest tiling in the world to get, your
friends to subscribe to thew magazines. Every one
of them who owns a radio. -set will be'.glad to have
RADIO NEWS around; SCIENCE and INVEYTION tells how té sa'e Money on building -things
for the home, and télls Ili about the .Inarvelous
ventions of the day; Ap ;ZING STORIES s th£
biggest, finest, and ,leanest :fictifm story magazine
now being published, and.SPAR,ETIME MONEY
MAKING will help those wlio wand tó make an
extra income on the side.
So you see, you crave many selling arguments.
Convince two of your friends, take their subscriptions and we will send you one of these beautiful
is

pens FREE.

Save Money

Your friends can save money by subscribing.
That's one of your strongest talking points. The subscription price of SCIENCE and INVENTION is
$2.50 a year. Single copies sell for 25c each,or $3.00 a
year. They save 50e. The same saving is offered
to subscribers for RADIO NEWS and AMAZING STORIES. The subscription price of
SPARETIME MONEY MAKING is $1.50 per
year. The price on a single -copy basis would
be $1.80 per year. And these subscription
copies arc delivered by mail, \\hereas other
readers must go out and purchase their
issues at the stands. Furthermore a subscriber is always sure of receiving his
copy, but the single -issue buyer, unless he gets to the stand on the day
the magazine is received, may find
all copies sold-and additional
issues as scarce as hen's teeth.
The coupon below will be accepted by us as a regular sub-

Not the tiniest drop of ink will spill, although one
filling is sufficient to write thousands of words. Will
write on any quality of paper.

scription order.

Wilson, Berkley, W. Ta.

In

tions,

making out

it

local

an

original and two carbon copies on
very heavy paper. and the Inkograph does this twice as well as
the hardest indelible pencil, and
is much neater and the original is
Wm.
more legible.
Fortney, Placerville, Ia.
much

Makes 3 to 4 Carbon Copies

requisi-

Is necessary to make

L.

It sure has Improved my hand
writing-I never took home any

medals for penmanship but I can
almost rend my own writing since
I got this pen. M. F. Johnson,

immediately.
The subscription
prices are as follows: Radio News,
$2.50; Science &
Invention, $2.50;
Amazing Stories,
$2.50:
Spare.

pen

at one time with original in ink.

Bear down as hard as you
like without fear of bending, spreading, injuring or distorting its 14 Kt. solid gold point. Are you a salesman?-use
an Inkograph, make out your orders in ink and retain a
duplicate for your records. Do you wish to keep a copy of
your private correspondence?-use an Inkograph. Do you
do office work which requires clear carbon copies?-use an
Inkograph. Do you make out bills or sales slips?-use an
Inkograph and make a permanent original in ink with carbon copies. You can permit any one to write with your
Inkograph, for no style of writing can affect the Inkograph
point as it will a fountain pen.

time Money

COUPON

want to thank you for the return of my Inkograph pen, which
you repaired for me. I feel rather lost without this pen in my
norket.
I prefer It to any pen

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,

f

ING.

ever carried principally because
the ease with which one can
write with it, not haring to he
rareful whether you slide the pen
to the North,
East. South or
West. It flows freely 1n all direc-

if

tions. Wm. B. Brown, New York,
N. Y.

Delighted:

have Invented

fection.

rapid

It

It
a

Is

writes bully-you
pen that Is perso

much

Gentlemen:

El

enclose $

SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

for

1

INC., 230 5th Ave.,

Send

My name is

(Mention atr.utc of magazine)

City, State

Send

NOTE:-You
write plainly.

a=1 =Is

RADIO NEWS,

(Mention name of rnagaz.ine)
to

Name

Name

Address

Address

City, State
must inclose full price for TWO subscriptions.

OW

SPARETIME MONEY MAK-

to

My address is

11

New York, N. Y.

year (12 months) subscription to

AMAZING STORIES,
Send one "Inkograph" to me FREE.

more

than my $9.00 fountain
pen. I wish you abundant success.
S. L. Carlton, Aurora. Ill.

I

Making, $1.50.

MAIL the

Medina, Wis.

I

Clip it out,

check the magazines you desire, enclose the correct
amount and we will enter the subscriptions at
once and send you a

City, State
Be sure to mention magazine or magazines desired and
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Beware of the

"Diploma

Terror!"
.,,.,-.ff

Only One Way OUT!

trouble
ahead for men

THERE'S

with little education.
Big changes have
come over conditions around you,
o
and unless you understand and FACE
:1 -.
them, you haven't a
chance in a thousand.
O. C. Miller
Millions of men armed with DIPLOMAS are marching into the battlegrounds of industry. These high school
and college graduates are elbowing
older fellows with less education out
of the way. They are grabbing off the
best jobs and promotions. What
chance have you in competition
with them?
.711

GO INTO

op

DRAFTING

Drafting has become a fundamental, ESSENTIAL profession. It is the motive -power
underlying all building construction, all engineering, all manufacturing, all public works.
No man can get very far in any of these fields
without knowing how to make and read
PLANS. Destroy all prints, and you will
throw thirty million men out of work and
stop all the wheels of commerce and trans-

portation-until new plans could

be made.

First,
We Prepare You
The American School has
teaching

men
been
Drafting, at home, in their spare time,for over
30 years. Sixteen of America's most noted Engineers have built this Drafting instruction.
It starts you off Drafting-the way they do it
in the big architects' and engineers' offices,
and it leads you along by easy stages until
you get every branch of the advanced work.
Every job you practice, every lesson you do
has been built so men with little education
can understand them. One of our graduates is
Deputy Building Commissioner of Chicago.
Another is Chief Draftsman of the oldest

architectural firm on the coast. Thousands of
others are holding down important positions
at BIG SALARIES. If you are wise, you will
go after that kind of training with no urging
from us ur anyone else.

Then we hel you get a JOB!
Don't worry about 'selling" yourself to the
hiring -boss when you have that kind of training and practice tucked away in your head
and finger tips. Your"Samples"

OR WE WILL HELP YOU TO!

For it's part of our course,part
of the service you pay for, to

help you get placed, as well as
trained. To help you get a
JOB as well as the preparation

for the job. The American
School has included a real, national employment service in
its training contract for the
past 3years, UNDER PENALTY OF MONEY REFUNDED.

will

sell you,

O. C.

A New Danger!
It's true that up to ten years ago men with
only common schooling could make some
sort of a living. But remember then they
were competing with uneducated men like

It may

be impossible for you to go back to

school-and you don't need to. We have

studied this problem, and have found the
solution. We have found there's one thing
that employers prefer to a DIPLOMA. That's
expert knowledge, specialized training.
Get that and you're safe. With schooling
alone you have a fighting chance for success.
But wrap your head and fingers around an
expert training in, say, Drafting, and you
can laugh at the man who has only a diploma to fight you with.
You can get that SPECIALIZED TRAINING at home, in your spare time. You don't
have to quit your job or leave home. And
you don't have to risk a dime either. For the
American School, 'established over 30 years,
with assets of a million -and -a -half dollars,
will undertake to
profestrain you and place
-This
sional grade of
you for one small
drafting instruments,
fee and on easy
board, T square, triangles
and supplies included asa
terms, AND ON A
part
of our training, withMONEY -BACK

Given

GUARANTEE.
Better look into

out extra charge.

this QUICK!

Coupon Brings

themselves.
Amazing Offer
Today, you see the youngsters of your own
Send for my free
family, of neighbors, relatives and friends,
book, "The Diploma
Terror" and with it
all going to high school. Three out of five go
I'll send my agreeon to university. 565,000 graduated this
ment to train you for
year, and the number is increasing.
a better job and a
Employers know this. And you will find it
raise in pay, under
harder and harder to get a good job or to admoney-back penalty.
vance against the rivalry of men with MORE
r:%!f:5>ri!i;'rfsMG:.'.f
Mail coupon today!
SCHOOLING. You are up against a
real danger. The cards are stacked
O. C. MILLER, Director Extension Work
against you and unless you do someAmerican School, Dept. DC -26
thing about it, you are headed for the
Drexel Avenue and 58th Street, Chicago
bread -line of employment-or hard,
Without cost or obligation send me free booklet," The
physical labor.
Diploma Tenor;' and your agreement to prepare me fora
drafting job end a raise in pay, or to refund my money.

MILLER, Director Extension Work

A``
Ár.clc:.

Dept. DC -26, Drexel Avenue, and 58th St., Chicago

Name

Address
Occupation

Age
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Learn Electricity

In 12
Weeks
Earn
$60
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IMPORTANT NOTE: COYNE does not teach by correspondence
but by practical, personal training in the great COYNE Shops
MAKE_-this the

Institution I head, with its 27 years of honest successful
methods. I have started thousands of men, young and old,
on the road to real success and happiness. I can do the same
for you. I'll pay your Railroad Fare from any place in the
United States. Clip Coupon NOW for Full Particulars, and
for my Big, New, Free Book. Don't miss this opportunity.

most profitableandenjoyablesumrlerofyour

Come to Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan, the
greatest Summer Resort City in the country and the Greatest
Electrical Center in the World. Twelve weeks from now you
can be an Electrical Expert no matter what you are doing today.
I stake my reputation and that of the great Million Dollar
life.

Learn in Chicago, the

Complete Electrical Training in 12 Weeks

the World right in the Electrical

Get my F:ee Book. See how You Don't Need Education
I train you for the Big Jobs
or Experience
in Electricity by actual It snakes no difference how little

ElectricalMaster
Center of
Electricity
Center of the World. You see everything

Electrical here. Along with my Shop Training
you visit the big organizations and power
plants-you see the greatest electrical plants
inthe world.

Great Summer Resort City

Chicago, on beautiful Lake Michigan is the Nation's
Summer Playground. Free Bathing (teaches, Beautiful Parks,Excursion Boats and the great Municipal
Pier, Zo38. Ball Parks. The daylight saving plan
makes i; possible for you to enjoy all this, and still
have plenty of time for your electrical education.
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ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

H. C. LEWIS
President

Dept.

C

7-83

1300-10 W. Harrison St.,

i

FOUNDED
1899

CHICAGO, ILL.

27at,a ,eavro opondenee ,eowzde, ,QE1 Pir.' i'

z

Earn While You Learn
advanced Education, Matfiematics or Experience you have had, My Employment Department
or what kind of work you are do- helps many fellows to a job to
ing now, I'll make you an Elec- earn a good part of their expenses
trical Expert through the Coyne and assists Graduates to a good
LEARN -BY -DOING METHOD! job on graduation. This great orI've done it for thousands I will ganization will always be behind
do it for you. Send for Big Free you.

SPECIAL
OFFER

I Pay
Your
Railroad
Fare

.

'

i',-. >.Y'
="--'=-----{

work on the largest outlay of
Electrical Machinery in any
school in the country. Everything from Doorbells to Power
Plants. Everything to make you
an Electrical Expert, ready to step
into !a position paying from $60
to $200 a week.

Book. See how great is the del
mand for Coyne Trained Electrical Experts.

Radio and
Auto Courses
Included
FREE

I

I'll pay your Rail-

road fare to Chicago from any
place in the U. S.
it you act quick.
And right now I
am including ab-

solutely free of
extra charge my
complete R ad i o
Course and Auto,
Truck and Tractor
Electricity.

Clip Coupon
Now!

í`Jxmona2 /71ai

ind

Send Coupon NOW for My Big,
New FREEEook
Right now I am making the greateatofferever
made by a Practical Training Institution. Even
if you are not planning on coming right now
don'tdelaya single minute. Send coupon right
away for full details. No obligation at all.
Remember Coyne is a School with an established reputation. Endorsed by Electrical
Industry. Backed by over a Quarter Oa Century of Success. You owe it to yourself to
investigate. Act NOW!

I If( 14:5:I KU 111111;
President,
Harrison Street
Dept.0 7-83Chicago, Illinois

H. C. LEWIS,

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1300-10 W.

Dear H.C.-I sure want one of those big handsome 12x25 books, with 151 actual photographs
printed in two colors. Send it quick. I'll be looking for it on the next mail. I want the facts without placing me under any obligation. Be sure
and tell me all about the Free Railroad Fare and
Two Free Courses.

Name
Address
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The marvel of Radio Broadcasting, the
transmission of the voice and music over
the air is no longer the greatest achievement of this precocious 20th century.
\Ve now have TELEVISION-the
transmission of events over land wires or
by radio. A tretnendous step ahead of
even Radio.
For many years experiments on television have been diligently made by many
famous inventors and engineers. Step by
step machines have been corrected, improved and simplified-until today-practical machines are in constant operation,

annihilating distances in picturing events
to the eager public.

Here is the first and only book in print
that gives you the complete story of television from earliest experiments to the
present-day machines.

And further this book gives you complete instructions on how to build your
own apparatus at home-the real workable television set. The field is new and
more wonderful than anything you have
ever tried.

BUY YOUR COPY NOW!

Just out -116 pages, 9 x
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Mountoursville. Pa.
East 30th Street, New York City.
Gentlemen: I must tell you the success I have had since taking your chemistry course. My
salary has been increased several times, and different industrial plants are coming to me for a little
advice on different things, netting me a fair side income.
I am only sorry that I did not make My whole life study of the wonderful science.
(signed) M. E. ran Sickle.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK
16

NOW
is the Time to Study

Chemistry
Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth In
Chemistry, but the profession affords congenial employment at good
salaries to hundreds of thousands
who merely follow out its present
applications. These applications are
intimately
touching
Innumerable,
every business and every product in
the world. The work of the chemist
can hardly be called work at all.
It is the keenest and most enjoyable
kind of pleasure. The days In a
chemical laboratory are filled with
thrilling and delightful exDerinlen-

with the alluring prospect
of a discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your
enthusiasm.
latlon.

Easy Monthly Payments
You dent have to have even the
small price of the course to start.
You can pay for It In small monthly amounts-so small that you won't
feel them. The cost of our course
is very low, and Includes everything.
even the chemistry outfit-there are
no extras to buy with our course.
Our plan of monthly payments
places a chemical education within
'A rite us
the reach of everyone.
and let us explain our plan in full
-give us the opportunity of shovcan
qualify
for a
ing you how you
highly trained technical position
without even giving up your present employment.

CHEMISTRY has

no equal as a profession in the
modern world. There is mystery, romance and
fortune awaiting the man in the laboratory.
Millions have been made by the discoverers of the chemical formula of dynamite, bakelite and many other world
known chemical products.
Opportunities in the chemical profession abound on
every hand-and as modern business and competition
progresses the chemist will play an important part.
Profit by the experience of Mr. Van Sickle and many
others, resolve to study chemistry NOW.

YOU CAN LEARN 'AT HOME
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate
specialized training. Formerly it was necessary to attend a
university for several years to acquire that training, but
thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of
instruction, you can now stay at home, keep your position,
and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare
time. Even with only common schooling you can take
our course and equip yourself for immediate practical
work in a chemical laboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every
one of his students the same careful, personal supervision that made him celebrated throughout his long
career as a college professor. Your instruction from the very beginning is made interesting and practical, and we supply you with
apparatus and chemicals for performing the
fascinating analyses and experimental work
that plays such a large part in our method
of teaching, and you are awarded the Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed the course.

Chemical

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FURNISHED TO
EVERY STUDENT

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and Author.
Formerly Treasurer American Chemical Society and a mac Beal chemist with many well known
achievements to his credit.
Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years but he was for many
years
engaged
in
commercial
chemistry work.
T.

Special 30 Day Offer
Besides furnishing the student with
his Experimental Equipment. we are
making an additional special offer
for a short white only. You ore It
to yourself to find out about it.
Write today for full Information and
free book "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon right now
while it is fresh In your mind. Or
just write your name and address on
a postal
and mall It to us. But
whatever you do, act today before
Lhis offer Is withdrawn.

DON'T

WAIT-MAIL
NOW!

COUPON

S.I. Aug.
s.

Please send me nt once, without any obligation or. my part, your free
Book "Opportunities for Chemists." and full particulars about the Ex
Derimental Equipment given to every student. Also please tell me about
your plan of payment and your special 30 day offer.

NAME

Home Extension
Division 7

A

East 30th St.

New York, N. Y.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,

A.B., A.M., LL.D., Ph.D.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK
Home Extension, Division 7
16 East 30th Street, New York City.

of
New York
16

o

r

Institute
We give to every student without additional charge this
chemical equipment, Including forty-nine pieces of laboratory apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals
and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals
used for the experimental work. of the course. The fitted
heavy wooden box serves not only as a ease for the outfit
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.
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"Look out!" Bess shouted;
"He's going to spring!"
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The Bar Four Puncher
By G. W. BARRINGTON

Bess mocked at love and made fun of Dimples, the tenderfoot cowboy, who tried
to win her hand, until the day she accompanied him on that strange ride across
the range and shared that thrilling adventure at the edge of the desert.
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WHAT IS MUSIC?
By HUGO GERNSBACK
IIE word "music"

is from the Latin "musica"-which
is derived from "the muses." Philosophers tell us that
music is really a mode of motion, unsatisfying as such
an explanation may be. Music, as the human being
understands the term in the concrete, is something to-

tally different from music as understood by a dog or
Both the human being and the animal hear the music
hrough their auditory nerves, but the effect on the two is widely
different.

cism has not risen to the plane of the composer. An illustration of
this would be Richard Wagner, who was not recognized for many
years; simply because contemporary individuals in general had not
yet ascended to a sufficiently high level to understand Wagner's
music.

by a rabbit.

In the human being, music creates mental images in a diversified
degree, whereas it may be doubted if such images are created in
the brain of the lower animal. Even in human beings the effect of
music is not the same on all individuals. Music which may move one
person to his very depths may leave others cold. For instance, occidental music gets no response from the Chinese, whereas the same
music seems to stir the Australian aborigines.

To understand what music really is, we must first go back to the
dawn of the human race. Perhaps the earliest form of music was
the tom-tom. The human race probably drummed first, although
some authorities seem to think that a sort of chant or singing preceded the drumming.
Music, in its last analysis, is nothing but an expression of emotion by the one who makes the music, and a similar emotion is felt
by the one who listens to it; always providing that the musician
and the listener to the music are on a similar aesthetic plane. By
this is meant that if a cultured American listens to the tom-tom of
an African aborigine, the latter may derive a lot of satisfaction,
which he can not communicate to the American, simply because the
two are living on different aesthetic planes. Contrariwise, the most
beautiful sonata played on a violin will probably not stir the African's
soul the same as that of an American or European. It may be said
that music distinctly shows the civilization of a given race, because
the more musical and the more appreciative of music a race becomes,
the higher its plane and tho farther it has ascended.

Music, as we recognize the term; that is, rythmic music, and particularly melody, is of comparatively recent origin. It may be
doubted if people as far advanced as the Greeks and the Romans
knew anything about melodic music. No attempt had ever been made
to write down music, and nothing has come down to us from antiquity, whereby we might believe that there were even simple melodies in those clays.

The average human being finds no difficulty in carrying in his
mind a certain musical theme or a complete score. It may be doubted,
however, if this was possible of accomplishment by the Greeks or
the Romans. It may he stated as certain that such a condition does
not occur at any time in animals.
Animals may react to certain sounds, as, for instance, a dog may
howl when a certain note is struck, but, as a rule, animals are entirely indifferent to written music as we understand the term, although certain animals may be trained to musical rhythm. It may
be said here, however, that in this case there is no real understanding of music, and that the given animal would probably perform just as well with spoken words, or other noises given at certain intervals. This is well known to every animal trainer.

It is an erroneous conception that music primarily must be connected with sound received by the ear. It is quite possible for most
individuals to think of a musical selection and go over the score
mentally, without having recourse to any sound whatsoever. You may
rehearse or memorize a certain song or selection, and you may derive
as much pleasure from this mental music as if you actually were
playing, singing or whistling the selection, or were listening to it
played by an orchestra. Not only is it possible to imagine different
musical selections, but the' sounds of certain instruments can be
rehearsed in the mind without much difficulty by the average individual.
Of coerse the stimulus will be greater if the music is actually
heard, and perceived through the auditory nerves by way of the
ear. On the other hand, those who have been born deaf, or have lost
their hearing, need not necessarily be deprived of their musical
satisfaction and enjoyment.

Deaf people-even those deaf from birth-have been trained to
play beautifully the various instruments, particularly brass instruments, because the rhythm can be felt, due to the vibrations, set up
by the instrument and the music can thus be enjoyed just as truly
by such individuals as those who have perfect hearing. Possibly 50,000 years hence we may have graduated out of the present oral type
of music entirely, and all music by that time will have become menBefore the Greeks and Romans, possibly nothing but the tomtal by impinging musical vibrations directly upon the human brain.
tom sort of music and the chant existed. This was the case, posThus, for instance, in an instrument which I developed some years
for
sibly,
millions of years, until comparatively recent biologic times,
ago, and which I termed the Physiophone, it was possible for me to
or 4,000 to 5,000 years ago.
give the (leaf some enjoyment, by letting them ho d two brass
electrodes. An attachment was made to a
The first real attempt to write down
phonograph, which translated the sound vi music and systematize it, was made in the
THE GOLDEN AGE OF
brations of the phonograph into electrical immiddle ages, after which music advanced by
pulses, which were felt as tingling shocks
SCIENCE
leaps and bounds.
by the deaf person, who could thus peris symbolized by the golden cover
ceive the music through his hands, although
INVENTION.
&
OF
SCIENCE
A peculiar.thing about music is that when
no sounds could he heard. A similar effect
LOOK FOR THE GOLD COVER
a composer writes in advance of his age,
may be had by deaf persons when touching a
his music is frequently not understood at all,
musical instrument, such as the sounding
every month!
because the general level of musical aesthetiJrboard of a piano while it is being played.
Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at

9

P. M. from Station WRNY on various scientific and radio subjects.
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HOW LINDBERGH NAVI
The Action of the "Inductor"

Sy
ment board, and beginning in the upper left
hand corner, we find the first dial and
needle to be that of an engine temperature
gauge. This gauge indicated to Colonel
Lindbergh the temperature within the oil filled crank case of his famous \Vright
whirlwind motor at all tintes. This instrument comprised a pressure gauge of the flat
tube type. properly connected to the indicating needle ; and to this flattened expansible
tube within the gauge there was joined a
length of metal tubing which extended inside
the crank case of the engine. This metal
tube was filled with alcohol, and as the
temperature in the engine rose or fell, these

-.

c

speed meter, calibrated ill miles per hour.
This instrument, while very useful to the
air pilot, is quite simple in the way in which
it works. The air -speed meter is also a
pressure gauge, and it is. connected with
metal tubing or piping to a small air pressure tube, open at the end, known as a Pitot
tube. This Pitot tube is mounted on the
front of the wing at some distance from the
fuselage. The faster the plane travels, the
greater the pressure of air acting on the
open end of the Pitot tube, and in consequence the greater the pressure of air in the
tube connecting it to the air speed meter.
Inside the meter is a metal diaphragm, connected with suitable gearing to the
needle indicating the speed in miles
per hour. In other words, it is a
pressure gauge of fine design, carefully calibrated.
The inductor compass about
which so much has appeared in the
daily press, next engages our attention as we come to the third dial
from the left, in the top row on
the instrument board. This little
instrument dial, bearing the letters
L and R with a normal 0 -center
position clearly indicated on the
dial, together with the galvanometer needle at the center, is the main
instrument that Colonel Lindbergh
relied upon to keep him on his
course. The pilot in steering a
plane by the aid of the inductor

Col. Charles Lindbergh, first air pilot to
fly from New York to Paris, in a non-

stop flight.

THERE has been

o

r-

-

-- -

-

a tremen-

dous amount of interest
shown by the public everywhere in the instruments
.1191,
used by Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh in navigating his famous
Ryan airplane, the "Spirit of St.
Louis," from New York to Paris.
\\ here an aviator is flying over -'
land he can, by the aid of good
maps containing land marks on
them, find bis way without a great
deal of trouble. When flying at a,- night or in foggy weather the
aviator's troubles of course multiply rapidly; but the greatest aerial journey The "Spirit of St. Louis" with
which an air pilot can attempt is to fly across
such a vast expanse of open water as that
encountered by Colonel Lindbergh in his trip
temperature variations
across the Atlantic Ocean. on that part of
were communicated to
his journey extending from Newfoundland
the alcohol filled tube
to the Irish coast, a distance of approximately and the variations in
1900 miles.
pressure thus produced
in the alcohol -filled
COLONEL
INSTRUMENTS
USED BY
H
tube were transmitted
One of the accompanying photographs
and interpreted by the
which was kindly supplied especially for
pressure gauge, which
this article by the Pioneer Instrument Comwas calibrated in depany of Brooklyn, N. Y., who built the ingree Centigrade. It is
struments and checked them just before important to watch
Colonel Lindbergh started for Paris, shows engine temperature.
practically all of the scientific apparatus
The second instrucarried by the intrepid airman.
ment front the left in
Looking at the photograph of the instruthe top row is the air -

_-_

-

-

"

H. W.

~111

Col. Lindbergh at right.

METAL

PROPELLER
AIR VENT
ri
FILLE?

PER/SCOPE

INSTRUMENT
WING

BOARD

/W/NOOW

WIND WHEEL
FOR

RUD%ER

EARTH/NDUCTOR
COMPASS

,4'1r
ADJUSTABLE
STABILIZER

200N.P
MOTOR

Cross-section view of the "Spirit of St. Louis."

Photo above shows appearance of the instrument board fitted in the cock-pit of Col. Lindbergh's plane used in his non-stop flight from New York to Paris. The instruments are
explained in the text.

compass keeps shifting his rudder from time
to tinte, whenever the inductor compass
needle swings to left or right (L or R).
When the needle swings to one side or the
other from the zero center, this shows that
the plane is off its course. The pilot then
proceeds to bring the craft back on its course,
which has been set previously by the compass control dial seen at the lower center
of the panel. In other words, the aviator
steers his airplane so as to keep the inductor
compass needle on the zero center, once his
course has been set. The electrical principle
upon which the inductor compass works, will
be explained ill detail a little further on.
The right-hand instrument in the top row
is a rate -of -climb meter, and indicates
directly to the pilot how fast he is climbing,
or how fast he is descending, in thousands
of feet per minute. This instrument is a
differential pressure gauge, and as it works
on the differential or difference between
pressures it shows the rate of climb or
descent.
Mr. Brice H. Goldsborough, of the
Pioneer Instrument Company who checked
the instrument hoard on Colonel Lindbergh's
plane, the "Spirit of St. Louis," stated that
contrary to the press reports on the finding
of a jammed gasoline gauge by the French-
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GATED ATLANTIC
Compass is Here Explained.
SECOR
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Picture at right shows
Col. Lindbergh in Paris
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with his wonderful airplane "The Spirit of
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At left may be seen arrangement of periscope
as fitted in Col. Lind-
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bergh's plane; it was

used for looking ahead.
The magnetic compass
was read with a mirror,
t-« as shown.
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PRESSURE GAUGE

The design of the gauge system used
on Col. Lindbergh's plane for indicating the temperature of the engine
is shown in the upper diagram at
left. A tube filled with alcohol was
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PANES
DIRECTION

"AIR SPEED" METER

supplied to the engine. The instrument at
the bottom of the left hand row is the engine
oil pressure gauge similar to the one used on
most automobiles.
The large dial, second from the left in the
lower row, is an engine speed indicator
similar to a speed indicator or speedometer
found on all automobiles today. It is a
tachometer operating on the fly ball and
gear -rack principle, the revolutions of the
engine shaft being transmitted to it through
a flexible shaft enclosed in the usual spiral
casing. The dial is calibrated in r.p.m. or
70

60

65

,

instrument, which was devised by the engineers of the company already mentioned,
and also partly by the experts of the famous
Sperry gyroscope concern, involves the use
of a specially devised gyroscope of the air
driven type.
A compass, by itself, is of little value
when flying in clouds or at night, as it is

men at Le Bourget field, no gasoline gauge
indicating the number of gallons of gasoline
in the tank was carried in the plane used
by Colonel Lindbergh. There was a fuel
pressure gauge, which is the second instrument from the top on the left hand side of
the panel. This showed the pressure in
pounds under which the gasoline fuel was

TUBE

---

rather in hundreds of resolutions per minute.
The dial in the center of the panel bearing
the titles L -turn -R and also the word battle,
is a bank and turn indicator. This little

í.01?

CALIBRATED TO

t

to keep people from damaging plane. 304.0-

.

.

5:

55

45

r

with a pressure gauge,
to read in degrees of temAs the oil temperature
the alcohol pressure rose
also, and the gauge showed an increase in temperature. The manner
in which the "air speed meter" operates is shown in the lower diagram
4-44*
at left.
CoL Lindbergh's tremendous air
jump from San Diego, Calif., to
St. Louis, thence to New York, and
across the Atlantic to Paris, is
shown graphically in the map below.
connected
calibrated
perature.
increased,
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practicatfy impossible for a pilot to hold his
ship on a straight course, and a compass
will only indicate correctly during straight
flight or on very slow turns. By using a
Turn Indicator, which shows the slightest
divergence from straight flight, the pilot
avoids turning, and his compass will function properly. A straight course is maintained by steering so as to keep the indicator
in the central position. By keeping the ball
in the center of its tulle the aircraft is held
laterally level when flying straight, or on
the correct bank when turning.
The sensitive element of the turn indicating mechanism is a small air -driven gyroscope, operated by the vacuum secured from
a venturi tube. The gyro is mounted in
such a way that it reacts only to motion
about a vertical axis, being unaffected by
rolling or pitching.
The venturi tube is a small horn shaped
instrument fastened at some point external
to the fuselage where the sweep of air
impinges on it thoroughly, and the taper of
the tube is so designed that as the air rushes
through it, it causes a suction to be set up
in a small tumbe placed within the larger
one. The principle is similar to that met
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The ntap shows the route of Col. Lindbergh's famous airplane, "The Spirit of St. Louis," on its non-stop flight from New York to Paris.
The longer and more southerly route taken by Chamberlin is also shown on this map.
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Further details of Col.
Lindbergh's navigation

INDICATOR

RU

w

instruments

LINES OF FORCE
EARTHS MAGNET/Cf/EL
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radium luminous dial, and directly below it
is a switch to turn the cock -pit and instrument board lights on and off.
Colonel Lindbergh carried no navigating
instrument such as a sextant, as he had no
facilities or time to use them, and he relied
particularly on his inductor compass to lead
him to the Irish coast and thence on to
Paris. Colonel Lindbergh also had a magnetic compass which was mounted just above
his head, the reversed dial of which he read
in a mirror placed on the instrument board,
as one of the accompanying illustrations
shows.
In the particular design of the entirely
closed cabin or cock-pit in which Colonel
Lindbergh sat on his 3600 mile journey
from New York to Paris, he could see very
well out either side through glass windows,
but he could not see directly ahead or behind. To see ahead he used a periscope
comprising two mirrors, as indicated in one

F
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Above we see the famous inductor compass
dynamo removed from its casing at the right;
at the left is shown the "course setter" and
indicating galvanometer.
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The brushes of the inductor compass dynamo
are rotated from cock -pit panel, to the point
where the galvanometer needle will indicate
zero or center position, when the plane is
being flown along the course corresponding
to the setting of the dynamo brushes. If the
plane gets off its true course, the galvanometer needle will swing either to the right or
left, and the pilot then shifts his controls so
as to bring the plane back on the course, as
is indicated when the galvanometer needle
again points to zero center on the scale.

HOW THE INDUCTOR COMPASS WORKS
Most everyone is familiar with the
ordinary magnetic .compass which indicates
true north by virtue of the magnetic attraction of the north magnetic pole of the
earth for the oppositely magnetized end of a
pivoted steel needle. The magnetic compass
of the familiar type, is liable to a number
of errors, and aviators in general do not
place too much reliance on it. In the past
few years, the inductor compass which
(Continued on page 361)
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of the illustrations herewith.
'Whenever
he wished to use the periscope for looking
ahead, he simply moved a lever which projected a mirror on the end of a stick out
through a hole on the fuselage, as the illustration shows. The image picked tip on this
mirror set at an angle, was reflected onto
a second mirror set at a corresponding angle,
behind a hole in the instrument panel. One
of the mirrors became broken just before
the Colonel started for Paris, and when one
of the engineers checking up on the instruments, asked if one of the ladies present
would like to donate a mirror for the Trans Atlantic plane, a riot was nearly precipitated.
There is regularly built a drift indicator
or gauge and also the drift is checked up in
some cases by dropping smoke bombs on the
water.
Colonel Lindbergh carried these
smoke bombs but did not use them he stated,
he having calculated his drift from his true
course by observing the white caps and his
relative motion to them.

with in the simple vacuum pump which one
fastens to an ordinary spigot. In this spigot
vacuum pump the water flowing rapidly
through a large tube causes a vacuum to be
set up in a small tube joining the larger one
at an angle.
The dial and handle in the center of the
bottom row of instruments is the course
seller for the inductor compass. Here the
pilot sets the dial for whatever direction he
wishes to fly, say cast. Suppose this dial
is set at east or E: then the pilot keeps the
plane on an easterly course by observing the
galvanometer dial at the top of the center
row, steering the plane so as to keep the
galvanometer needle on the zero center
mark.
The large dial instrument at the lower
right-hand corner of the instrument panel, is
one of the most important devices carried
by long distance aircraft and it is marked
altitude. The dial is calibrated so as to
read altitude or height above sea level in
thousands of feet. As may be surmised it
is a particularly well built and accurately
calibrated aneroid barometer. The altitude
gauge or altimeter is very important on all
long distance air trips, particularly so when
flying in a fog or at night. If it were not
for the altitude gauge, the pilot would find
it difficult to tell how far he was above the
land or ocean on a stormy night or in a
fog, as becomes evident.
The instrument seen on the extreme right
of the panel is an eight day clock with a
MEN

4.0

The photo above shows in
ductor compass dynamo in
its weather-proof casing, with
armature shaft extending up
through the top of the casing, and to the top of this
shaft is secured a propeller,
so that the wind may spin
the dynamo.
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Illustration at left shows how
wood core armature of inductor compass dynamo is
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wound, and also how the
silver brushes are mounted
on a movable frame controlled from the instrument
4--r*
panel.

Diagram at right shows how
inductor compass dynamo is
swung in gimbals so as to
always preserve a vertical
plane with respect to the
earth, no matter whether the
airplane is ascending or de'
scending.
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Berlin Landing Field at Night
By DR. ALBERT NEUBERGER
Below is a photograph of a Pintsch airplane weather
vane.

The Pintsch neon lighting
system on the Berlin Ternpelhofer Field may be seen
below.

In the center picture may be seen the Pintsch multiple

tf.yyt-}`,{`¡k

lamp lighthouse.

MANY years have

passed since the signaling systems of our railroads were

devised and developed. Decade after
constantly saw one improvement
follow on top of another until they have

decade

given us an almost complete safety. The
same safety must he obtained for air travel.
Although the number of flying routes is
proportionally very slight, many flying machines now reach their destiny in the evening or in the night. To facilitate flying
at night inventors have developed a number
of remarkable structures, among which and

before all others is the aerial lighthouse of
Mont Valerien in Paris. Ilere we see
the strongest source of light upon the
earth. The rays from this huge lamp are
brought into parallelism by the use of a
perfect parabolic mirror or reflector. The
light of this focus for aerial travel is sent
out in the form of a beam and can be seen
at a distance of nearly 250 miles. The
towers with their two projectors sending
out beams in opposite directions may be
seen on this page.
These lights are carried
on a revolving platform so that the beam
disappears for a certain length of time and
then reappears. This airplane travel lighthouse makes the use of various directing
lights within the range of its beam unnecessary, and it belongs to the class of the
so-called pilot lights, while the course
lights arc of lower power. For these course
lights, which hale to be distinguished so as

.

to avoid confusion with other lights upon
the surface of the earth, and so as to be
recognized without mistake, various constructions have been invented.
Experience has shown that the visual
range of a light increases with the size of
the incandescent surface. This solution has
been found in the use of multiple lamps,
one of which appears on this page.
The
ianlps are arranged in the shape of a
truncated cone. Over the surface of such
a cone 96 lamps are distributed. A light of
this nature can be seen at a distance of 35
to 50 miles. The illumination of the landing field carried out by the Dutch at Waalaaven is a model for other landing places.
Eight lights are placed around the field and
optical arrangements are so carried out that
every lamp sends out a beam that spreads
over an angle of 90 degrees and is directed
downward.

-::.`'.¡a.

..e

+` ':

Pintsch's lighthouse with the rotating mirror may be seen in the photograph above.
Note the construction and size of the reflector.

Here we have a view of the Waalaaven illuminated landing field. By using
this method the broad field becomes as light as day and the airplanes
have little difficulty in landing even in spite of adverse wind conditions.
This mode of lighting has done much to eliminate accidents.

The PintschPint direction
searchlight for guiding
planes at night is shown
above.
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What Chance Has Your Baby?
The Relative Life Chances of Boy and Girl
Babies at Variot s Ages
By H. H. DUNN

every female pickaninny, only 1.22 negro boy
babies died.

In England and \Vales, front 1901 to 1919,
the ratio of boy baby deaths under one year
to girl baby deaths at the same ages, was
128.8 to 100, slightly higher than in the
United States for the sante period.
Dr. Holmes' tabulations show that in
places and in periods \s here infant mortality
is high, the ratio of boy deaths to girl deaths
is low ; and, conversely, where there is a low
rate of infant mortality, the death rate of
boys is relatively high. \Vith tl e reduction

This seven -months old baby girl has
one and one -quarter chances to live
compared with one
chance for a

5

boy of the

same age, provided both are
given the same
sy

'.. f,

environment

and care. Her
sex gives her

the better

chance for life.
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Above is graphically shown the difference in
infant mortality between girl babies and boy
babies. The figures are the number of male
babies dying as compared with 100 girl babies
passing away.

of infant mortality which has been matte in
recent years in the United States, there has
been a marked relative increase in boy
deaths. The sex -ratio at death -or the ratio
of boy deaths to girl deaths-varies with
the age of infants in the first year of life.
For young infants, it is high, but it decreases during the year.
"Following the course of sex mortality
after the first year," said Dr. Holmes to tite
(Continued on page 375)

a,

WIiAT CHANCE

has your boy
baby to live?
Less than your girl baby by
about 28 per cent.
This is the answer of Dr. Samuel J.
Holmes, Ph.D. professor of zoology at the
University of California, who has made a
tabulated study of the deaths of 3.405,464
babies, who died between 1900 and 19?3, in
all parts of the United States. Every state
furnished its quota of these deaths, and the
information concerning them was taken from
hospital, municipal, county and state records,
so that it is official and accurate.
Out of this study, the most comprehensive
ever made on the subject. I)r. Holmes deduces two important conclusions:
First, that the male is inherently
weaker sex.
Second, that man's inferiority in this
gard is a matter of heredity.
Up to and under one month. 137.2
babies die for every 100 girl babies. At

Study of this table shows
a number of interesting
coincidences of virtually
the same ratios from different diseases at widely
verying ages. These coincidences are being made
the objects of further
study by Dr. Holmes and
his staff.

the

reboy
one

month, the ratio increases to 138.4 to every
100 females, but then, the boys' chances of
life improve. At two months, 134.1 boy
babies succumb, as compared with 100 girls.
In the three to five months period, the ratio
drops to 130.6; front six to eight months,
123.4 boys die to every 100 girls, while from
nine to twelve months, the relation is 116.6
males to 100 females.
Under and up to one yoar, the average
mortality of babies in the United States is
128.5 boys to every 100 girls. Thus, your
hoy of one year or less has one chance to
live as compared with somewhat more than
one and one -quarter chances possessed by
his sister of approximately the same age. In
figures tabulated front 1914, when white and
negro vital statistics were separated, to 1923,
it appears that the differences in the death
rates of the two sexes were somewhat less
for colored infants. For every 100 white
girl babies who died in that period, 131.5
white stale infants passed out, though for

Cause of Death

All causes

Whooping cough
Influenza
Tuberculous meningitis

Respiratory tuberculosis
Other forms of tuberculosis
Syphilis
Diarrhea and enteritis
Stomach diseases
Bronchitis
Pneumonia
Broncho-pneumonia
Malformations

Prematurity

Congenital debility
injuries at birth

DEATH RATIO OF 1XFANTS
Under
1

month

137.2
87.7
144.2
95.1
145.5
120.0
130.0
138.6
143.3
128.2
135.1
140.1
133.3
133.4
138.7
161.3

1

month

2 11011ths

138.4
90.9
158.8
161.1
167.5
140.6

134.1

133.1

137.1
136.1

143.5
166.3
128.1
146.8
142.5
136.7
109.5
146.9
128.2

99.8

135.7
111.2
128.2
152.0
128.7
130.2
139.0
135.6
135.6
104.6
138.6
142.0

3-5 mos.

6-8 mos.

130.6
104.1
135.8

123.4
84.9
133.0

132.1
122.0

120.5
124.6

142.9
130.4
134.9
136.4
129.3

163.6
117.8

143.1

138.9
120.9
96.4
126.4

121.1
124.8
120.1
135.7
127.8
108.1

125.2
118.8

9-12 mos.

116.6
83.3
129.3
107.4
102.3

120.5
120.1

119.9
109.4
105.8
121.8
115.4
117.0
103.7
115.4

This yearling boy has one chance
to live compared with 1.16
chances of a girl one year old.

babies, however, are
handicapped by the very fact of
their maleness.
All boy

Sex ratios for deaths of infants
in subdivisions of the first year
in the United States, based on
figures for the years 1916 to
1923, inclusive, are shown in the
table in which the figures are
the number of male babies dying
as compared with 100 girl babies
passing away.
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THE MONTH'S SCIENTIFIC NEWS ILLUSTRATED
By George Wall
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German inventor, Franz Kruckenberg, has
completed the plans for a suspension railroad.
The cars, which are driven by a propeller,
will attain a speed of more than two hundred
miles an hour. .
Although no definite steps
have been taken for the construction of this
road, the efficiency of the present suspension
system now operating in the Ruhr district
favors the plan .
The inventor has patented
his idea in the United States and abroad.
A
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Two double -headed electric fire and wrecking
trucks will safeguard the lives of the motorists
who travel through the new Holland tubes
which connect New York and New Jersey. The
trucks have drivers seats, steering apparatus and
cranes, so that they can be driven m either direction without the necessity of turning. These
special trucks will be at the scene of an accident
within a moment's notice and thus do much toward preventing traffic bloc's,
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recent Swedish invention provides for the
reception of telephone messages in the absence
of the householder and for their reproduction
upon his return. It is attach.d to an ordinary
telephone and directly connects the device
with the central operator.
A

TAXI -GALL

BUTTON
.

web

Not content with the usual precautions
against burglars. the bank of England is
making provision for emergencies when,
for some reason, the bank staff might be
unable to lock he underground treasure
vaults. The vaults will be so constructed
that they can be flooded by the pressure
of a button at any one of three points.
These buttons, are to be located, one
within the bask, one elsewhere in London
and one in the country ten miles outside
of London.
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Vienna is now using the new "taxiphone" which
is illustrated above. These booths, placed at in -1
tervals along the streets, are connected by wire to
theatres, apartment houses and the like, from
which, by pressing a button a call for a taxi can
be sent to the nearest booth. If there is no taxi
waiting the call is sent to the next nearest stand.

fi.E1WT5R

long range searchlight gun, which flashes pictures or images upon clouds, buildings or smoke
screens, has been perfected by the General Electric
Company. Projectors with a tO-inch searchlight
will throw a clear image as far as five miles. The
sky writer which has been perfected usel an
eighteen -inch searchlight and can be operated with
an incandescent bulb or carbon arc. The installation of these new projectors will probably open a
new field for advertising. By installing these projectors in the suburbs of large cities it will be
possible to show any number of advertisements at
the same time, without having to construct the
costly frames and supports now needed for,
luminous signs.
A
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It is suggested that if the Sherry -Netherland Hotel
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had been equipped with a wholly inclosed elevator,
suitable to carry a 40 -gallon chemical fire extinguisher,
the fire undoubtedly could have been easily extinguished in its early stages. The extinguisher would
be equipped with wheels, so that it could be moved
easily in different directions, thus making it possible
to reach all portions of the blaze. By installing totally
inclosed elevators in all of our large buildings, it
would be possible at all times and under all conditions
to reach fires in the towers. At present, although our
buildings are fire -proof, the smoke and fumes sometimes prevent the fire-fighters from reaching points
of vantage in time to prevent serious damage. Another idea is that such enclosed elevators are always
desirable for carrying passengers to the ground floor.

l
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The Impossible
NO.

1

OF

By HUGO
Here is

photograph of a doll weighted so that it will float in water to the same depth as a
human being would float in the same medium. Compare with photo at right.

contemplate the
II Fthisyoumonth's
issue of

front cover of

SCIENCE AND INVEN-

TION, you will be struck by what appears
to be "an impossibility."

If you know anything about swimming at
all, you will know that it would be quite
impossible for the young lady to float on
the water as depicted in our cover illustration.
Furthermore, the ball which looks like
the usual large medicine ball used so much
at our sea resorts, could not possibly float
in water as shown in the illustration. If
the young lady were placed in water, as
she appears to be, she certainly would, if
at rest, sink so that practically her entire
body would be submerged. Not all people, it
may he said, float the same way. A thin
and emaciated person will practically sink
so that only the nose stays above the water.
The reason is that the human body has about
the saute specific gravity as water, and
would sink at once to the bottom of fresh
water if the body did not contain a certain
amount of air, principally in the lungs, and
to a lesser degree in some of the other organs
throughout the body.
Certain parts of the body are heavier than
water, such as for instance, the skull and
the bone structure. This, however, is counterbalanced by the fatty tissues which weigh less
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Lake, or in the Dead Sea, because even
though the person be emaciated, over 60%
of his body will rise above the water. From
this we can form an idea of just what will
happen if you submerge a human body in
liquids that are denser, or in other words,
as the scientists term it of a, "higher specific
gravity" than ordinary water.
If you submerge a human being into a
liquid which has less weight than water,
such as, for instance, oil-which floats on
water and is therefore lighter,-even the fat photograph of a toy
boat floating in water.
Compare this photo
with photo on opposite
page.
A

test person will sink rapidly if thrown into
a tank thereof. Any human being thrown
into lighter liquids would have a great deal
of trouble to keep afloat, and would have to
expend more energy to keep above the
surface.
One of the lightest liquids in existence,
namely methenyl diphenylamine, would make
it quite tntcontfortable for the person who

t
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The iron weights used in
our experiments which
platform
are ordinary
scale weights, are here
seen floating in mercury.
The weight at the right
is double and consists of
a two and a one pound
iron disk.

;
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than water. Thus, a fat man or woman can
float more readily in water and the body
will rise out for a greater degree over the
level of still water, titan that of thin persons. So delicate is the balance, that a
person will sink to the bottom if his lungs
become filled with water, which is sufficient
to make the body go to the bottom. I f it
were not for decomposition setting in, which
gives rise to gases, the body would never
come to the surface again. It is these gases
principally which are responsible for a dead
person coming to the surface again.
What has been said here, about the human
body floating, holds good only for ordinary
fresh water. In sea water, which latter has
a higher specific gravity, the human body
does not sink as deep. For instance, the
water of the Dead Sea has a high specific
gravity while that of the Great Salt Lake
hear Salt Lake City has a specific gravity
of 1.66, which means in other words, that
this salt water weighs about 60% more than
fresh water, the specific gravity of which
latter is 1.000.
Inasmuch as the specific gravity of the
human body is about the same as that of
clear water, it will be seen that it is impossible for a person to sink in either the Salt

ey

ventured into a tank filled with such a
liquid. Even with the most strenuous exertion it would be impossible for the swimmer
to keep his face above this liquid, which has
a specific gravity of only 0.558, or about
half that of water.
Furthermore, it is a well-known physical
principle that a floating body sinks and keeps
on sinking until it displaces its own weight
in the liquid in which it floats.

You will

remember, the well known anecdote, about

ball;

An ordinary golf
sinks in water and comes
to rest at the bottom of
Many golf
the vessel.
enthusiasts know this.

Archimedes and his famous bath; when he
found that his body displaced enough water
to make his bath tub overflow, he ran out
into the street, oblivious to the fact that he
wore no clothes at all, shouting "Eureka" (I
have found it.) What he found was the law
of specific gravity mentioned above, that is,
a floating body displaces the same weight
of water that is equal to its volume.

In water, a tennis ball
sinks to one-half its
height as indicated in
the photograph here.

"

I'

Going back to the Salt Lake experiment
where we noted that it is impossible for a
human body to sink, we can now imagine
liquids still heavier, where the body will
submerge even less.
This is the idea behind the cover of
this issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
What then is the answer? Mercury,
popularly called Quicksilver.
Mercury is the only metal that is liquid,
and the reasons why this should be so are
still only understood rather vaguely by our
scientists. Mercury by no means is the heaviest element, although it is popularly thought

so. The specific gravity of this metal is
13.595 at 4° Centigrade.

There are however, some metals heavier
than mercury. They have a specific gravity
as follows: Gold -19.32 at 17.5° C.; Iridium
-22.42 at 17° C. ; Osmium -22.48 at Atmospheric temperature; Platinum -22.35 A;
Tantalum
16.6A; Tungsten- 18.7A ; Uranium -18.68A.
Let us now imagine a lake of mercury.
Here the appearance of a human body floating will be exactly as that shown on our
cover illustration. The lake of mercury,
which looks like calm water, is supposed to
be about 22 inches deep, with the young
lady resting exactly as pictured. Only onethirteenth of the human body can be submerged while floating in mercury, while
twelve -thirteenths is out of the mercury. In
other words, only an exceedingly small portion of the body can be submerged while
at rest, when floating on a lake of mercury.
The young man shown in the illustration
would find some difficulty to stand in 22
inches of mercury, as he would have trouble
to maintain his balance. The tremendous
specific gravity of mercury as compared with
that of the human being, tends to push everything lighter in an upward direction. Therefore the young man as pictured would only
stand in this position a second or less after
which he would fall over, and splash on top
of the mercuric pool.

-

f
The heavy medicine ball which in water
would be practically submerged, would float
exactly as shown, only 1 or 2 inches being
submerged below the surface of the liquid.
To show what.effect mercury has on various different everyday articles, we perforated
a number of experiments in SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Laboratories, and the photographs
reproduced herewith show some of the
results.
\Ve first took a celluloid doll, and loaded
it with buckshot, in such a way that when
floating in water it would duplicate exactly
the condition found if a human being were
floating. This condition is shown in the
illustration where the doll floats exactly as
would a human being in water. Then the
same doll weighing exactly the same amount,
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was placed upon mercury with the result
as shown.
\\ e might state that we would have liked
to make the experiment with a full grown
human being, by using a bath tub full of
mercury, but unfortunately, this would have
taken nearly 31 tons of mercury, which at
the present value of mercury, $2.00 a pound,
would represent $121.632!! We thought we
had better not attempt this experiment, because in the first place, we probably would
not have been able to find that much mercury
even in New York City, and secondly, if

This is the same doll as in the photograph on the opposite page. It is here floating in mercury.
Note that daylight can be observed beneath the neck and knee.

does not sink in at all. By beating the surface of the water rapidly enough he can thus
run on top. This can he likened to the
skipping stone, with which we arc all
familiar. Of course, surface tension has
something to do with the phenomenon. A
problem now comes up: Suppose we had
our imaginary lake of mercury. How fast
would an average man have to run without
sinking into the mercury? And is it pos-

.

-

The wooden boat made to
sink in mercury to a
depth identical with the
same vessel in water required an additional
weight of 31/a pounds.

31C.

we had poured the mercury into a standard
cast iron bath tub, it might even have
burst into pieces, sending the quicksilver
in all directions due to tremendous weight
of this liquid.
In some of our illustrations, we have
shown how even iron weights float easily on
top of mercury.
A toy boat is also shown floating in water,
and in order to make it sink to the same
depth in mercury, it was necessary to place
iron weights on it weighing 31/2 pounds.
This, not withstanding the fact that the little
boat only measured 91/2 inches long, 21/2
inches wide and one inch deep.
A most interesting photograph shows a
heavy solid glass inkstand floating on top
of the mercury, as well as a small "B" battery. Although heavy and solid you can
see how nicely both float, just as a cork
would float on water. A pair of pliers is
seen floating between the "B" battery and
the glass ink well.
A surprising photograph is the one that
shows the golf ball, which, of course, sinks
to the bottom in water, and even sinks much
further in the mercury than one would at
first suspect. For instance, a tennis ball
in water sinks almost all the way down,

sible for a man to run on the surface at
all? Theoretically, of course, it is possible.
if he runs -fast enough. From a practical
standpoint it is hardly possible for a human
being to run fast enough, without sinking
into the surface of the mercury. Then, too,

glass ink well full of
ink, a pair of cutting
pliers and a "B" battery
float in mercury. Observe
how the "B" battery tips
at an angle. Its construction makes it heavier on
one side than on the
A

_
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other.

if he sank into the mercury at all, his motion would necessarily be retarded, because
the mercury itself, in closing in over the
foot, would very likely retard his motion.
On the other hand, referring back to the
lizard, the surface of the lizard's feet, as
compared to the rest of his body, is quite

would appreciate

a lake
mercury instead of
water. Observe how the
ball floats.

of

mercury it practically does not submerge at all. The reason here, of course,
is that the specific gravity of the golf ball is
quite high. In other words, it is rather
heavy, and that is the reason why it sinks a
little further in the mercury than does the
tennis ball.
An interesting problem comes up here,
which has not been solved entirely. In South
America there is a small lizard which can
actually run over a solid sheet of water
without sinking into it. Now, the little
lizard weighs more than the water, consequently he should sink through the surface
of the water and go below it. The point,
however, is that lie runs so fast and his motion along the water is so rapid that he
Mercury supplied through the courtesy of
Cooper and Son, New York City.

Chas.

You might say, therefore, that for practical
purposes it would be impossible for a man to
run along the surface of liquid mercury,
even is he could run fast enough.
It is interesting to conjecture at this point
as to just how difficult it would be to remain
afloat in liquids as light as ether or even
gasoline. The questions naturally arising
are: Can our best swimmers remain afloat
in either of these two liquids? Can any of
the present swimming animals remain on the
surface in these liquids? The feat would
seem quite impossible in liquids having a
specific gravity of approximately one-half
that of water, one of which was mentioned
in a previous paragraph of this article, unless the swimmer himself very vigorously
moved his hands and feet, thus keeping his
head above the surface of the liquid.
One might even attempt to calculate the
speed of swimming in a body such as
mercury, the friction of which is slight but
the buoyancy of which is very pronounced.
Would the hands of the swimmer slip
through the mercury more so than they do
in water; or would the swimmer be capable

9i,

How golf enthusiasts

in

he has no trouble maintaining his equilibrium.

large. This is not trite of the human foot,
where the surface is rather small. Furthermore, if the human being had four feet he
would not have to run as fast on the surface of the mercury as with the two he has.
Moreover. it is questionable whether he could
do the trick at all, due to his high center of
gravity, which would tend to upset him,
while the lizard's center of gravity is not
much higher than the feet, and consequently

.J.:
t
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of phenomenal speeds; are interesting questions to cogitate upon.
Another very interesting problem is the
reason why the B battery tips over at an
angle in the mercury. These batteries, as
we all know, are made quite expertly, and
the weight of each individual cell should
practically correspond to that of the adjacent cells. \\'hat theft makes the battery
tip? Does this illustration not prove that
objects floating on mercury arc not necessarily level?
What does all this prove?
In the first place, never trust your senses
too much. What appears impossible at a
glance, may not be so impossible after all.
At the same tinte, we have gone to this
length to show these experiments, because
there is no telling that someone will not put
the experiments to some practical use in
some way of which we do not even dream.
Mercury is used a great deal in the arts
as well as in the industries, and we believe
there are many other additional uses which
are not ín common practice, simply for the
reason that many people do not realize the
importance of mercury.
_

tennis ball seemingly
rests upon the very surface of the heavy, silvery,
metallic fluid.
A

-9

.

.
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Scientific Novelties
Dr. George D. Meeker and Clifford Muth
are shown at the right administering an
ultra -violet ray treatment to queen bees.
The egg laying capacity of the queen is
greatly increased by the application of
ultra-violet rays of light for about three
minutes each day, extending over a period
of days. A similar line of investigation is
being undertaken at the University of
s»»)
Cincinnati.
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Professor Dayton C. Miller is shown at
the left holding a glass flute which gives
nearly pertect notes. Professor Miller
found that the tone quality of the flute
improved with the increase in density
of material. and that a solid gold flute
has a wonderful rich tone which can not
be achieved by any other instrument. Platinum, which is denser
than gold, will make a still more
admirable flute. The gold flute
is the onlr one of its kind in
4--4e*
existence.
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Tests

re-

were

cently made on
a
new airplane
stabilizing d e vice, designed by
Robert Mitton.

In

a

plane

with

equipped
this mechanism,
a pilot flew for
forty-five m i n -

with

utes

h

i s

hands

out-

stretched.

T

h e

stabilizer is
shown in the
photo at the left.

a-

a
The compact movie projector, shwa above, has been
perfected in Germany and is rapidl- becoming popular in
European homes. The device is small in size and can be
operated from an ordinary e:ectric light socket.
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Windsor,

electric motor geared to one wheel, thus eliminat-

dropped on the
egg repeatedly.

.

-

Claire

The small children's automobile shown above has
been perfected in England. It is driven by an

shell, when

.

-.

--a

The strength of
an egg shell was
tested
recently
at Cornell University.
A 16 hammer
pound
failed to dent the

motion

picture

actress, is shown below with her
new invention, which consists of a
small mirror mounted on the horn
button with a light and a reflector
placed in back of it, thus enabling
the user to "make up" at night.
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ing the usage of a differential.
A portable X-ray and
fluoroscope have been
used successfully in
detecting contraband
liquor in a load of
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Electrocuting Flies
By A. N. AfIRZAOFF

SUD1r1ER has its pleasures but also its
In our homes in particular
troubles.
flies. worry us, but happily today we use efficacious means for destroying them, such as
sticky paper, bottle traps in the form of
vases where the insects drown themselves in
soap suds, poison paper containing formaldehyde and which is called "Fly Paper,"
which is used by moistening it and putting
it in a plate and has a deadly effect in its
action upon flies who eat it. According to
Trillat and Legendre, the best way to use
this material consists in making a mixture
15 per cent. of commercial formaldehyde,
!0 per cent. of milk, and 65 per cent. of
water in large flat recipients. The flies attracted by the milk imbibe the liquid and
their bodies fall in great bunches, not in the
recipients, but around them, and sometimes
at quite a distance.
But recently means for electrocuting this
pest has been invented. The new electric
fly killer consists of a strip or bar of insulating material, around which wires are
wound, insulated one from the other. Each
wire is connected at one of its extremities
to one of the poles of an electric circuit;
the other ends are disconnected. Now if a
fly alights upon the bar it connects electrically the two wires, the spark flashes across
and the insect is stricken with electricity.
It then falls into a sort of a little bowl at
the foot of the apparaus containing water
along with a few drops of kerosene. As
this recipient is attached to the bar by means
of screws or a bayonet joint, it can he easily
detached from time to time for throwing
away the corpses of the flies.
The constructor has produced various
models of electric fly killers which act with
a current direct or alternating at 110 to 250
volts. Some are adapted for workshops or
kitchen, others for stores, for restaurants
or for living apartments. For bedrooms,
the type adopted contains an electric lamp
burning behind a screen arranged within a
little cage. whose bottom is the cemetery
for flies. The apparatus is placed above the
bed, perhaps on the night table for example.

, r..

r611

f

Above tie fly -killer installed in the bedroom.
Below is a view of the apparatus as used in
the kitchen.

The fly -killer is camouflaged for the dining
room; it is carried on a stand to protect a

In the darkness of the room, the insects attracted by the light begin to fly around the
fatal jar; they alight upon the wires, to
which they may be attracted also by some

sugar. It is to be remarked finally that this
ingenious fly killer only consumes current
(luring the instant of electrocution and consequently costs practically nothing to run.

sleeper.

Ocean .Tube Eliminates Sewage
,..
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Edward Hatch, of the Merchants Pollution Committee has advocated
special means for ridding New York harbor of filth. The suggestion has
been made that tunnels or tubes be constructed under the city and far out
to the sea under the ocean bed. The building of a tunnel 20 or even 30
miles under sea bottom is feasible.

-

-20 T0 30 MILE

.

SEWER,.

PIPE LINE

Sewage pumps ]orated beneath the city woul3 force the refuse out beyond
the harbor. Probably no other city in the world is called upon to dispose
of its sewage under such adverse conditions as is New York. and the
suggested plan should provide an efficient means for disposing of the
waste matter.
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Gunpowder Seaplane
Catapult for Battleships
ANEWmeans of starting hydroplanes
been

from the decks of battleships has just
perfected. This system uses a gun-

powder explosion to provide the necessary
motive power to throw the airplane from the
turret of the ship. By varying the amount
of powder used, the plane may be sent at
PISTON

This illustration shows a
5.100 -pound
amphibian plane being shot from the
top turret of the U.S.S.
West Virginia in Los
Angeles harbor.
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any required speedinto the air. The illus
iY

Details of the
construction of
the new catapult are shown
in this illustration.
F-44EE

heavy machinery to keep the air at the correct pressure. With this new system ally
quantity of the shells may be stored in
comparatively small space and thus innumerable flights may be assured. This system
is being installed on many of our large

battleships.

tration shown here describes the method

used in this new invention. The plane is
hoisted onto a moving carriage on the catapult, and the engine is started. A specially designed brass shell is placed in the explosion -chamber and fired. The expansion of
the gas due to this explosion, moves a piston
attached to a cable terminating at the moving carriage thus driving it with great speed
along the runway. The moving carriage
strikes the buffer which immediately stops
it. and due to its inertia the airplane
keeps on moving. The advantage of this
system over the compressed -air system previously used is that the apparatus is much
more compact and no heavy machinery is
needed. The compressed -air system requires

PLANE RELEASID FROM
CARRIAGE AT END OF
TRAVEL

Th

e
complete
catapult -action is
shown here. The
moving carriage
on its rails and
the buffer are
shown; explaining the action
that takes place
in throwing the

airplane into the
air. The cable-

RELEASE

MECHANISM

BUFFER

RAILS

MOVING

r

CARRIAGE

CABLE TENSION
ADJUSTMENT

BREECH BLOCK

movement is also
shown in this illustration.

POWDER EXP.

GUIDES

///////// ////
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Good Light for
Typists
k
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41::

y

TILE hest and most hygienic requirements of work bring the best
results. It is evident that the rapidity
and correctness of typewritten matter
must stiffer when the typist has her
copy in an uncomfortable position,
when the source of light is poor, or
does not give sufficient illumination to
the keyboard and manuscript. A very
good solution of this problem is presented by a new conception, which is
based on a

characteristic lighting ar-

The text to be copied is directly
above the feed -roller, level with the eyes of
the typist, so that she can read her shorthand copy without having to bend over. A.
lamp is so placed that its light is divided
rangement.
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between the copy, the keyboard, and the
paper. .\ metal screen which acts as a reflector prevents the light from dazzling the
typist. The new copy -holder is screwed
down on the surface of the typewriter table, or is situp. y clamped there. A smaller
light may be used, saving electricity.
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Do Plant Odors Attract Insects?
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ARE insects attracted to certain plants
through their sense of smell? By duplicating certain odors artificially, can insects be lured to their destruction? Entymologists have been working along these
lines for some time and are fairly positive
that insects ha\e definite senses which can
be utilized by man in Isis continual warfare
against them. The Bureau of Entymology
of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture has developed a sensitive instrument called an insect "Olfactometer," and by its use considerable progress has been made in determining the action on insects of odors from plant
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The apparatus used in testing this theory ís
shown above, and it will be seen that a majority of the insects follow tite source of odor.
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This illustration shows how plants may be protected by attracting insects with stronger odors than
the living plants give into the specially arranged traps in which they are speedily killed.

extracts, from plants, or from insects themselves.
Briefly described by Dr. N. E. Mclndoo,
entymologist of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, the insect "Olfactometer" consists of
a specially constructed Y -tube through
which insects pass from a dark chamber,
being attracted by a light suspended near

the free ends of the forks of this tube. The
principle involved is to attracts the insects
equally toward the entrances of the forks by
the light stimulus, but when ready to enter
these forks, they are influenced unequally
by the odors drawn through the forks, thus
leaving only the olfactory responses to be
recorded.-S. R. 1Vinters.

Practical Grafting Methods

A Buttonhole Tip

POTATOES GROWING ON
TOMATO VINE

If you

have ever worn a flower in your buttonhole and wished you could have kept it fresh,
you will appreciate this tip.

GRAFTING

1111

LEAVES AND
GREEN
SHOOTS

q,

U911,1111A

The above illustration shows some unusual results obtained by grafting. Several methods are
shown. The saddle -grafting is used to graft a branch of one specie onto a plant of another type.
This is shown in the drawing of potatoes growing on a tomato vine. Another illustration of this
method is shown in which the green shoots and leaves of one plant are grown onto another. The
approach grafting is used to combine two growing plants to produce unusual fruits and leaves. It
would be rather queer to start eating a cucumber, and when half through discover one was eating
a squash. The method is shown in the illustration.

Author please send

name.

WHEN flowers are used for buttonhole
or bouquets they are apt to fade rather
quickly. In such cases a very good thing
to do is as follows: Soak a piece of cotton wool in salt and water. Then wrap this
around the end of the stalks. Enclose the
cotton-wool with a piece of tin -foil, and
you will find that the flowers remain as
fresh as if they were in a vase of water.S. Leonard Bastin.
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Photographing
Electric Flashes
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Gold from the Air
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is "picking gold out of the air"
through a device in the U. S. Assay Office in Wall
Street, which recovers metal that formerly went up the
flues in a smelting of gold imports, and the product of
domestic mines into gold bars. A giant fan drives gases
from the gold -smelting furnaces up the stack to settling
chambers, where the gold is precipitated by an electrical
process before the residue fumes are driven out 300 feet
in the air. The gases pass between two adjacent elements, one of which is grounded electrically, while the
other is connected to a source of high voltage. An electrical action is set up which precipitates the suspended
particles from the gas from which they drop to a col-
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lecting chamber below.
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As a result of an
invention of a camera which will take
photographs at a

rate

of

2600

the actual contorted
path followed by a

flash as disclosed by
the new camera.

\G.

10 HIGH VOLTAGE

a

second, the pictures
shown of electric
flashes may be analyzed. "A" shows
an
flash
electric
eight feet long as
seen with the naked
eye.
"B" shows
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Hair -Raisin:g Trick Used in Motion-Picture Photography
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An invention devised to provide a meals whereby the hair of a wig can be
elevated or made to stand on end, so that the wearer can register fear, by
elevating the hair and changing the expression on his tace. has just been patented. This wig which is of great assistance in motion -picture photography

also provides a means for holding the hair elevated as long
inserts show the method of constructing the wig. A tube is
rear part of the wig, and its other end connected with a bulb
the wig member and cause the bristles to rise when the

larr

as desired. The
attached with the
which will inflate
air enters it.
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Trick Sharp Shooting
By SAM BROWN
11,

0
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STEEL CAP

In the above diagram we show a series of methods for producing very realistic trick share shooting which may be used by amateurs for minstrel ner-

PROPERLY presented there

is

no way to

detect fake sharp shooting from the real
thing. In the case of hitting a ball in midair instead of using a single shot from a

revolver or rifle, the sharp shooter employs
buckshot, which spreads over a considerable
territory. The two -gun man who hits two
Calls thrown simultaneously uses one gun with
bird shot and another containing a blank.

A series of minute white targets

can

be

formances and other shows and which will show extreme apparent skill at
handling a rifle or a revolver. The methods are explained in the text.

destroyed rapidly by paintng a white dot on
a black balloon and then placing the balloon
in front cf a dark background.
A shot
striking within six inches of the white spot
will cause the spot to vanish. In the cigarette trick a blank is used in the gun and a
pin held between the teeth releases the cut
tip of the cigarette. An apple may be shot
from a person's head by hitting a target
placed above and in back of the background.

A pointed wire strikes the apple, knocking
it from the man's head. A name may easily
be punctured in a cardboard if the cardboard
is cut and threaded as indicated at A, A, A ;

jerking the thread tears off the tiny retainin rapid succession. The light shows
through the openings thus formed. A steel

ers

punch may be used to cut the name in the
black cardboard. The punch should be quite
sharp and thin. Blank cartridges are used.

The Magic Ball of Zanoni
TIIE magic ball of

the bottom there is

Zanoni is a ball
which, at the command
of the operator may be
made to sloe ly rise
from its resting place
and remain suspended
in air while the operator passes a hoop
completely around it.
Then. at command.
the ball may be made
to dance a jig to the

merry tune of the orchestra. The ball itsel f is constructed of

cork, celluloid, balsa
wood or other light
material and is shown
in the detailed drawing. The pedestal is
made of concrete or
any other material and
is painted to harmonize
with the magician's
paraphernalia.
other
At B there are a series of openings which
lead from the inside of
the pedestal to the top
of the stand, and at

In the diagram at the left.

A is the ball; B, air passages; C, vase; V, air char.nel with valve.

a

communicating
directly with a blower
located beneath t h e
stage or for that matter the blower itself
could be mounted
in the pedestal making
the device more portable.
By controlling
the valve either from
back stage or by the
operator's foot the ball
may be made to rise or
fall at will. There is
only one objectionable
feature to a stunt of
this nature, and that
is that the noise of the
escaping air can be
heard and consequently
an orchestra should
play while this stunt is
being produced. Inasmuch as the ball is
made to dance in time
with the music, the
music acts as a perfect
mask. and seems to be
an addition to the performance. -1. Butner.
t ub e
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LATEST DEVICES
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The device shown above stops mouth breathing and snoring.
A comfortable cap -like
affair is fitted with an adjustable strap which

F-

passes beneath the chin.

j.-

H. P. White.

24719Tell12s-IIDr14..414=51=

An automatic radio timer clock is shown
above. By means of this ingenious mechanism
it is possible to turn the radio set on or off
at any desired time. The clock can readily
be placed on the radio receiver itself.

Courtesy Timing Appliances Corp.

The false eyelashes shown in the above photo
are the latest in beautifiers. The eyelashes are
made in various sizes and shades to suit the
individual taste of the wearer. They may be
attached at a moment's notice and will stay in
place all day long even though the wearer may
take violent exercise.
Courtesy C. Mestic Co.

"HORO-MEMO."
Above is a new device for office use which
has recently appeared in Paris. Each day has
its sheet, and this is ruled off at the right
and left hand sides into one -quarter hour
spaces.
There is a key to correspond with
each space, and this is turned opposite the
space which has been marked. A bell rings
at each marked quarter of an hour.
Courtesy C. Jlamef & Co.

to

--Byrd

NOVEL CIGAR LIGHTER
The cigar or cigarette lighter pictured above
will doubtlessly be welcomed by many smokers, both for its pleasing appearance and for
its usefulness. The lighter is small and compact and can be easily held within the palm
of the hand. It should find and fill a needed
place in the den or club room. The lighter
has a switch in back of the body. It connects
with the house lighting circuit by means of a
cord and plug. Resistance wires beneath the
mica window become heated to incandescence
when in use. This lighter will eliminate the
fire hazard which is always attached to
matches.
Courtesy Owl Mfg. Co.

GOLF AID
The putting aid shown above will do much
to improve the golfer's score, if used assiduously. It has been designed to correct any
faults in the golfer's stance and to enable
one to get the correct swing.
Courtesy P. A. Voile.

NEW HEADLIGHT DIMMER

TOOTHPICK VENDER
The automatic toothpick server shown above
and to the right will eliminate the unsanitary
way of handling all toothpicks. Simply press
on the lever and a toothpick jumps up. This
article will be found very handy in the home
as

well as in restaurants.
I. B. Rostaick and Standard 11fg. Co.

I
A photograph of the headlight dimmer witfi
the cover removed is shown above.

Note the

contacts and the heavy spring which keeps
the push button raised. The mechanism can
be quickly installed on the floor of the car
within easy access of the driver's feet. It
should eliminate many accidents which occur
when driving at night, usually caused by
blinding headlights. At the right, the connections for the headlight dimmer to the
switch on dash, arc shown.

``.----__---

A view of the headlight dimmer
installed with the cover removed.
Courtesy Barkelew Electric Manufacturing

Co.
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Artificial Fog Latest
German Military Device

Nature Study Afforded
By Captive Ant, Colony

i-

Ants may seem rather unusual creatures to keep as pets, but they
may be confined in a glass cell, as in the photo above, and will afford
much instruction and amusement.
Two glass plates are spaced
about % inch apart, and the intervening space is filled with dampened, screened sand and loam in which the ants will burrow.Prof. F. E. Austin.

Giant Star Dwarfs Universe
AIRPLANE FLYING 200 MI.PER HR TAKES
TO GO AROUND MIRA

German military and naval forces are reported to have made successful experiments with a new "artificial fog" which screens an area
almost completely. The fog is chemically produced, and the reagents
used in its production may be carried in small containers. It is
claimed that the fog is harmless, except as it causes slight coughing
among those who spread it.

COMPARATIVE
SIZE OF SUN

Mira, one of the most important of the variable stars, is so large that an airplane at 200 m. p. h. would take 270 years for a complete circuit.

Suicide Among Scorpions

arc accustomed to think of
our sun and our universe as
the ultimate in magnitude. The astronomers tell us, however. that the
distances of interplanetary space are
utterly incomprehensible to the huThere has always been man mind, and
much doubt as to the
that some of the
21 possibility of a scorpion
{. committing suicide. Acbodies in
this
cording to the best auspace exceed our
thorities, this can never conception of imtake place.
mensity. One of
these heavenly
wanderers, known
as a variable star
because of its periodic changes in
brilliance, is Mira,
Cr/i Omicron. Estimates of Mira's
size vary with different
observers from 75 million to over 300 million
While scorpions themselves are not exmiles in diameter. The
tremely poisonous creatures, they are dreadtwo drawings given
ed by the natives of Central Asia. Bites
here will help you to imagine how
from several scorpions can produce death.
truly tremendous this star is. To
Authorities claim that scorpions never
give some idea of the size of one of
actually puncture themselves or each other, the far -distant variable stars of
even when fighting. They cannot be induced our solar system, a conservative
to sting themselves by a ring of coals or by estimate of Mira's size gives it a
any other method except force. Their poi- diameter considerably over twoson does not affect them. Practically every thirds as great as the distance from
the earth to the sun disclosing a
poisonous animal is remarkably resistant to
its own poison. What probably happened mass beyond human conception.
was that the scorpion was scorched to death. -C. N. Holmes.

GOUNT A. N. MIRZAOFF recites

270 YEARS

WE

that he has been able to make scorpions commit suicide by encircling
them with a ring of hot coals.
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Antique Electric Lights

Summer Bathing in Winter Time

The illustrations below show the evolution
process through which the present day droplight passed.
The lamp at the left was
supported by small strips of molding and

came into use in Europe in 1883. The other
drop -light was popular in this country at the
same date. At the bottom of the drawing is
an illustration showing the first flexible lamp
cord which consisted of conductors sewed in
the edges of a woven fabric. This suspender like arrangement was used in the Edison home
at Menlo Park in 1881.-Edison Monthly.

BY using concentrated heat rays, it will
soon be possible to enjoy your morning's
dip in the ocean, despite the fact that it is
mid -winter. Several large electric heaters
are fitted with reflectors so that the heat rays
may he concentrated and directed to any spot

desired. These concentrated heat rays wi
melt the ice and snow and warm the water.
The bathers will be able thus to enjoy a
beneficial salt or fresh water swim in the
heart of winter. This novel scheme was
suggested by a German genius.

1

SECRETS OF THE FLOWER
By DH. ERNEST BADE
IN

another flower of the same species, the
style or tube of the pistil has been lowered and when the bumble -bee visits this
flower the style rubs on the back of the
pollen laden insect and a number of pollen
grains adhere to the gluey surface of the
stygma whereby the flower is fertilized which
may now proceed to seed formation thus insuring the continued existence of the species.
The movable lever arm of the first flower
returns to its normal position when the
bumble -bee leaves the flower and is thus able
to give another light shower bath of pollen
to the next visitant.
A different method is employed by some
of the lcguntinosae to provide the honey
seeking bees with their pollen. A kind of
a hurling device is used in the family of
Spartium as well as among some others.
Mere the lower lip of the flower, which
gives an easy method of entrance to the
flower, is connected to the pistil and the
anther and both are in tight tension, like
the spring of a watch. When the bee arrives on the landing stage of the flower,
its weight presses the floral leaves downward whereby the anther and pistil are revealed.
The anther presses against the
abdomen of the bee covering its hairy body
with pollen by means of hurling the grains
against it. The bumble -bee hardly notices
this and continues its search for nectar.
Such an opened flower is seldom visited
again for the humble bee has provided the
pistil with pollen taken from previous visits
to other flowers of this species.
The long flowers of Arislolocltia are provided with downward pointing hairs in the
early parts of life. This permits tiny insects to enter but not to pass out. And as
these creatures seek a way of escape, they
circle the inner part of the flower again and
again, the anthers, in the mean time drip
pollen grains and when the insects are covered with them, the hairs which prevented
the escape of the insects, fall off and so

(Concluded front July issue)
permit the creatures to emerge front their
trap. Then the tine insects go to another
flower anti fertilize it with the pollen unwillingly taken front the first flower. When
this has been accomplished the flower closes
by means of a floral flap which originally
was erect but now covers the entrance to
the flower.

Spartium junceum flower front 2,
side 2 closed and 4 opened. Flower
opened by bee 3. Section through
flower showing pistil and anthers 1.
is

The beautiful flower of Yucca Jilamenfo.ca
entirely dependent upon the Yucca moth

(Pronttba vuccasella) without whose aid it
is incapable

of producing

seeds.

But on

the other hand the moth can not propagate
its species without the plant. The female
of this troth goes into this flower to seek
pollen.
\\ ith this ball of pollen the moth leaves
the flower and seeks another one. Here it
looks for the pistil and places the ball of
pollen on the stygma after depositing a few
eggs in the style. The pollen fertilizes the
flower and, after a few days, the eggs
hatch and the tiny caterpillars feed on about

twenty seeds.
Another peculiar method of propagation
is found in the tape grass (Vallisueria
spiralis) a water plant much cultivated in
aquariums.
The male flower is produced
within two transparent leaves which have
come together to form a bubble.
They
are found under the water near the bottom
where they cluster together like the grapes.
The female flower develops a long spiral
thread, which lifts the flower slightly above
the surface of the water.
\t the time of
fertilization the male flowers loosen themselves front the plant and rise, one by one,
to the surface of the water.
Here the
flower opens and three leaves fold back and
expose the anthers. This entire device resembles three miniature boats held together
at one point and it is front this central
point that the anthers rise slantingly up.
ward. The boats are carried hither and
thither by the wind not capsizing nor shipping water. They float aimlessly about
until they come to rest near some solid
substance especially if it is slightly indented
like the leaf of the female flower. if the
two parts of the flower do come in contact then the pollen is given to the female
flower thus fertilizing it. Then, in a little
while the flower is again drawn under the
surface of the water due to the twisting
of the long stem carrying the female flowers.
The windings of the cork -screw
like thread gradually are brought closer together so that the seeds, when they are
finally ripe, are very close to the bottom.
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- Nonsense

The Hon. John Collier's famous painting "A Glass of Wine With Caesar Borgia" in which a Roman noble is being torced to drink a glass of wine
that he suspects is poisoned, by Caesar Borgia (head bowed) while the beautiful Lucretia Borgia looks on.

Traceless Poisons

The Dead Tell Too Many Tales anti Besides Science Knows All About Iiow Poisons Act
By UTH-AI VINCENT WILCOX

IT

seems that the use of poison as a
favorite method of committing a crime
is fast dying out in the United States.
National records show that there has
been no notable cases of the use of poison
for more than a decade.
Such things as "traceless poisons" exist
only in fiction say medical authorities. Deputy
Police Commissioner Joseph Faurot of New
York City and Edward H. Smith, both of
whom have made life long studies of poisons
and their effects, find that the use of poison
for criminal purposes is made exceedingly
difficult because poison is very hard to procure, contrary to popular belief.
"The old saying that dead men tell no
tales," explained Mr. Smith, "is far from
the truth in this scientific age. Every body
tells its own tale, either chemically or physiologically. And the test tube is the silent
witness that sends most poisoners to the

scaffold.
"Of course in fiction it is necessary to
create weird poisons that leave no traces,
one of the most popular with the writers
being the East Indian herb (lha:ura. But
the poisoner who learns his trade through
reading will not practise it long. For, he
it dhatura or arsenic, each leaves an indel-

ible record for the laboratory or dissecting
rooms.
"Mineral poisons such as arsenic or the
cyanides leave definite chemical deposits in
the body that can be easily shown in court
by a few standardized chemical reactions.
Vegetable poisons do not leave as a rule
such definite chemical traces but on the other
hand they make certain changes in the
human body that are easily recognized as
the evidences of the use of that particular
poison.
THE CHEMIST AN AID

The modern detective who wages his ;nits
against the poisoner is the anatomist, toxicologist or analytical chemist and the would he criminal has to go to the greatest lengths
to hide his tracks. One of the cleverest
cases of the latter type was that of Dr. R bert Buchanan, who gave two poisons, one
to hide the traces of the other. He first
administered morphine to his wife and then
helladona to dilate the pupils of her eyes.
The result was that two physicians who
attended the dying woman laughed at the
suggestion of morphine poisoning, because
she showed none of the well known symptoms which particularly are the contraction

of the pupils of the eyes. Yet in the end
chemistry proved the presence of poison in
the (lead woman's body, in fact unravelled
the mystery of her symptoms, by showing
that one poison had been used to hide the
other.
Similarly in the case of the death of
multi-millioraire Colonel Swope of Kansas
City, the state in its case maintained that a
mixture of strychnine sulphate and potassium cyanide was administered. The reason
claimed for this mixture was that strychnine
acts upon the nerves controlling the action
of the heart and produced convulsions and
other marked and characteristic symptoms
of the poison. On the other hand cyanide
has a tendency to congeal the blood and
slow the heart in a most remarkable manner,
so that it might well be expected to Confuse
or conceal the strychnine poisoning symptoms
at the same time adding to the deadliness
of the dose.
"Some overwrought layman decides that
his mother-in-law is superfluous and that
poison is the safest remedy for the situation," says Mr. Smith. "He looks over the
last detective story and picks out some weird
(Continued on page 373)
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The Romance of
By JOHN V.

Fig.

1.

"Starving" artist

at work.

Note

1,996,000 squares must be filled in by designer
in 9' x 12' pattern. In a Karnak Wilton rug
this takes from six to eight weeks.

THE story of modern power loom pro -

duction of woven floor coverings in
this country, equals in wonder and
romance the oft -repeated and sometimes highly colored history of Oriental rug
weaving. The progress made in the last
two or three years brought the art to a
degree of perfection excelling that of any
previous period and it will he our purpose
to disclose how the United States has come
into international leadership in this textile
industry.

Fig. 2. This illustration shows a section of an

Axminster rug.

In Colonial times the few floor coverings
were produced in the home, much as the real
Oriental rugs had been made for many cenThere were hooked,
turies previously.
braided, and rag mats at first, the latter
made on hand looms; upon the looms simple weaves were effected, among the first
being Ingrain and Smyrna. Both of these
have been replaced by more practical and
serviceable makes and today the Tapestry,
Velvet, Axminster, Wilton and Chenille
fabrics are in popular demand. One leading
corporation in this country alone produces
75 qualities in the five types of weave above
mentioned, to fill the varied needs and price
range of American consumers. From a
$10.00 room -size rug in Tapestry all budgets
are met until we go into the thousands in
Chenille, woven in any shape, any color or

Tile surface yarn for rugs is made from
carefully selected wools from sheep living
A splendid symposium showing the methods
employed in the making of modern carpets.
in mountainous sections. Such animals deHow you can know a Velvet from a
velop wool which is lustrous, strong, has
Chenille weave and how you can tell the
long fibers and is very resilient. These
difference between a good and poor carpet
is clearly outlined.
sheep live out-of-doors the year
round, the wool coming principally from China, Thibet, India, Syria, Egypt, the Argentine,
Iceland and Scotland. The wools
of many different countries and
front many types of sheep are
mixed to obtain what is considered the proper blend for the
yarn necessary to the particular
weave and quality of the fabric
to be made. Woolen yarn spun
from the common grades of
wool in the mule spinning system, which in this particular
case is a mechanical mule and
not the animal, is of a fluffy
nature and gives the carpet its
body. Worsted yarn, in contrast, is spun from selected long
staples on the drawing or
worsted spinning frames. The
short fibers llave been previously
combed out.
Strong cotton yarns are used
in warp and filling and serve to
bind the surface yarn to the
warp or back. In the cheaper
qualities of carpets, jute, grown
in India, which is another vegetable fiber like cotton, is used
for the warp or back of the
fabric.
Given these raw materials, we
can briefly follow the modern
methods of weaving. Before
any work can be done, it is
necessary for designers to proFig. 4. This shows a Jacquard Wilton loom with the pattern
cards in the top (1) and the six frames of colored yarn in
vide the pattern. This is acback (2).
complished on sheets of crosssection paper, a little larger in size than tile
number of tufts of yarn in each square inch
size of the floor covering to be woven. An
of the rug's surface. The artist must bring
artist at work on his immense easel drawing all his knowledge of design-motive and color
and painting in the design is shown in the
harmony into play, realizing, of course, the
photograph ill Fig. 1. The tiny squares on limits placed upon him as to the number of
this paper are printed with a predetermined colors which are to be used in a certain
type of weave. He must provide a pattern
number each way, the width number decidthat is authentic in derivation, adaptable to
ing the pitch of the weave or the number
of tufts of wool in the width, while the present-day decoration, geometrically perfect,
vertical number accounts for the "beat -up." and therefore saleable. (Fig. 2.)
Multiplying the numbers (width X depth)
WILTON RUGS
in each square inch of the fabric, we obtain
We will now describe how the popular
the "count." The count is, therefore, the
Wilton rug is woven.
1.550W5 HOW PILE YARN IS RAISED
&COMBER RORRO
3. RECD
4 BINDER WARP
5. BINDER WARP

t-

6.S7LFrER ~RP
CREEL BOBBINS
B.HEDDLE FRAMES
9. CUTTING WIRE
7.

'.
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Fig. 3. The design which the artist has made
on squared paper is cut up into strips 9
inches wide. These strips are given to a girl
who follows the tiny squares of color provided by the artist by punching holes in a
piece of heavy cardboard 3" x 17". This is
called a Jacquard card.

REED

arrangement of design, over an inch in thick
ness, and reasonable length and up to 30

feet in width and seamless; $10,000.00 has
been paid for such a masterweave which
weighed over a ton and measured 25 X 48
feet. It may be mentioned in passing that
this particular Chenille rug took 10 weeks
in actual time for the weaving alone.
'Educational Director Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc,

BODY OR
BURIED COLOR

CROSS

SECTION SHOWING

FIG.5
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AS MANY AS In REED

cord suspended from the top of the Jacquard portion of the loom runs down through
When the index needle drops through a hole in the Jacquard card, the
card also drops. Thus, when the needle is lifted, the pile yarns threaded through
the eyes in
the needle will also be lifted and will be brought to the top. The drawing indicates
one of
these needles lifted and in position for the insertion of the pile wire.
A

the index needle.
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Modern Carpet-Making
SMEALLIE

punching holes in a piece of heavy cardboard
Wherever a
3" X 17" in sizct. (Fig. 3.)
hole is punched in the card the particular
colored yarn will be subdued, and wherever
there is a blank space in the card, that strand
of yarn corresponding to the blank space
will be brought to the surface or will be
called up over the pile wire. \\ e shall mention pile wires again and explain them more
fully. After six or seven weeks of work,
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FIG.7

Fig. 7. A flat wire with a knife edge when
withdrawn, cuts the surface yarn which had
been wound over the wire. The surface yarn
then stands on end, giving us the plush effect
of a

Wilton rug.

the card stamper will have provided more
than 23,000 cards for the pattern of a good
quality 9" X 12" rug. These cards will control the placing of 22 colors when they are
laced together and hung at the front and
top of a Wilton loom. The cards are called
Jacquard cards and operate this type of loom
something like a player piano. (Fig. 4.)
Back of the loom six trays or frames of
yarn can be seen. These are of two- or
l:
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Fig. 8A. The back of a tapestry loom. The
upper beams contain woolen or worsted
yarns making the surface of rugs. The lower
beams are jute stuffer forming part of rugs
backing. Cotton warp beams are beyond the
jute beams.
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a round wire tapestry weave looks like.

tened steel when withdrawn, would cut the
surface yarn which would then stand on end
and form a plush -effect and would give a
Wilton rug. (Fig. 7.) The quality of the
Wilton or, in fact, of any rug is governed
by the quality of the worsted or woolen
yarn, the size and ply of these yarns, the
width of the pile wire affecting the height
of the pile or the thickness of the rug, the
number of frames or yarns used, the pitch
or the number of spools provided (for example 256 in a 27" width), the number of
wires to the inch in weaving (13% in the
best quality, 11, 9, or 7 or even less in the
lower grades), and whether two or three
shots of cotton binding or cross cords are
used. The famous Karnak quality, for instance, is a 13% wire, six frame, 256 pitch,
three shot construction. The way in which
the average person can tell whether or not
he has a rug of good quality as far as its
weaving is concerned is to turn the rug over
on the back and measure the number of parallel comas to the inch. It will be observed
in the photograph (Fig. 5) that there are
13% wires to the inch in the construction
here shown.
It takes 4 to 6 weeks to design a Wilton,
2 weeks to spin. 1 week to make the cards
and 4 to 6 weeks to weave the rug.

FIAT +WIRE

_

---_'í'íl
_.

Fig. 10. This shows what

TAPESTRY AND VELVET RUGS

'i-tF.
-, +.`
.

2 SHOT ROUND WIRE TAPESTRY FIG 1O

To contrast Tapestry and Velvet we must
understand that each pile yarn is printed in

the heddle frame as the drawing indicates.
It is natural then that when the heddle is
lifted, the pile yarns threaded through the
eyes in the heddle will also be lifted and
will be brought up to the top. The drawing
indicates one of these peddles lifted and in
position for the insertion of the pile wire.
The pile wire itself is a thin rod of steel
which is inserted by machinery into the
proper positron, under the thread. It is thus
obvious that when the loom proceeds to its
next position, the thread again being depressed and the shuttle having been driven
across and the filling yarn beaten up by the
reed, a loop of yarn will have been formed
over the pile wire. If the pile wire is withdrawn, we obtain a group of loops clear
across the carpet. These loops with a round
wire are naturally uncut and we get what is
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BINDER WARP
STUFFER WARP
STUFFER WARP
BINDER WARP

planted here and there by expert designing
in order to provide more than the five or six
major colors in the pattern. The yarns are
brought into the weaving position together;
five or six yarns, that is, one from each
tray will go through each split or bent in
the reed. The reed is like a comb made up
of a number of parallel strips set closely
together in a rectangular frame and serves
to separate the individual yarn and also to
drive the filling against the face of the
fabric just woven. The pattern card will
call up the desired color in each split over
the pile wire. This means (note Fig. 5)
that a cord is suspended from the top of
the Jacquard portion of the loom and rims
down through the index needle. Now when
the index needle drops through a hole in
the card, the cord also drops. The cord
itself is provided with a knot which passes
hrough a lifting board and is attached to

Fig. 6. This is the back of a Wilton weave.
It shows the manner of proving the number
of wires in the Wilton rug. The photo indicates 13% wires to the inch or 27 to 2
inches of fabric.

.

PILE YARN

*

The design which the artist has made on
the squared paper is cut up into strips nine
inches wide. These strips of design paper
are given to a girl who follows the tiny
squares of color provided by the artist by
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EDGEPILE YARN
BINDER WARP
STUFFER WARP
TUFFEP
RP
BINDER WARP

2 5H0T CUT PILE VELVET

FIG.I I

Fig. 11. If, instead of using a round wire,
we use a flat wire with a cutting knife at the
end, we obtain a velvet rug. The nature of
the weave is here indicated.

different colors at intervals as desired. The
surface yarn carries the pattern and but one
beam of yarn is asetl instead of five or six
frames of yarn as in the Wilton. The natural yarn is wound around large drums approximately 31 feet in circumference (Fig.
8). The operator prints colors ott this wheel
with the aid of analine dyes. He has a
small rubber wheel its a little car which runs
across the yarn and in front of it and then
comes back underneath the drum. We thus
have 330 turns of yarn around the drum for

':.

Fig. 9. When a round pile wire is used in
the loom, leaving an uncut loop of surface
yarn, we obtain a tapestry round wire. This
photo shows a tapestry and velvet loom.

r,

known as a "Body Brussels." Those pile
yarns not used in the pattern, are hidden beneath the surface and, of course, are part
of the fabric. They become woven in the
.back and give origin to the term "buried
value." The "body," therefore, refers to
three-ply woolen or worsted and as many as the "buried yarn" and "Brussels" to the city
256 spools in each frame are provided for
in Belgium where the weave originated.
a 27" or so-called three-quarter width of
If instead of using a round wire we had
weave. Usually each frame will carry a employed a flat strip of steel fitted with a
different color, but additional colors can be
sharpened knife blade at the end, the flatIn tapestry and velvet rugs. the natural yarn is wound around large drums approximately 31 feet in circumference. The
operator prints colors on this wheel with the
aid of analine dyes.
Fig.

8.

Fig. 12. Here the girls have the pattern
arranged on a big spool over their heads and
on the setting tables, colored yarns are wound
on 27 or 36 inch spools, enough material being put on each spool to weave 150 rugs.
These spools are afterwards properly set in
place on the Axminster loom.
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sr-

find the buried surface
yarn showing through on
the back, but in Tapestry
and Velvet, all the worsted
or woolen yarn is used upon the surface with the
cheaper heavy jute yarn
forming the back.

the 12 feet or lengthwise of the rug weave.
This is perhaps 31 feet long, as mentioned
before, but will shorten up to 12 feet during the weaving process, or we may have
one printed yarn to go right down through
330 rugs. If 400 ends or threads of yarn
are needed in the construction for a ninefoot width of weave, it becomes necessary
to print 400 drums of yarn. These 400
drums will then make 330 rugs. The dyes
are fixed in the wool by steam ovens and
the yarns are then set in the proper position
on great spools which are placed in back of
the looms. (Fig 8A.) Note in this photograph that by the way the spools are set,

'

spools of solid colored two- or
three-ply woolen yarn arranged
on setting tables (Fig. 12),

---.
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threaded through

r4,104 rcm
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77"
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Fig. 13. The Axminster
delivered frame by frame
The yarn ends are wiped
a 9 -foot needle carries a
the surface yarn

reeds and
wound on 27- or 36 -inch spools
to a predetermined length and
generally enough to weave 150.
or sonic other multiple or rugs.
It will be observed that the girls
have the pattern arranged on a
big spool over their heads. Following this pattern they arrange
the colors in the proper order.
c'
After they have been properly set, the colored threads are
wound upon one long spool in a series of
pancakes close to each other. After several
weeks of setting, two expert women will
have provided from 1200 to 1500 spools 36
inches in width for a good quality 9" X 12"
weave. Each spool will have about 504
threads of wool hanging down from it or
will have liad 512 color combinations or pancakes. The spools are then mounted three

--+
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loom in which tubes ace
to the weaving position.
down into the fabric as
jute yarn across to bind
into the fabric.

a fair idea of the pattern can already be obtained, even though the rug itself has not yet
been woven. Jute yarn is sized for weight
and strength, stained to a neutral tone, and
is used to weave into the back forming the
warp. When a round pile wire is used in this
loom (Fig. 9), leaving an uncut loop of the
surface yarn, we obtain a Tapestry round
wire (Fig. 10), but when a flat wire with
a cutting knife at the end is substituted for
the round wire and this flat wire as it is
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nille cord coming over the back of the second or rug weaving loom is layed in the open
shed in weaving by a traveling finger motion.
In other words, you will note in the photograph (Fig. 18), that there is an elongated

"rft1N"....

LI,
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4 or

looms are required. The first is called a
weft loom (Fig. 15), which weaves a blanket
or cloth. A weft weaver puts a shuttle or
shot of woolen yarn across the loom and
back for each square of the design paper
which has been cut into strips for this purpose (Fig. 16). The cloth then takes on
a series of parallel stripes of various colors.
This cloth is then slit between its warp
threads and ironed into a V shape (Fig. 17)
or Chenille cord (Chenille translated from
the French meaning caterpillar). The Che-

withdrawn cuts each row of the loops we
have a Velvet (Fig. 11).
In body Brussels and Wilton, we always

-~,

.

Fig. 18. In the Chenille loom, the operator
inserts a piece of Chenille cord and works
this clear across the loom with his fingers.

3 SHOT AXMINI3TER FIG.14.
Fig. 14. A comb turns the yarn up into the
letter U and cutting knives. 9 feet long, come
together, trimming the many ends of surface
yarn away from the tube frame.

.

imrr41;i111 gab `ia

i`&=

BINDER WARP

,"1

human intelligence, two steel arms take a
tube frame and wipe the yarn ends down
into the fabric as a nitre-foot steel needle
carries a jute yarn across to bind the surface yarn into the fabric. A comb turns the
yarn up in a letter U and at the same time,
cutting knives nine feet wide come together:
trimming the many ends of surface yarn
away from the tube frame at a set height
of the pile (Fig. 14). The tube frame is
then restored to the continuous chain.
CHENILLE
In the production of Chenille rugs two

a."ti

PILE YARN
INDER WARP
STUFFER WARP

ro

(ttI

,

comparatively economical in
manufacture. Here we find
- -

ry pit

17. The cloth is then slit
between
the warp
threads
and ironed into a V shape or
Chenille cord by
the mechanism at
the right.

almost fully automatic and it is
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AXMINSTER RUG

America, its
weaving being

-
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The moquette or spool
Axminster is the representative of quantity pro-

duct ion in

,
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Fig. 15. In Chenille rugs, two looms are required. The first is the weft loom which
weaves a blanket of cloth.

Fig. 16. The weft weaver puts a
shuttle or shot of woolen yarn
across the loom and back for each
square of the design paper which
has been cut into strips for this
purpose as indicated.

wide on a nine -foot tube frame and then
hung in a continuous sprocket chain at the
top and back of the Axminster loom (Fig.
13). The tubes are delivered frame by
frame to the weaving position. With almost

PILE YARN
CATCHER WARP

_'
Fig.

19.

'

BINDER WARP'
5TUFFER WARP
STUFFER WARP
BINDER WARP

This shows

a cross-section through
Chenille rug.

(Continued on page 363)
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The hands of the medium, as
well as her feet, were con
tinuously exposed. The lights
lowered.
Diswere
not
tinctly the sound
of bells and the
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Our Spiritualistic
Investigations
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tapping of tambourines placed
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were heard. They
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MISS

AMELIA BOSWORTH.

Psychic and materializing medium. Thus reads a small sign
in the window of a quaint, twostory house, located in the outskirts of
Portland. Oregon. Miss Bosworth is different. Nothing like anyone whom you
have ever seen. Positively genuine, and
phenomena most unusual. These very
flattering remarks and many others of a

similar nature, are in common use by the
hundreds of followers this medium has
produced. Thus I found myself a visitor
at one of the usual séances, conducted by
Madam Bosworth.
Her followers consist of the élite, many of
whom can be found present at every one of
her gatherings. These occur as often as two
or three times a week. Her reputation has
been broadcasted to so great a degree, that
it is a commonly accepted fact that many
people travel for miles, to be present at the
sittings. I had listened to many conflicting
stories, describing this wonder -worker's unusual ability, but as it has been my experience to accept as a general student of psychology. the fact that it is human nature for
the average person to exaggerate what they
imagine they have witnessed, I was obliged
to discount most of the information. But I
had gathered sufficient information to arouse
my curiosity.
'
Subconsciously, people will often misrepresent what they imagine having seen, especially in a "spook" parlor, as the imagination
plays pranks with many people who have
already been subjected to what they believe
to be proof of a supernatural demonstration.
This medium, a well-to-do widow, in her
early thirties, apparently realizes the value
pf the reputation that precedes her, and ac -

cepts a nominal charge of $10 per head, for
those who seek a look -in at her sittings.
Upon the evening of my visit, I was among
some three -dozen, who had assembled in the
medium's parlor. This room, unusually large,
was decorated in excellent taste, aglow with
oriental splendor and figured tapestries galore hung about the walls. Dim lamps, here

$21,000.00
for Spirits
Dunninger, who

writes exclusively for

SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
and who is the Chairman of our PSYCHICAL INVESTIGATION Committee will

personally pay $10,000.00 to any medium or
spiritualist who can present any psychical
manifestation in so-called spiritualism, that
he will not explain or that he cannot reproduce by natural means.
More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11.000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communicate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.
The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak attempts which have been made to demonstrate psychical phenomena were almost instantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.
In view of these facts, should we not
consider all mediums fraudulent?
To the $10,000.00 which has been offered
by Joseph F. Rinn through this publication
for Spiritual proofs and the $1.000.00 in
addition offered by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine we now add Dunninger's $10,000.00.
So now we have a total of $21,000.00 offered for proofs of Psychical Manifestations.

Spiritualists-get busy.

...

oriental statuary of choice seand there
iection stood out in the glow of the dismal
lights. Perfume front the East filled tite
room with a faint vapor, which helped to
remind one of an abode in the far off land
of India. In the center of the room, in royal
splendor, stood a large throne chair, which
consisted of a frame -work of highly effective carvings, which had been elegantly upholstered with a high textured plush, of
bright. vermilion red.
Directly above this elegant settee, hung
a dagger. A dozen chairs or more, all of
oriental carving, were assembled around the
four walls, between which were thrown
heaps of pillows, all in highly tinted colors,
many richly embroidered, others lavishly
jeweled with brilliant stones, which glittered,
afire with splendor.
Miss Bosworth was a tall slender woman,
with sparkling black eyes, and a pale complexion, which added much to the mystic picture that she made. She welcomed each and
every one of the visitors, individually, and
took pains to describe to the curious newcomers, the origin of various bits of pottery,
or oriental trinkets, that seemed to .arouse
their apparent curiosity. A soft, pleasing
voice, with a musical ring, enhanced her fascinating personality considerably. Two little
Japanese maids hurried in and out from behind silken portieres, serving tea and
Japanese dainties to those who cared to partake.
Another young lady, whom the medium
called Emma, busied herself in conversation
with numerous visitors. This miss, a girl
in her early twenties, seemed quite alert,
quick witted, and exceptionally shrewd.
After a half hour of social festivities, the
(Continued on page 371)
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Radio Picture Machine
and various American cities arc also carried
by radio waves.
The photo below shows Captain Ranger
examining photos reproduced on one of his

has received considerable mention in the public press recently, is a highly improved and
ingeniously constructed photo reproducing
machine, which enlarges the image nine
times, i.e., if a 5 by 7 inch photo is placed
on the transmitting machine at one end of
the circuit, the picture reproduced at the
receiving end of the circuit will measure 15
by 21 inches, as the picture at the lower right
hand illustration shows.
It takes about ten minutes for each one
inch of picture transmitted or received. Thus
if a picture measures 7 inches
long, it will take seven tintes
ten, or seventy minutes to re -produce the picture, once the
apparatus has been synchronized
and started tracing the picture.
Captain Ranger's first machines employed for transmitz
ting pictures, both over land
wire circuits and by radio across
the ocean from England, employed a specially prepared wax
ink. It is very interesting to
CAPTAIN R. II. RANGER
'
note at the outset, that in his
demonstrated several years
A
newly perfected image enlargago that he had perfected
ing reproducer, no ink of any
an apparatus for the transkind is used directly; nothing
mission and reception of photobut a jet of hot air. This jet of
graphs, line drawings or signatures
hot air, as will be seen in the
over a wire or radio circuit. For
lower right hand illustration, imr
quite sometime this engineer has
pinges on a chemically treated
had his apparatus set up and in
=
paper, which unreels from a
daily operation between important
A view of Capt. R. H. Ranger's first radio picture machines, With this roll in a progressive and sysAmerican cities and also between
apparatus it was possible to make two pictures simultaneously but they
tematic manner line by line.
New York and London. The picwere of the same size as the picture used at the transmittin g end.
\\There the hot air strikes the
tures transmitted between New
paper, a remarkable chemical
York and London, and which have been sup- smaller machines, that is, a machine which
change takes place and a brown tint inplied to newspapers in both cities, arc transreproduces a photograph measuring say
stantly appears. When an incoming signal
mitted and received by radio. The pictures 5 by 7 inches, the same size as the photo
arrives from the machine at the transmit transmitted and received between New York transmitted. his latest achievement, which
ti ig end, an electro -magnet or solenoid
connected with the radio receiver for
example, causes the deflecting jet of
NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE FILM
PO/NTAL!TE
cold air to be cut off; in consequence
S"x /7' MAX/,MUM
PICTURE, ROTATED )40.
/OF
(ARC) LIGHT
AT
!°
A. TIME
FILM CAPACITY
the hot air is allowed to strike the paper
and a brown line of certain intensity
GENS
/
instantly develops. After the whole
--' -~-y
picture has been printed in this way it
'`N',
can be fixed by washing in clear water.
ARM SUPPORTING
LENS
LENS AND PRISM;
IT' ROTATING
/ECHANISM
\ MOVING IT ALONG
,w.
PRISM
INSIDE CYLINDER
A
sketch
Synopsis: In this article the latest
radio picture transmission scheme
devised by Captain R. H. Ranger is
described in considerable detail. The
photo or drawing is surveyed line
by line, by a beam of light acting
on a photo -electric cell at the transmitter. The fluctuating electric currents front the photo -electric cell,
corresponding to the variations in
light and shade in tite photo or
drawing, are transmitted by radio or
wire, a special machine reproducing
or building up the picture line by
line at the receiving end.
In the
very latest radio picture ntacltitte
here described, Captain Ranger has
made it possible to enlarge the picture nine times as it is being
reproduced.
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simplified
of the transmitter is
By means of a complicated
shown here.
system of moving lenses and prisms, further
explained in the text, the picture images act
upon a photo -electric cell and are transmitted
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Enlarges Image Received
It will

be understood of course that the
transmission receiving system in
question is a progressive line by line process,
i.e., the picture is analyzed and rebuilt in
lines or sections.

picture

HOW THE PICTURE IS TRANSMITTED

To get a clear idea as to just how the
picture is transmitted, let us look at the
special illustration at the bottom of the
left hand page. Here we see that a negative
photo film, containing the image of a face
for instance, is placed around a glass cylinder. A powerful beam of light from a p.ointalite (incandescent -arc lamp) lamp passes
through two lenses, thence through a prism,
and is brought to a focus on the filet itself.
The beam of light then passes into a moving
lens and prism system, and eventually passes
through a correcting lens in the form of a
parallel beam of light, and impinges upon
a photo -electric cell of the potassium type.
In the center of the illustration will be seen
the gear and rack arrangement which very
cleverly traverses the carriage containing the
central lens -prism system, together with its
extending arm carrying the prism and lens
System, back and forth inside the glass cylinder around which the negative is secured.
Of course it at once becomes evident that
the electric motors at the transmitting and
receiving ends of the wire circuit or radio
system, will have to rotate at constant and
similar speeds. More will be said concerning these motors a little later.
Looking at the glass cylinder of the transmitting machine for a moment, let us see
what happens each time the traveling lens
and prism systems move back and forth.
Each time the lenses and prisms are moved
across the picture, the glass cylinder is rotated one one-hundredth of an inch. It will
be seen that as the light beam passing
through the negative, and moving across
it from left to right or right to left, encountering the various lights and shadows,
that the beam of light transmitted through
and beyond the filet to the second lens -prism
system, will be varied in intensity in exact
accordance with the lights and shadows oil
the film negative. In passing it is interesting to note that by a simple electrical control, a positive film can at once be used, if
that happens to he the only one available,
the proper compensation for the reversal in
light values being taken care of by the
change in the circuit aforementioned.

The fluctuating, or varying light

i

diagram there is an e txi!iary picture showing the clot line cock invented by Captain
Ranger and his associates for using this
method of picture transmission. It will be
seen that the clots are of equal width but of
varying length, and also that the dots are
longer an I closer together as the tones
grow darker, and vice versa.

npres-

sions carried through the lens and prism
system, and thrown on to the photo -electric
cell in its light -tight metal housing, cause
corresponding fluctuations in an electric circuit connected with the photo -electric cell.

These fluctuating currents from this lightsensitive cell are amplified considerably, and
in order to break up the picture image currents into clots, a highly ingenious and somewhat complicated vacuum tube modulator
is connected into the circuit, as shown in
the left hand illustration.
Thus we find that a series of clots or
rather electrical signals corresponding to
dots, pass over the wire circuit to a vacuum
tube amplifier a: the receiving end of the
line. Glancing now at the large picture,
showing the photo being reproduced at the
receiving instrument, we note that a synchrpnous motor of special design traverses a
carriage back and forth before a sheet of
paper, which is correctly and progressively
advanced three -hundredths of an inch, each
time the hot air brush taints a brown spot
of suitable tint on the paper. As aforementioned, whenever an incoming clot signal
arrives, it is suitably amplified and causes
the magnetically controlled cold air valve
to operate. which in turn allows the hot air
jet to strike the paper and causes a brown
impression to be made.
By referring to the diagram on the third
page of this article. one will gain a somewhat clear idea as to how the various
tones are transmitted and received. In this

.

\s the pencil of hot air is propelled across
the paper, first to the right and then to the
left progressively, and the paper is advanced
correspcntdingly, the width of a line each
time, it will be evident how the picture is

eventually reconstructed or built up.
The reason why the picture enlarging process just perfected by Captain Ranger is
desirable from the newspaper and magazine
point 01 view, is due to the fact that the
picture has certain irregularities in it due
to the clot process by which it is built up or
reconstructed at the receiving end of the
circuit. If this picture is as big as 15 by
21 inches instead of 5 by 7, it call be photographed down when making a cut for a
newspaper or magazine, and in so doing the
detail and slight irregularities in the dot
construction are made mach smaller, and the
final reproduction in the reduced cut is practically as perfect as the image on the original
photo negative used at the transmitter. The
picture of Captain Alexander Collie shown
on the third page of this article, together
with a view of the new picture enlarging
reproducing machine, gives the reader an
idea as to just ;that this machine can do:
especially so if you view this picture of
Captain Collie at arm's length. The original
size of this picture was 15 by 21 inches, and
required about one hour and ten minutes to
reproduce via radio from London to
New York. The image signals were
received by radio front London
across tite Atlantic, and in view of
the fact that the picture was transmitted about the first of May, it will

r

I

.8á

.

A sketch of the receiving apparatus
is shown here.
A jet of hot air is
blown against a special, chemically
treated paper and produces a brown

SIZE OF TRANS-

MITTED IMAGE
S" x 7"

snot.

away from the paper by the
cold air. The incoming picture signal actuates the
magnetic valve and allows
the hot air to reach the
paper.
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trols the cold air jet. Normally the hot air is blown
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COMPRESSED'
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By means of a double cut shaft the air jets are
moved bark and forth across the surface of the paper.
The motor is synchronized by a special circuit.
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Radio Photos Enlarged When Received
(Col trained)
At the left is a photograph of Capt.
Alexander Collie which was transmitted across the ocean by means
of the new radio picture machine.
Note the fine quality of the picture.

sistance will be short-circuited, and the
motor will momentarily decrease in speed
as the field has been strengthened. If at
the next instant the armature shaft and
commutator segments have turned half a
revolution, and providing the fork contact
is closed at that instant, and a negative
impulse passes to the common field -resistance connection, the field winding will be
short-circuited for a fraction of a second;
the resultant magnetic field in the motor
will be weakened, and in consequence the
armature speed will increase.
Thus the armature of the motor is increased and decreased in speed many times
a second, and the mean average resultant
speed is as constant as could be desired.
In order to know when the motor is in
synchronism with the master tuning fork
and clock, a small neon tube is mounted
crosswise on the end of the motor shaft,
and it is supplied with a pulse of current
from the 110 -volt D. C. line through a
set of auxiliary contacts, operated by the
tuning fork at each vibration of the fork.
A stroboscopic action takes place when
looking at this neon tube mounted on the
end of the motor shaft, with the result
that when the motor is running at perfectly synchronous speed, as determined
by the tuning fork and clock, the neon
tube can be seen clearly just as if it were
standing still. If the motor is below or
above synchronous speed, the neon tube
will be seen to rotate either backward or
frontward, as the case may be.
The transmission of pictures
over the air had been a subject
of much speculation and experimentation, until the process had
been perfected to such an extent
to make the transmission practical. The first pictures transmitted were crude but they
served to spar the workers on
and encourage them to continue
with their labors. Captain Ranger's first radio picture apparatus received two pictures of the
original transit tted image simultaneously. His latest invention,
however, not only receives the
picture but also enlarges it to
nine times the size of the origi-

!-«ic

Below we have a view of the new
radio picture machine which not
only reproduces the picture at the
ttransmitter, but also enlarges it to
nine times the size of the original
transmitted image.

i

s
F.

be seen that the static or interference of
any kind did not have any noticeable effect
Nn the reproduce-! picture.
HOW SYNCHRONISM IS ESTABLISHED
Strange as it may seem, ordinary 110 -volt
direct current shunt wound motors were used
both at the transmitting and receiving ends
of the circuit, instead of the usual alternating current synchronous motors. The direct
current motor is carefully checked many
times per minute by means of a tuning fork
and clock system shown in the diagram herewith. The direct current motor of standard
make, and having a shunt wound field, is
provided with a variable resistance in series
with this field winding for one thing. Secondly, on the same shaft with the commutator and armature of the motor, there are
placed two slip rings to make contact with
the usual stationary brushes, and also two
commutator segments and a movable synchronizing brush. Next we find the wire

from this synchronizing brush connects to
either a contact or the frame of a large tuning fork which is electrically vibrated with a
magnet in the manner shown in the diagram,
the fork being placed in an air -tight cabinet
provided with automatic thermostatic means
for keeping the temperature within the cabinet constant. Otherwise temperature changes
would cause the fork to vibrate at a slightly
different frequency and throw the system out
of frequency with the machine at the end of
the line. As will be seen, this system is extremely clever, as all that Captain Ranger
requires is a two -wire circuit or a single
radio wave over which to transmit the simple dot impulses, and he requires no synchronizing channel at all. Each motor is synchronized at its own particular station by the
tuning fork and clock shown in the diagram
herewith. The clock is a very accurate one,
such as built for ship use. The tuning fork
has a frequency of seventy vibrations per
second, and the correcting magnet placed
at the head of the fork receives an impulse
by means of the 1000-ohm relay and a contact inside the standard clock once every
second.

The synchronizing impulses operate in the
following manner. At a given instant if the

..
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nal.

auxiliary Sr shunt circuit from the 110-volt
D. C. mains through
the slip rings and

;

At the right is a sketch
of the synchronizing circuit.
A
large tuning
fork is used which is
made to vibrate by means
of an electro -magnet. A
small neon tube is affixed
to the end of the motor
shaft and serves as a
signal to the operator,
who can tell when the

motor is in synchronism.
The positive impulses
cause the motor to slow
down, that is, if the tuning fork happens to be
making contact at that
particular instant; while
the
negative
impulses
cause the motor to increase in speed.
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through the synchronizing brush and commutator, on through
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closed then if the fork
is closed at this instant and a positive
impulse passes to the
field winding connection, the series field re -
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OTOR llINTS
Conducted by GEORGE A. LUERS

DO YOU

KNOW-

babbitt bearings seldom loosen except from
lack of oil or from high speed? Particles
of metal in the oil become embedded in the
babbitt without occasioning wear, and for
this reason it is better than ball or roller

after taking off the engine head for repairs.
\\'ith a six cylinder engine, this is difficult

to trace, as the engine may be run on the
other four cylinders, while the spark at the
crossed wires will be strong and apparently
NUMBER TERMINAI S, START/NO WiT// FIRST Cy/1~4

bearings.

BE MADE AT THE
SPARE TIRE

TRUNK 'SPACE CAN

The trunk or the storage box, provides

means for carrying many of the essentials
for a tour or week-end run. Many of the
newer models of cars have provision on the
rear of the car, between the tire rack and
the body for the trunk or box. Cars not
of this type, can be altered slightly to make
room for the same, which change is readily
accomplished by the owner.
Two methods are here shown, which are
of use on two types of cars. Modifications
of these methods, will easily suggest themselves, for cars with different supports for
the tire rack.
When the tire rack is supported with two
arms from the rear end of the frame, have a
blacksmith or machinist make two exten-
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WHEN REPLACING A BROKEN
SPRING LEAF
This method consists in placing the spring
on the floor or bench, removing the clips
and leaving the center bolt in place. \\'ith
taps of a hammer, the top leaf is turned
enough to bring it slightly off the under leaf.
A bar of iron held against the spring and
the hammer blows applied to the end of this
bar will be found good technique. Each
leaf is then turned in the same manner.
\Vhen all leaves are turned, the center
bolt is loose.
To reassemble, the reverse method is
,ised, placing the leaves in diagonal positions,
putting in the center bolt and finally
straightening them up with the hammer.
This method will save a lot of hard work
and skinned knuckles also.

THE JACK

WILL HANDLE STUBBORN
TIRE RIMS

Hot weather repairs include the changing
of tires, and this one item may constitute

PRECAUTIONS

BE TAKEN To/I'EEP .SHE//AC
TERM /NAIS IV'NEN OVERNAU//NG

CRR f`RA/lE

1

\Jilll`
NI_
.SHOOLO

.J

RES.

2.

on the bench, and go over the connections
with alcohol and a rag, before replacing
them.

OFF

By notching the terminal lugs with the
cylinder number, the chances of replacing the
lugs on the wrong spark plugs are made
negligible.

.

1

right. A check on the firing order will of
course prove that the wires are crossed.
To prevent wires being crossed easily,
small notches in the terminal, as shown in
the illustration, will prove simple and effec-

STRAIGHT ErTfNS/ON IRON

0

0

0 0

TWO TYPES OF
TIRE RACTf

Er -

maw N S
AS USED
TO MAKE
TRLiNK OR
BOX SPALE;

RANGED Fi//ER
PIECE FOR NO/DER

WITH spuRRE
BAS'S.

BOX REST FOR

tive.
These notches are made with a file, and
they are notched to correspond to the
cylinders, that is, one for first cylinder, two
for second cylinder, and so on to the rear.
Along with engine repairs, comes the use
of shellac. \\'hen the shellac brush touches
a connector
or terminal, it deposits an
effective insulation. The low tension current will not pass through the shellac and
sometimes it will interfere with the high
tension current. It is so easy to drop the
shellac on the terminals when laying down
the brush, that care should be used to prevent this. It is best to shellac the gaskets

cl

The spark plug wires look so much alike,
that it is very probable these will he crossed

sJ;f
WooD
BASE
ON
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TACK

TACK

IRON AT JOIN/ WHEN REMOVING TIRE
To DISASSEMBLE

SPRING EACH
LEAF /S DRIVEN AROUND TG
RELIEVE TENSION ON CENTER SOLI.

The jack becomes

when
a handy tire tool
properly mounted.

the major part of the work, if much driving
is done.

RRRRNGEnENT OF LEAVES WHEN

RERS3 EMBL/NG

w

THE

Brute force is one of the essentials to

SPR/NC.

j

tire changing,

-''

frame extension.
CROSSED WIRES AND SHELLAC ON TERMINALS CAUSE TROUBLE

WHEN CONNECTINGRIN

RIM FOR INSERTION OF r/RE

/'LATE, ENOS BENT

sions, with bolt holes positioned to provide
for the width of the trunk to be carried.
Two cross -pieces made of one -quarter inch
be one and cite -half inch iron, provide the
seat for the trunk.
\\ hen the holder is supported on a square
base, have an extension base or filler made,
with the flanges as shown in the sketch.
This is easily forged from a piece of one quarter inch iron plate. Box seats are made
from one -quarter inch iron, to rest on the

/pro Pos/r/oN

S PRE/IOS

REAR OF FRAME.
MADE FROM
IRON

A rear trunk on a car is a very handy thing.
Two methods of adapting cars not already
so equipped, are shown above.

JACK USED
TO pRy RIM

CENTER BOLT

The leaves of

automobile springs may be
more easily removed for replacement if the
tension is removed by hammering them
around, as shown in the above illustration.

as

the

tool

equipment

is

limited to two irons and a hammer, unless
the facilities of a service station are avail -i
able, or a regular rim expanding tool is
included in the tool equipment.
One of the best aids to changing the tire,
is through use of a jack, with an extension
base as shown in the attached drawing.
This provides means to start the rim open
for insertion of a tire iron when breaking it
down, and also the means for prying the
rim open when making the joint connection.
A piece of oak, fifteen inches long, five
inches wide and one inch thick, is bolted
to the jack base. with two small stove bolts.
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Star Gazing

Is My Hobby

By I)R. CHARLES W. BULLOCK

A sectional view of
the silo astronomical
observatory is shown
at the right. The total
height of the building from the ground
to the top of the
dome is 37
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TO begin with, I may say that this is
the only private, active Observatory
in this section of the Lake Erie southern shore. The structure was designed the latter part of April of last year,
actual building operations were started in
the early part of May and the entire structure was completed on July 14th.
The Observatory is located in the rear of
my home at 23 Winston Road. Buffalo, and
occupies a commanding position in the neigh-

borhood.
The lower part of the building is in the
form of a two -car garage with the observatory tower rising from its roof. Because
of the peculiar tower -like construction, the
residents of Buffalo and especially those living in our vicinity in the North Central Park
section of the city could not understand what
such a building might he used for. While
the lower part was in course of construction,
the people thought that I was building a
garage and let it go at that : but when the
construction of the tower began, the entire
community was thrown into a lever of curiosity and excitement.

The most ridiculous of all surmises was
that I was building a silo; that I was experimenting with a herd of cattle and a flock of
chickens and that the silo would contain the
food supply for my animals. Where in the
world I would keep this zoo or menagerie
while carrying on these experiments (whatever they might he) is more than I can imagine. So far as I know I have no miraculous powers to stretch a 40x130 foot lot into
a ten acre farm, to say nothing about barns
and chicken coops.
And last, but by no means least. I was
accused of building a distillery. The party
who had that brilliant and enlightening idea
said that, being a chemist, I could easily
make the "stuff" and that it would undoubtedly he pure and safe to use. \Vhen I heard
this hit of information, I gave out a statement to the effect that if I were going into
the bootlegging business I certainly would
not advertise the fact by raising a tower up
into the air, but rather. would dig a tunnel
beneath the surface of the earth and carry

F.4414.
A photo of the observatory
and
the
garage may be seen
at the left. The garage has been converted into a microscopilaboratory
and
cal
contains the most upto-date equipment and
Both
conveniences.
buildings rest upon a
strong foundation of
block concrete and
are attractively paintlemon yellow
a
ed

with white trimmings.
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few facts as to the structure

:

The total height of the building from the
ground to the top of the dome is 37 feet, and
to the top of the flagpole, 45 feet. It rests
on a solid concrete foundation which insures
its safety and stability.
The "garage" is
completely furnished and has been converted
into a microscopical study, equipped with the
most modern and powerful projecting microscope yet devised. This room is 18x20 feet
in size, and the ceiling is 10 feet high. A
stairway leads straight tip from the ground
floor to the floor above the microscopical
roost, and from that point it is semi -circular
up to the observatory proper. The number
of steps in the stairs is thirty-six.
The observatory is 111/2 feet in diameter
(inside measurement), the wall from the
floor to the base of the dome, 4 feet 2 inches
high, and the total height from the floor to
the top of the dome, 11 feet 8 inches. the
dome proper being 7tt/z feet in height. The
dome is of galvanized iron, weighs 1.620
pounds, revolves on a circular iron track. and
rests on twenty steel ball -bearing rollers : it
is moved by two pulley arrangements; a sliding panel is provided for observation which
makes it convenient for the observer who is
thus always under shelter. The dome can
be completely revolved, the panel opened and
the telescope pointed to any part of the
heavens, from the zenith to the horizon and
to every point of the compass; the saute
principle being carrier) out here as is used

SCPEEN

GARAGE
DOORS

1

PROJECTOR

GRADE

J

FOUNDATION

illicit operations in concealment. Evidently this party (lid not know me, or if he
(lid, my reputation as a law-abiding citizen
has been eternally blasted.
On June 29th, of last year, there was an
article in the Buffalo Evening .Vows tinder
the title "Mystery Building 'Rouses Curiosity: Silo is \stronomical Observatory." This
item fully explained the building and the
uses to which it is put. After reading the
write-up, our neighbors' curiosity was satisfied ; the excitement died a natural death and
the community settled back again into its
ordinary round of every day life and exista

TELESCOPE

SHUT TER

on my

And now
itself

-.-

feet and

to the top of the flag
pole, 45 feet.
This
unique observatory is
well equipped
with
an equatorially mounted
telescope,
test
books, sky maps and
charts.

i'

FLAG POLE

SOLID

CONCRETE

y,

CO.NCRETI
BLOCKS

the larger astronomical observatories.
The pier on which the telescope rests is
of solid concrete and brick. It extends to
five feet below the surface and reaches hard
pan.
This five feet is of concrete, three
feet square. and front the top of the surface
it is of solid brick, two feet square. It is
separate from and independent of the structure proper.
The interior of the building is nicely finished and no expense was spared to make it
modern and convenient in every respect. It
is electrically wired for light, heat and the
manipulation of ,the microscope, and is also
piped for gas: an electric burglar alarm system is installed as a precaution against theft.
The observatory is -supplied with a full set
of sky Wraps. charts, star and planet finders,
and the leading amateur text books on the
science of Astronomy. The building is
painted a lemon yellow with trimmings of
white and the dome is coated with aluminum
paint. It is of stucco and wood material and
the highest structure in our vicinity. The
color combination is very pleasing and with
the Stars and Stripes flying from the flagpole, it presents a unique picture.
The telescope is the only equatorially
mounted instrument in this section. It is
equipped with a battery of ten eye -pieces
ranging in power from thirty to four hundred diameters; zenith prism, Herschel solar
prism and absorbing wedge; sun glass; ray
filter: telescopic projection apparatus; erecting system. The tube is 66 inches long,
made of solid brass and covered with a white
satin finish. and the objective has a diameter
of 102 millimeters (about 4 inches) : the
total weight of the instrument with clamp.
circles, scale. clock. mounting and base is
in the neig thorhood of three hundred and
twenty pounds.
In conclusion I wish to state that I am no
astronomer; I ant an analytical chemist and
have taken up the study of astronomy as a
hobby and for the pleasure deriver) from it.
To me it opens a field of investigation and
exploration and brings ratan nearer to his
God and Creator.
in
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Odds and Ends of Physics
By T.

O'CONOR SLOANE, PH.D.

MAKING A HOLE IN SOAP
BUBBLES

ELASTICITY OF A SOAP BUBBLE
FILM

BLOWING ONE BUBBLE INSIDE
ANOTHER

SILK THREAD
Jab,

fir, Y

soap bubble is blown and the end of the pipe
is plugged up with a bit of bread crumb or the
finger may be held over it. A loop of wet
thread, which must be very small, is dropped
upon the bubble, and is touched with a hot
wire. This breaks the film within it, making
a little circular hole, and the air within the
bubble escapes from it and the bubble shrinks
away and disappears. A film across the mouth
of the pipe will be left with the hole preserved.
A

OPEN LOOP

IN

FILM

SOAP BUBBLE WINDMILL

By holding a bubble suspended on a wire loop
a second bubble can be blown inside it, with a
tobacco pipe as shown.

STRETCHING THE FILM

CLOSED LOOP

IN

FILM

circular frame of wire about an inch and a
half wide has secured to it a loose thread as
shown. Now if the film is broken by touching
it with a hot bit of wire on one side of the
thread, the film will shrink instantly like a
sheet of India rubber and draw the thread into
the arc of a circle. Another way of demonstrating this elasticity, is to have a little loop of
thread as shown in the lower illustration.
This is dipped into the solution and picked up
in the loop. On breaking the film inside the
thread by touching it with a hot wire, the loop
is drawn out to a perfect circle.
A

THE PENDULUM

A little windmill can be built of wire as shown.
It must be carefully balanced and this is the

troublesome part. The four rings are dipped
into the soap bubble solution and the little
mill can be made to turn by blowing against
the upper or the lower film. A mailing tube is
a good thing to use to direct the air currents.

The ends of a thread are attached to a bit of
wire or a stick forming a loop, and the loop is
laid across a frame filled with film, and by a
little careful manipulation the film is broken on'
one side of the thread. The loop can now be
pilled to and fro stretching and releasing the
film over and over again. It can even be allowed to attach itself to the wire the film disappearing and then the film can be drawn out
so as to completely fill the loop. and the thread
can be pulled completely away, leaving the
loop of wire once more completely filled with
film.

STRETCHING THE FILM
MECHANICALLY

CURIOUS BUBBLES
ELONGATED BUBBLE

FILM

FRAME

+-WIRE

- -.mac--pendulum is made of wire with a circle at
the end. This will swing rapidly back and
forth. Now dip it into the solution and the film
will fill the loop, and if it is started swinging,
it will move very much more slowly on account
of the resistance offered by the film. If the
loop now is turned so as to be in the plane of
oscillation, it will go rather faster with the
film in it than without it.
Referring to the thread loops as described
above they can be used in the pendulum so as
to modify its rate of oscillation by the film being punctured and broken so as to reduce the
area left. This experiment shows the strength
of the film.
A

LENTICULAR BUBBLE
soap bubble can be carried on one of the
wire loops and if a second one is touched to it,
it can be drawn out into a most curious shape.
These wire loops must be absolutely complete
and have no opening and must be wet with the
solution before use. If a bubble is picked up on
the loop, the air can be withdrawn by a pipe
stem being inserted until it takes the form of a
lens as shown, and one or both ends of the
elongated bubble can be broken so as to give a
cylindroid.
A

-

Here we have an interesting variation on the
experiment just shown. A frame is made of
doubled tin within which a wire bent so as to
form three sides of a rectangle can move very
freely. If this is filled with film it will draw
the wire up tightly against the top and the
wire can be drawn down pulling film out with
ít, and by tying a thread across the ends of the
wire with a little pan, weights may be used
to draw out the film to see how hard it pulls.
The soap solution for all these experiments is
made from white castile soap, one part of soap
to forty parts of rain water or distilled water.
To three -parts of this solution by volume, two
parts of chemically pure glycerine may be
added. The glycerine makes the solution last
better.
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London's New Underground Maze
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T h e illustration
shown here will
give one some idea
of the new tube
station which is being. constructed at
Piccadilly Circus.
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Some

idea of the
magnitude of the
work which is being
carried out may be
gleaned from the fact
that the iron lined
pipe and cable subway, which is being
constructed,
is as
much as 12 feet in
diameter- There will
be 11 escalators, a
greater number, it is
claimed, than a n y
other railway station
has at the present
time. At every point
at which the street
converges on the circus, the subway rises
up to a pipe inter,
cepter, which crosses
the road below the
street.
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The Astrology Humbug
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS

Further Letters From Our Readers and Our Answers
BELLE BART'S ASTROLOGY
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
I have been following with interest your articles
in regard to the "Astrology Humbug" and I want
to say that
thoroughly agree with your sentiments
in regard to it. I enclose an article which I found
in the Boston Sunday Atnerican for December 24,
I

and which may he of interest to you, if you have
not seen it.
Possibly the same section appears in
some of the New York dailies.
\t any rate. I shall keep a record of the
prophesies which Miss Hart gives, and shall endeavor to see which of them comes to pass. Of
course, on the face of the matter, it is hardly likely
that at least sonic of them trust come true. They
are facts that almost anyone could predict with
reasonable certainty.
That the Prince of \\ ales
should be severely hurt from one of his horses is
sure to happen some day, and very likely will
happen within the next twelve months. John D.
Rockefeller, at no time within the past few years
enjoying perfect health, and now probably quite
weak in constitution, almost should have sonic
serious illness. Thomas Edison. at all times working on dangerous experiments. falls far within the
circle of probable serious accident. And that Wall
Street should take a flop during 1927 is a fact that
needs no astrologer to figure out.
Few have been
the years when sonic catastrophe did not take place
in this avenue of brokers.
Astrology is not a humbug. it is not a fraud, it is
not a pseudo-science-it is absolute idiocy. There
is no place, there can be no place in science for
astrology. The very scientific construction of the
universe does not admit of any astrological distribution of the stars. Furthermore, while true science
teaches us how infinitely small and unimportant the
genus homo really is, astrology has the audacity and
the crass egotism to attempt to teach us that the
very stars, millions of light years away iii the
depths of space, are moving in co-ordination with
the movements of our Earth and our universe so
that these stupid ignoramuses can read the fate of

individual humans!

If such were the case-if Man were the highest
power in the entire universe of the stars-if the
stars were made to order for his individual fatesif everything in the heavens takes place, simply
because Man down below looks upward for his life

$6,000.00
For Proofs of Astrology
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine holds that there is nothing scientific in Astrology, that Astrology is not a science and that
statements made by astrologers unless very general cannot be entertained seriously.
Accordingly, this publication has
decided to award an Astrology
Prize for $6,000 for the following:
$5.000 will be paid to the astrologer
or forecaster who will foretell three
major events of such a nature that he
will have no control over the outcome
of the same.
He must describe in
advance each event in detail, giving
the location and result or the casual.
ties if the event is an accident.
$1,000 will be paid to the astrologer
or forecaster who will produce three accurate, detailed and perfect horoscopes.
free of contradictions on the lives of
three people whose initials will be given
him when he requests the same and the
birth dates and place of birth will also
be supplied by this office.

This contest closes October 1st,
entries must reach us
by that time. In event of a tie,
prizes of an identical nature will be
given those so tying.
Address all entries to Editor, Astrology, care of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine, 230 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
1927, and all

he living in comparative discom\\ by would we not lie
globe?
supreme beings, traveling at will through the depths
of space choosing for our abodes planets of larger
and brighter stars-planets which do not revolve
through their orbit thousands of times, but turn one
face toward their mother sun at all times, and have
Why
on their surfaces an eternal suntmerland.
should we live crowded on one sphere, a minor part
of the fancily of a sun which is infinitesimal in
comparison with the greater stars? \\ by should we
die in feeble old age. when the whole universe is
working for our good?
If our fate is written in the stars-if what the
stars say, is really to he our final success or failure
-then what is the use of ambition-work-sacrifice
-love-friendship-the power to advance or digress?
None. If the stars write our lives-what advantage
None.
is it to us to attempt to live them?
No
Science can never admit of the slightest iota
of basic or surface truth in astrology-not as long
as science teaches us that we really are the victims
of the masters of our fates-that we can make
ourselves-that in this sense and only in this sense
are we above the animal-that we can make our.
selves and those about us what we wish-to a
limited extent. Astrology can never admit that, o,
it would break its own laws-and science can never
admit of anything else. And which deals with face..
-and which with prophesies and coincidences?
Let us see how many of Miss Hart's prophesier
come true-if there is the least in astrology-a.

history-would we
fort on our little

vntst come

trite.

Will

they?

I,

representitir

science, say no-astrology says yes.
\Ve will see
which is right. Only science has the advantage.
If one fails to come to pass, science is right. If
all come to pass, astrology may lie right.
EARLE II. BROWN,

Amesbury, Mass.

(Most astrologers do not say that the stars have
infallible control over a person's destiny. They
hedge in a most natural manner by saying, "The
stars impel, but' cannot compel."
This then
answers your question, "What advantages is it
to us to attempt to live." We of course agree
with your findings and a previous comment of
ours on this same newspaper clipping appeared in
this magazine.-EDITOR.)
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Tales From the Scientific Club
What the Typewriter Told
By RAY CU11Mli\GS

How a Mysterious Typewriter \Vas Used to Prove Premeditated Murder
OU say you know who the murderer is
the Alienist asked.
"No," corrected the Doctor. "I

66

said we know who committed the
crime."
The Banker sat tip abruptly with a gesture
of impatience. "What's the difference? Why
split hairs over technicalities? You said-"
"\Vait George." The Doctor gazed around
the private Club -room at the little group of
members seated before him. "Gentlemen, this
case is peculiar. We have proof of the
criminal's identity. But the crime itselft

The Doctor spread them out. "The murder letters, gentlemen-I'll read some of
them to you. First, the case briefly, is this:
Leonard C. Mcllray, up to the time of his
death two weeks ago, was Advertising Manager of the Tonola Phonograph Company
out in Maple Grove. A man of fifty-five, of
exceedingly kindly, gentle nature, beloved
by his employees. Nine years ago he was
left a widower. He had fairly idolized his
wife-yet in one short year he married his
business secretary-a handsome dark -eyed
girl then twenty-six or so. By his first
wife he had one child, Alan, who now
He was assistant to
is twenty-eight.
his father-he will now be advertising
manager of the cothnpany. By this second
wife there is one child-a little girl now
five years old. Elsie-blue-eyed, golden
haired. IIer father worshipped her in in"These letters shocked Mr. Mcllray and
caused his death. As you know, the police
suspected one of you five as the writer of
"They suspected you."
the Doctor reiterated. "They still do
-but their grilling was unavailing. and
they had no proof. We of the Scientific
Club, however, now have proof! We
know now which of you wrote those

them-"

letters!"

the trouble is, we have no determination yet
as to what crime was committed.'
"The man is dead," the Astronomer observed.
"Quite so. But manslaughter. murder, and
most of all premeditated murder, are very
different things."
"Very different," the Lawyer commented.
The Doctor added, "More than that, this
crinne on the surface appears to be only an
attempt at blackmail."
"\Vhy not outline the case for us?" the
Banker demanded. "These hypothetical dis-

cussions-"

"I will," the Doctor agreed. A package lay
before him on the table; he drew from it a
litter of papers-anonymous typewritten letters, dirty and rumpled most of them; all
of them on plain white paper of assorted
sizes; and a variety of envelopes, all addressed in typewriting to "L. C. Mcllray,
2860 Orange Ave., Maple Grove, New Jersey."

erse ratio to a seeming estrangement which
of recent years was growing between himself and his young wife. And there was an
estrangement-not outward, not admitted-

between him and his son Alan, doubtless because the son did not approve of his father's
second marriage."
"If this man got murdered." said the
Banker, "I for one would like to hear how
it happened."
"You shall, George, but those family details are necessary. Mcllray died just after
dinner at his home in Maple Grove. I must
tell you one thing more. The man was in
fair health, but for years his heart had been
organically defective. With care-very moderate exercise-the avoidance of any severe
digestive disturbance-and most of all the
complete absence of excitement of any kind
-he could have lived with that heart to his
normal span. But gentlemen, understand me,
he was in a chronic condition where any
shock, any violence physical or mental, would

hale caused his instant death. And this was

known freely to his family and his business
associates.
"I carne now to the murder-if murder it
were. The family had just finished dinner.
The front doorbell rang. The maid answered
it; and it was the postman who handed her
a letter for Mr. Mcllray. This letter." The
Doctor indicated one of the dirty typewritten
envelopes before him. "Mcllray recognized
it doubtless. He did not open it, but suddenly excused himself, left the dining room
with an agitation that was obvious. Later
the maid said he had gone to his den-a small
room on the lower floor off the hall. Alan
went in there after him. He lay on the
floor, dead, with a loaded revolver in his

hand!"

"Suicide I" exclaimed the Banker.
"Don't be an ass, George. A shot would
_lave been heard. The revolver had not been
fired. There was not a mark on his body.
lie dicd of heart failure induced by sudden,
violent mental shock."
"What about the letter he had just received?" the Chemist asked.
"It :ould not at first be found. When the
physician came-Gentlemen, now we approact the pathetic aspect of this case.

McT.ray had been laboring for weeks under
a terrible strain-a fear-and he had kept it
to himself-had dared tell no one-except
his little daughter Elsie. Only the child did
lie feel he could trust. \Vhen the physician
arrived the little girl sidled up to him. 'My
daddy said, if lie got dead I must tell you
to send for the police!' That was the message
from the dead man she gave the family
physician.
"Marberry here was called in. When he
arrived, the child asked him naively if he
were the police. And then she told him her
daddy had said, 'Look in the organ.' An oldfashioned organ stood in a corner of the
den. Anticipating a possible death, he had
left his secret with the little girl, and faithfully-without knowing the meaning of it
all-she had delivered his messages.
"They looked in the organ. Found all these
letters, with the last one he had just received crammed in hastily after them. He
(Continued on page 356)
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DEVIL'S FINGER RING

HYPNOTIZED OBJECTS
Now that spiritual effects and illusions
bordering upon the psychic arc in vogue, this
illusion is hound to meet with the approval
of the conjurer. A large table of simple design is standing upon the center of the stage
and a box or bottle is placed upon the extreme edge of the table. Standing at a
considerable distance from the table, the
magician makes mysterious passes over the
object and then drawing his hand away, the
object will be seen to slowly and mysteriously travel toward the hand. The table itself is
mechanical. Two rollers are concealed at the
opposite ends of the table and over these a
liberal length of black cloth is wound. This
forms the table top proper. The rollers are
worked by assistants beneath the stage, who,
pulling upon a string, wind up either one
roll or the other.

RISING CARDS FROM HAT
/_

(a u

t1

/2\N\
me:

STR1lNG

5TA NG
As is indicated in the illustration above, the
magician provides the middle finger of his
hand with a finger ring having two devil
heads.
These permit of palming cards or
coins as shown.

Sleight of hand artists, only through many
years of practice, are able to manipulate their
fingers in such a manner as to conceal coins,
playing cards, or other like small objects with
any degree of perfection. This ring eliminates many years of practice and gives the
amateur an opportunity of presenting seemingly impossible feats in sleight of hand
which have heretofore been creditable to
skilled professionals. A finger ring of the
necessary design is illustrated. This can be
made of any metal the performer chooses.
The coins or cards are pushed under the projecting chin of the demon head where they
hold the objects in tight contact with the
skin. The two heads permit the coin or card
to be held under cover of the palm or back
of the hand.

In this effect a deck of shuffled
dropped into a hat and any one of
or a whole series can be made to
extra pocket and deck of cards are

STRING
OFF STAGE
The mechanical table, by the aid of which it
is possible to make objects move rom one
end to the opposite end. The stunt is seemingly mesmeric.

A PHANTOM TREAT

cards is
the cards
rise. Art

required.

Practically every magician understands tíie
old rising card trick in which a houlette and
string were employed. This effect is slightly
different, but its presentation is far more
spectacular and impressive. A deck of cards
are shuffled and thrown into a hat, after c.
spectator had selected one and returned it to
the deck. At the word of command, the
chosen card is first made to rise and then
immediately thereafter, cards in respective
order come out of the deck. The selected
card is forced. A duplicate deck, threaded
as indicated, is then put in a concealed pocket
attached to the side of the hat. The string
tied to a shirt stud, serves to raise the cards
up one at a time when it is stretched.

TRAY

MIRROR
HOLE

CONCAVE

MIRROR

Here is

a splendid illusion for a wizard's
Upon a server one
can plainly see a large box of cigars andhome.
a bottle of wine.
The
wizard invites his guests to help themselves, but
much to the amazement of the onlookers, the articles prove to be but
as the
phantoms
fingers of the disappointed guests pass through them in ghost
-like

fashion. By arrangement of a concave mirror, a hole in the server
and an ordinary mirror, this effect is produced. When standing directly in front of the server, the articles apparently rest on the tray.
The objects themselves are located in the server and illuminated by

electric lights.
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Home Mechanics
How to Make a Self -Growing Plant Box
By W. M. BUTTERFIELD
HE self -growing, or self -irrigating,

plant box is not a new invention, for
it is the old Terrerium reconstructed
to use, in a common practical manner, for
raising house -plants. The selection of plants
suitable for raising in a box of this kind is
however limited to those that do not become
too large or grow too rapidly, and to those
with tough -leaves not prone to mildew, as is
the case with the Geranium, which soon becomes affected with mold. The following
kinds of plants have been recommended for
culture in a plant box
English ivy, Anthericum variegatum,
Tradescantia spp., Cyperus alternifolius,
Begonia Rex and its varieties, small
ferns-pteris and polystichum-Selaginella spp. and Croton varieties.
There is no magic in the way the plants
thrive in this container, without watering and
without care, for the explanation is simply
that' a case is provided so that the water
vapor, which is a by-product of the green
parts of the plant, does not find its way to
the outer air, but collects by a natural condensing process on the inside surfaces of the
glass, trickling downward to the soil, to wet
it anew, thus providing water to be absorbed
by the thirsty roots. The never-ending cycle
goes on for months, the water diminishing
gradually from the inevitable escape of some
of it to the outer air.
The plants thrive best when the case is
placed in a north window, or if put in a
south window the case should be placed so
that the plants do not have too much sunlight.
A number of boxes are tall and narrow;
some are about square, others are quite small.
A good average height will be 28"; the
width, 18"; and the length, 29". Our design
is for a box of these dimensions.
The materials for the box are as follows:
95" of 1" lumber, 6" wide(for sides of base)
56" of 3." lumber, 161/2" wide (for bottom
of base)
286" of No. 20 (fig") Angle-monel %" flange
:

(for frame)

72" of No. 20

(k")

(for corners)

/"

(I")

Further details of the construction of the box
arc shown in this illustration.
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Angle-monel %" flange

Piece No. 20
42" by 291/2" monel
(for bottom tank)
1
Piece Glass 1711" by 27i" (for top of
cover)
2 Pieces Glass 513" by 2711" (for long
sides of cover)
2 Pieces Glass 5111" by 17I3" (for short
ends of cover)
95" of 3/32" flat monel %" wide (for lip
oil top of box)
1

(for lower
ends)
2 Pieces Glass 21" by 27}3" (for lower
sides)
95" of 3/32" flat monel
wide (for flange
in tank)
The monel tank, or earth holder, is first
made from the large piece of metal. This
is done by first cutting a square piece
square) from each corner; then turning up
the four sides to form the tank ; the corners
are soldered when the tank has been completely shaped, squared and leveled. This job
is a particular one, for the square, trim look
of the box will depend on the way it is dune.
The wood bottom is next made to fit the
under side of the tank, and secured to it, as
illustrated, with %" strips of monel-the
strips are nailed to the wood and soldered
to the tank. Next the sides are put on the
base, first cutting out the wood to fit nicely
over the monel strips ; the ends of these
pieces are mitered so as to make trim corners,
and are secured with long thin finishing nails,
the sides are also nailed to the wood bottom.
Next the four r/z" angle pieces, forming the
corners for the lower part of the box, are
soldered in place, care being taken to have
2 Pieces Glass 21A" by 17U"

The construcyon details of the angles used
in making the box are shown above. The
metal is cut as shown and then soldered
into place.

them of the same height at the top, square
and perpendicular. The angle piece for the
top of this frame is next cut so as to make
a top 18" by 29" inside of the angle (flange)
forming its sides. This top is soldered to the
corner pieces, as shown. The top is bent and
formed from one piece of angle monel, first
cutting out square pieces at the proper places
in the top angle and bending the corners so
as to form miter -like joints. The %" flange
for holding the glass sides at the bottom
within the tank is next soldered in place,
leaving" more space than the thickness
of the glass for cement. See Fig. G.
Both top and bottom angle pieces for the
top of the box are made in exactly the
same way as the top angle piece for the
lower part of the box, and are the same
in size. The corner angle pieces are then
cut and soldered in the top and bottom, thus
making the top frame. A flange, or lip, is
made by bending the %" flat 3/32" piece,
as shown, then soldering it to the lower
part of the frame so that it will lap A" on
this frame and A" on the lower frame when
the top and bottom frames are placed together. It is best to bevel the inside edges
of the lip with a file, where it laps over the
lower frame, before soldering it to the
upper frame. See Fig. H.
Mostel solders as readily as any of the

The finished plant box is shown in the above
illustration. The silver color of the monel
metal gives a good appearance to the box.

metals, but like other metals, the surfaces
to be joined must be cleaned and all surface
oxide, or tarnish, must be removed. This
may he done by sandpapering then moistening with nitric or nitrous acid. The surfaces
should then be tinned and carefully wiped, so
as not to leave an excess of solder, unless
this is done some difficulty may be met in
flowing the solder into the joints. The ordinary "high or low" tin solder will answer
for the work very well, and a good flux
should be used at the time.
Glass for the box should be about t/8"
thick, of white, clear color and also transparent and free from bubbles or imperfections. Before having the pieces cut measure
the inside of the frame, and thus check up
on the figures given in the above text. If
every thing is all right, have the glass cut
square and exact to measurement. In the
lower frame, as also in the upper frame, the
sides are cut so as to go between the end
pieces-thus holding them in place. The
sides are held by the bottom flange G. and
the clips F. Cement is also used both to
fnake the box air -tight and to bold the glass
firmly in the frame, as well as to cement
the glass pieces together. A good cement for
this purpose is the aquarium cement, on sale
at most bird stores. In using the cement be
sure that there is sufficient of it to fill all
cracks or openings, so as to make everything
tight-bottom, sides, top and everywhere.
This applies to the openings between the
glass and frame on the outside as well as on
the inside.
In putting the glass into the top frame
turn the frame upside down, as shown in
the illustration, and put in the top glass
first with its cushion of cement, then put in
the ends using the cement, and finally the
sides also with their supply of cement. The
sides and ends hold up the top glass, the sides
hold the ends and the sides are held by the
clips F, and the cement attaching them to the
top glass. The outside of this frame is
cemented as in the case of the lower frame.
The cement should have two or three days to
dry, when the top and lower parts are to be
filled with water to see if each is water
tight. If not, note where they leak, then
emp,y and make tight with additions of
cement when perfectly dry.
The metal parts can now he polished, the
glass cleaned and the wood base enameled a
velvet black. A rubber ring, such as is used
on fruit -jars, is cemented to the flange form (Continued on. page 363)
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PRIZE

-

$100.00

-

Wirekraft

awarded this month to W. A.
Reynolds of Frecwater, Oregon.
The model is made of square
radio bus bar and is carefully
soldered so that it is not only
decorative but is also quite useful for the purpose it was built.

$3,000.00

The ash tray shown above, which won first prize in this month's
Wire Contest is entirely constructed of square bus 911 which has
been painted with aluminum paint to give it a goo appearance.
The oblong match box is hinged at the base, so that it can be
used to clinch cigarettes and cigars. It is also decorated with the
diamond. heart, club and spade, well known to those who play
cards. These decorations are painted in red to give a finished
appearance to the model. The bus bar wire is spiraled close and
the spaces between are filled Kith solder, so that the cup will hold
the discarded cigarettes and their ashes. The match box is
arranged to hold the large type of strike anywhere safety matches.
Second prize-$50.00.
Awarded to Frank
Brown. Brooklyn, New York, for his Wirekraft necklace. The design of the links is
very ornamental and an ornament at the bottom is also constructed of the same wire.

Third prize-$25.00. It is a cap made of
fine wire, to be placed on the top of the
pipe to prevent the ashes and cinders
from blowing out when motoring or in
any strong breeze.
It is constructed of
fine brass and nickel wire giving it a neat
appearance. The insert in the above illustration shows more clearly how the cap is
constructed. The particular weave used gives
a strong light article without preventing plenty
of ventilation.
This prize was awarded to
Michael J. Thelen of Chicago, Illinois.

Fourth prize-$20.00: Norbel C. Wood of Detroit. Mich.. constructed the bottle washer shown
above. It is equipped with a spiked chain on
the end to facilitate the cleaning of bottles. The
links of the chain and spikes are constructed of
one piece, each link containing two spikes, one

Sixth prize-$10.00 was won by Selmer
Wick of Superior. Wisconsin, who constructed the casserole frame, shown above.
The frame is made of copper wire bent into
the design shown. This model being of
actual size is a very useful one, the sides
being quite ornamental. The handles are
constructed of the same wire, wound close,
so that a strong as well as neat handle is
the result. The same design would also be
adaptable for holding sugar bowls and other
dishes. By using silver plated or nickel
wire and silver solder, a very pretty holder
would be the result.

each end. A long handle is used so that
large bottles, as well as small ones may be cleaned
with this apparatus.
on

-

Fifth prize
$15.
At the left we
have an ingenious
device, which can
be used wherever
a candle is needed.
The holder is provided with an arrangement, so that
the candle can be
used right down
to the bottom
without lowering
the height of the
candlestick.
As
you may see, the
candle is raised
by turning the
key around the
spring holder.

This prize was awarded to James Coll of
North Bergen, N. J. It is constructed of
heavy iron wire, painted to give a neat
appearance. The handle is formed by bending the top of the spring into a larger spiral.

,,,,,
..,

Seventh prize --ló7.50.
This very clever toy
is constructed by Carl
Fichtner of Philadelphia, Pa.
It apparently shows Perpetual Motion, using

the principles of balance and gravity. The
figure shown on the rim of the wheel is quite
heavy and is arranged so that it is slightly
off balance. In this way, the figure apparently
starts to move as soon as the rod is exactly
vertical. In reality, however, it will stop moving after a short time if the vertical rod is
held still.
The model is constructed of
copper wire and brass rods. The wire is
soldered into place, at the point where the
wheel and the vertical rod are joined. The
doll is weighted with lead, so that it will be
heavy enough to keep the wheel in motion
for a long time.

Eighth prize-$5.00 was awarded to John G.
Dengler for his Wirekraft photograph frame.
The model was constructed of copper wire,
bent into the form shown above. The screen like sides are hinged, so that they may be
folded back to protect the picture when it is
not being displayed. This is a very useful
article and may be duplicated very easily by
other Wirekrafters. It may be made in any
size to hold either small snapshots or large
portraits, and the protecting screens may be
covered with cloth to better protect the picture. A frame is hinged to the back, so
that the frame may be stood up on a bureau
or other point of vantage.

Ninth prize-$3.50. The cap shown above
was constructed by Norvell C. Wood. of
Detroit, Mich. It is made of copper wire and
screening.
The base is equipped with a
spring so that the cap will fit anyone. The
screening on the front can be covered with
silk to shade off the sun and thus make a useful article. This cap reminds one of the
phantom caps with celluloid visors, so extensively used two or three years ago.

Tenth prize-$2.00 was won
by John Zeleznik of Bridgeport, Ohio. It is a bouquet
holder, constructed entirely
of wire. A number of stiff
copper wires were bunched
together at the bottom and
a ring was bent at the top
of each wire. The stems of
the flowers are pushed
through the loops and thus
rigid bouquet holder is
formed.
By grouping any
number of wires in this way,
a large or small bouquet
may be formed. The wires
were painted green, so that
they would not show very
a

clearly in the bouquet.
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Contest
in Prizes
Thirteenth prize-$2.00-was awarded to M.
H. Eida of Alameda County, Calif., for his
model of a soap dish.
The weave of this
basket is so arranged that the top may be
raised and lowered. It is constructed of heavy
copper wire, each loop being joined separately
to the basket. This design could be used for
many forms of wire basket work and has the
advantage of being easily constructed.
Eleventh prize-$2.00. This garden rake constructed by Francis J. Lorenz of Newark
Valley, New York, won the eleventh prize in
this month's Wire Contest. It is constructed
of heavy iron wire and the handle is formed
by welding iron to the end and grinding it
down smooth. This article is very well constructed and is very useful to the gardener
in weeding his yard. The ends of the wires are
filed sharp to facilitate the removing of weeds.
This article could have been more easily constructed by winding the handle from wire, instead of welding it on.

Fourteenth

prize-$2.00.

This

Wirekraft

sewing basket was constructed by Linwood F.
Mantler of Baltimore. Md. It is provided
with supports for ten spools of thread, a
thimble, packages of needles, and two pairs of
scissors. The handle and supports are constructed of heavy wire, painted to give a neat
appearance.

Fifteenth prize-$2.00. This basket won the
fifteenth prize in this month's Wirekraft Contest. It was constructed by Peter J. Nicholas
of Foxcroft, Maine. The main supports are
constructed of heavy iron wire wound with
fine copper wire. This basket would be useful
for holding flowers, if a glass were placed
inside.

Twelfth prize-$2.00-was awarded to J. T.
Patterson, Jr., of Montgomery, Alabama.

Did You Note

It

is constructed of copper wire bent in the form
shown above. This article is very useful for
lifting eggs from boiling water, without cracking them or burning oneself in doing so.

that the

Sixteenth prize-$2.00-was won by Eugene
Jefferies of Anacortes, Wash., for his Wirekraft cuff button set. The cuff buttons are
arranged so that they may be separated. The

Matchcraft Contest is to be
discontinued?

collar buttons are made of one piece.

RULES OF WIREKRAFT CONTEST
THIS

is

a

wirekraft

contest.

Hence

wire is to be used in the construction
of all of the models entered in this

contest.
The size of the wire to be employed is
limited.
The heaviest wire must not be
larger than No. 8 American or B and S
gauge, and the smallest no smaller than
No. 30 B and S gauge-or (for foreign
countries not having these exact sizes), the
nearest available equivalent.
No. 8 B and S gauge is .12849 inches in
diameter or 3.264 millimeters. Its nearest
equivalent in the Birmingham or Stubs iron
wire gauge is No. 18. In the Stubs steel
noire gauge it is No. 30; in the British Imperial Standard it is No. 10. The nearest
wire to No. 30 B and S gauge which is
.01002 inches or .2546 millimeters in diameter is No. 31 in the Birmingham or
Stubs iron wire gauge. In the Stubs steel
wire gauge it is No. 80; in ire British
Standard it is No. 33.
The builder tttay avail himself of the opportunity of using any intermediate sizes of
wires between No. 8 and No. 30, B and S
gauge.
The wire may be copper, brass, iron, steel,
or these materials coppered, tinned, nickel plated, or galvanized, or the wire may consist of an alloy. Any kind of wire available on the market may be employed.
It is preferable to use non-rusting wires.
The publishers will not be responsible for
the rusting of any model. To protect wire
which rusts easily or for color effects, the
models may he painted, lacquered, varnished or otherwise covered.
Any additional decorations or accessories
may be employed to enhance the effect.
(Example: Silk on a lamp shade; glass in

decorative fixtures; electric motors for
operating mechanisms, etc.)
Only those portions actually constructed
of wire will be judged.
(Example: A reed basket is suspended
from a wire chain. The basket not being
made of wire is NOT considered. On the

merits of the chain only will the prize be
awarded.)
Wires may be twisted, spliced, soldered,
welded or bound together.
Wire may be
used to hind other wires together.
If
soldered a non -corrosive soldering flux
should be employed.
There is no limit to the size of the
models which may be entered nor to the
number of entries which any maker may
submit during any calendar month.
In every case tite model must be forwarded express prepaid to SCIENCE AND IN -

$3,000.00 In Prizes
Arranged in Monthly Awards
First Prize
For Utility Only

50.00

For Artistic, Decorative or Constructive
Effect-may be a replica or model of some
imaginative or existing object.
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

Fifth Prize

10th to 16th Prizes of $2.00 each

Total

25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
7.50
5.00
3.50
14.00

$250.00

Magazine.
It should he tagged
with name and address of the maker, who
will prepay charges if model is to be
returned.
The first trine will always be awarded to

vENTtON

a model possessing the greatest utilitarian
merits. 1 his must be an object NOT found
on the market today.
The second prize will always lie awarded
to an object possessing the best decorative,

Address all entries to Editor Wirekraft

either one or the other viewpoints at the
discretion of the judges.
All models may remain at the office of
this publication until the close of the contest at the discretion of the editors.
This contest starts January 7st, 1927,
and will terminate January 1st, 1928.
This is a monthly contest lasting for
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
on the first of the month following dates
of issue. Thus the contest for the month

of \ugust,

1927,

will close September 1st,
August will be an-

Winners for

1927.

nounced in the November issue.

'fools Required

$100.00

Second Prize

Sixth Prize
Seventh Prize
Eighth Prize
Ninth Prize

artistic or constructive effect. It may be
replica of art existing object or a model
of an imaginative object or effect.
The remaining prizes will be judged from

a

THE tools required for the construction of
Wirekraft articles may be found in the
Dec. issue of this publication, a reprint of
which will be sent free upon request. The
following tools may be used advantageously:
pair flat -nosed pliers, pair round -nosed
pliers.
wire cutter,
hacksaw,
small
vise,
soldering iron.
The materials which are necessary are:
Solder, soldering paste or flux, nails, one
piece of wood, and most important of all,
wire of the sizes specified in the contest
rules and regulations.
If the builder decides to weld his wires
together, a small welding transformer or a
storage battery may be used for this purpose. For the formation of long cylinders.
a coil winding machine or a lathe may be
advantageously employed. Toy motors for
the operation of any devices constructed of
wire could of course be procured and added
to the model and the addition of miniature
sockets and bulbs to illuminate the interior
of any buildings constructed of wire might
also find a place in some of the con1

1

1

1

1

1

structions.
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First prize-$50.00 was won by
Raphael Gueril of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
k for the Barkentine shown in the
two views above. The total length of the model

is approximately 1314" as may be seen from the ruler resting against
its base. This delicate model floats in an artificial sea. is
correct in every detail and is finished in colors. The boat
is square rigged on the foremast and fore and aft rigged on
the other two masts. The supporting base of the model is
also made of matches.

Second prize-$20.00
was awarded to E.
J. Raible, of Louisville, Ky., for his
matchcraft model of a
lawn mower shown at
the right. The blades
are geared to one of
the wheels and actually revolve when
the mower is pushed.
The model is entirely

Fourth
was

Third prize-$15.00 was won by Irving
Klein of Brooklyn, N. Y., for the construction of the slipper appearing at the
right. The buckle is beaded in a pleasing design. The slipper is made to exactly conform with modern styles and
has a 214" heel.
The model was polished to a smooth mirror-like finish.

constructed from

matches and can be
taken apart with ease.
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prize -55.00 was
given to the garden fence
shown below, which was
constructed by Frank De
Guerre of "Rocky Point,"
11:3
Ville Grande, Colorado.
The lattice work has
been constructed from long strips of
matches which were arranged in a crisscross fashion. The model was finished in
red and white.
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IMPORTANT NOTE! With this issue the $100.00 monthly
Matchcraft Contest is discontinued. This contest, originally a
$5,000.00 contest, was changed to a $100.00 monthly contest to
permit those already engaged in Matchcraft work to enter their models.
All models arriving on or before the first of August will be entered in the
final month's contest. Refer to the previous issue for the rules.

prize-$10.00

given to Fred
Spinden of Abingdon,
Illinois, for the garden seat shown in the
photograph below.
The seat is of artistic
construction and the
matches were steamed
so that they could be
bent to make the
curved part of the
model.
The lattice
work on the sides is
of novel construction.
Although the model is
of relatively simple
construction, it is very
neat in appearance
and has been finished
with several coats of
white shellac.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT
Building a Model of the
U. S. Brig of War "Truxton"
By WILLIAM A. CROSBY
gained through careful study, it would appear that what follows on these pages may
contain information in a non -technical way

Rules for Model Contest
A

line drawing of a brig -of-war under full
sail taken from the "Kedge Anchor."

INTRODUCTION
DURING the last few years the
nearly lost art of ship model building has been resurrected and although predictions have been made
that it is only a passing fancy, a whim of
the public, it would seem that there is practically no basis for such a statement. Apparently ship models and their making have
taken the public fancy with the result that
the craze, if we may call it that, instead of

passing on, is rapidly gaining converts and
thousands of model ship yards are hard at
work turning out miniature ships of every
conceivable nature .
It is with a feeling of some trepidation
that this article has been prepared, for there
will be the experts to appease, that little
class of seafaring men who delight to pick
apart the work of others in their line of
endeavor. The story may not he perfect, we
admit that from the start. hut it is not supposed to he a complete course in naval architecture and seamanship, but is rather intended as a work of authentic information
for the great middle class of model builders,
those who want to do the thing right, but
who become lost in the maze of technical
terms with which our salty friends love to
steep their minds and the minds of any unfortunates who happen to fall under their

spells.
We do not set ourselves up as an old
sailor or an old salt, as you will. We have
never rounded the Horn in a howling gale
nor have we ever been farther to sea than a
few miles, just enough to lose sight of land
and our sole experience with "wind jammers" has been confined to sailing yachts
and canoes of various and sundry kinds.
Brought up under the eagle like gaze of
a father who knew the sea in all its moods
and who knew sailing craft as he knew his
own home, it is but natural that the sea and
things pertaining to it, should attract us
from the first. The result was some twelve
or fourteen years spent over the drafting
boards of a naval architect, the building of
-various craft of different kinds and now a
rlecp respect for things nautical and a room
fall of models of every sort and description.
We have secured and studied seriously the
old books on seamanship; Brady's Kedge
Anchor or Young Sailor's Assistant, Luce's

Seamanship, and any number of more obscure works on the subject. A sailor aboard
ship may not know the entire technique of
his craft, just as the auto driver seldom
knows what goes on under the hood of his
car and so with a background of facts

engraved
A handsome trophy cup
with your name, will be awarded as the
prize for the best model submitted during
the month. The decision of the judges will
be final and will be based upon, A-novelty
I.

construction; B-workmanship; Coperating efficiency of the model as related
to the efficiency of the device which the
model simulates, and D-the care exercised
in design and in submitting to us sketches
and other details covering the model. See

of

page 236.
2.
Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, according to the subject that is being
handled.
3. Models may be made of any available
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this
department but should go to our Match -

craft Contest Editor.
4.
Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated and
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or
freight prepaid. Models will be returned
when requested.
6. Models for entry in any particular contest must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
October contest must reach us on or before
the 25th or July.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model Department, c/o Science and Invention Magazine, 230 Fifth Ave., New York City.

which will prove of interest to those of
you who are fond of doing things with
your hands, yet who do not like to be
worried with long names which, after
all, mean nothing in this day of
steam ships and other mechanical
means of transportation.
What follows is prepared
with only one end in view;
the building of a single ship
of a type which has long
since become extinct.
The story is told in the
simplest language and
yet with enough technicality to add a spice of
saltiness to the talc. The
model is not of the usual
variety and is therefore to be
classed as "rare" in this era of
clipper ships and near galleons. It
is a real ship, made from authentic
data. and before setting sail we want
to take the opportunity to express our
thanks to the editor of "Motor Boat,"
Charles Hall, who has
A photograph of
lent his hearty cooperamodel of the
tion on the knottiest the
"Truxton" as
problems and who has
built
by Mr.
always stood by, ready
Crosby.

with a life line, when the model of the
"Truxton" was in danger of becoming a
wreck.
"Shove off !"
THE MODEL

Undoubtedly you have seen, in department
or furniture store windows, devices which
are supposed to look like miniature ships.
Usually, if you have paused long enough to
take a second look at these abortions, you
have promptly made up your mind that the
ships of years gone by must indeed have
been clumsy and ugly. Most of these socalled ship models display the crudest kind
of workmanship and are daubed up with
great gobs of paint in apparent defiance to
all the laws of man and nature. These
models have done just one good thing: they
have awakened hundreds of people to the
real beauty of an authentic model and the
painstaking care necessary to turn out such
a Mork of art. A real model cannot be
made on a production basis.

--
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The "Truxton"
The only kind of a sin!) model worth having is a real one of a real ship-a ship with
a history and one which shows character in
every line. One of these reposing on your
mantel or desk will cast a spell over you.
You will be able to study it for hours, permitting your imagination to run riot and the
more you do this, the more firmly you will
become attached to your "ship."
If you have priced real models, though,
you will probably make up your mind that
you would rather buy a medium priced car
with the same money-for real models are
tremendously expensive, bttt is it any won-

der?
However, real ship models may be made
by almost anyone, provided they are blessed
with a reasonable amount of patience and the
necessary data for accurate work is at hand.
A full rigged ship model cannot be built in

an evening or a month. Such a ship must be
worked on when the spirit moves and the
time of completion must not be considered
until it suddenly breaks upon the builder that
his work is finished. The work cannot be
hurried and a builder must be prepared to
even undo several weeks' work in order to
place in some fitting or line which was left
out at the time of construction. Such a
model as we are about to describe may be
made in three months if it is worked on religiously in spare tinte. It is more apt to
take six months or longer in construction.
The writer has made possibly a dozen or
fifteen models, everything front the old Santa Maria of Columbus to a modern motor
cruiser and each on a diminutive scale. If
you wish, you may buy fittings and parts,
rigging cord, blocks and hundreds of other
small parts, but half the fun of this work is
to (lo the entire job yourself.
\lost of the difficulty lies in securing accurate data front which to work. Plans may
be bought here and there but they are mostly
of ships which have become common as ship
models. There must be fifty thousand "Flying Clouds" in the country and I doubt if
anyone could ever guess the number of "Santa \larias" or "Mayflowers" and this despite
the fact that no authentic data can be secured
on the latter ship.
There are several books on the subject of
model building, but it is unfortunate that out
of the lot, there are only a few which are
really worthy of the name. Much misinformation has been printed on the subject and
the department store models have come in
for their full share of publicity. However,
these things are hound to happen where misinformation is the rule rather than the except ion. Let's get on.
Probably one of the most interesting periods of the United States Naval and maritime history comes in the early part of the
nineteenth century. It was then that our
merchant marine was the greatest in the
world and there were thousands of ships
which event through the wildest and most
interesting experiences. It was the period
of fast clipper ships. pirates and real heroics
in the Navy. American ships were the fastest and "tallest rigged" vessels on the seven
seas and in fact this was carried so far that
at one time several of the Naval vessels went
to sea and were never heard from again.
The American flag was to be seen on every
sea and ocean and although the Navy was of
rather small proportions and the steam vessels were considered by many to be absolute
failures, these ships were able to handle
themselves in the most approved manner of
the day. This was apparent during the war
of 1812 when hundreds of fleet ships were
turned into privateers and the United States
was admittedly the strongest sea power of
the time.
The writer happened to be fortunate in
securing several old books on seamanship,
rigging and handling ships of the time and

also, in the "United States Nautical Magazine and Naval Journal" to find some extremely interesting drawings on ships, some
of which are famous to this clay. This particular volume represents six months' editions of this magazine published in the year
1856 and in it the lines and sail plan of the
U. S. Brig -of -War "Truxton" were found.
This little ship, only one hundred feet between perpendiculars, was considered one of
the fastest sailers of that clay, which fact is
quite apparent when one studies the tremendously lofty rig that she carried. We have a
letter from one of her officers which says
that on her station, in the \Vest Indies, she
has repeatedly beaten every ship there, including the famous "Saratoga."
The lines of this ship were found to be
drawn on a scale of one -eighth of an inch to
the foot and it was at once apparent that
this would make an excellent subject for a
model.
At the time when this ship was built it was
customary for a ship builder to work directly
front a model. All dimensions were measured front this, but in the science of modern
naval architecture the drawing is made first
and the builder works from this. The original drawings of the "Truxton's" hull were
made from a model of the ship and were
published at that time.
Like all mechanical drawings, the lines of
a ship must be given in three planes; the
plan, elevation and the sections. Each must
conform to the measurements of the others
before the drawing can be considered perfect
and the work is made doubly difficult because
the entire surface is made up of curves. At
the present time, these drawings must be
made extremely accurate for the actual ship
if measured and the dimensions laid down in
the "Table of Offsets" by the draftsman.
The slightest error in one part of the drawing may easily throw out an entire section
somewhere else and the line drawing is
usually given to the most experienced and
careful draftsman. The curves must hold a
fair shape throughout the hull and an experienced eye will pick out the flaws almost
instantly.
At the time of the "Truxton" the entire
plan was worked out around what were
called water lines. These lines, usually entirely unrelated to the actual line of flotation,
were the means of taking measurements
from the elevation to the sections and front
the sections to the plan. (See page 333.)
Now let us regard the elevation of the
ship. The highest line, the one with a slight
curve in it, represents the line of the rail or
the highest point of the hull structure. Below this comes another curved line which is
known as the sheer. It has slightly more
drop to it than the rail and is usually located
on the side of the ship at a point the thickness of the decking below the level of the
main deck.
The next one below this is known as the
rabbet line and, as you can see, it follows up
at the curve of the stem or bow and also at
the stern. This represents the line which the
ship's planking will follow when it joins the
keel, stem and stern post. Below this, of
course, comes the line of the keel which
rounds up at the bow and is squared off at
the stern. The rabbet line, on a real ship, is
really cut into the keel, stem and stern post
so that the planks lay flush with the surface
of these members, but this is not strictly
necessary where we use cardboard which
may be sandpapered down smooth.
Extreme accuracy is necessary to have all
of these dimensions laid off accurately in order that the ship may look right when completed. The plan shows the exact contours
of the stem and also dimensions for the rest
of the keel and rabbet and if you wish you
may stake a paper template of the whole
thing, working with a ruler to take the

Another illustration of the Truxton. The
building of this model will be completely described in this journal. Each and every step
will be made clear enough for the layman
to follow.

measurements and then, when the spots are
marked in, joining them all up with a curved
or straight line according to the nature of
the work. This paper template may be laid
on the wood front which these members are
to be made and with a piece of carbon paper
between, it is an easy matter to mark off
the outline. Once this is done a sharp razor
blade may be used to cut away the excess
material, for the keel is only an eighth of
an inch thick and will cut easily. The edge
Wray then be sandpapered to make it smooth
and fair.
Now look at the plan view. One carved
line, is marked "Rail Line" and it represents
the line which would appear if we were
looking directly down on the model. This
is, of course, the highest line of the hull
itself. The other line is the water line and
it will give an idea of how the ship is shaped,
for it is considerably wider amidships than
the line of the rail. This bump on the side
of the ship is known as "tumble home" and
is put there for several good reasons. This
waterline, by the way, would be a section of
the model if it were cut off horizontally on
the dotted line shown in the sheer plan. The
sheer plan is the naval architect's term for
the elevation.
You will note that in the sheer plan, at
intervals of one inch come vertical lines
shown as molds. These are also shown in
the deck plan above the sheer plan and each
of these lines represents a section of the
model if it were sliced off straight across
at that point. I f, therefore, we make the
keel according to the dimensions given and
then erect these sections on the keel at their
proper spacing, it is quite apparent that we
have a good representation of the shape of
the hull.
The body plan shows these sections and
by studying the plan you will see that each
section is numbered to correspond in both
body plan and also in the sheer and deck
plans, 2. In this body plan or sectional
drawing the bow sections of the model will
be seen on the left hand side while the stern
sections are on the other. This drawing is
the exact full size of the model and front it
you will make the molds.
If you use the sharp pointed instrument
to stake holes in the plan, be sure to make
a sufficient number of holes to make it easy
to follow the curve correctly. Since the
drawing only shows one-half of each mold
it will be necessary to stake one side and
then turn the drawing over in order to mark
off the other. If you do this, he sure to get
the center lines directly over each other and
also stake sure that the heights are the
same. If this is not done the model will be
higher on one side than on tite other.

(To be continued

in the Septerni,»r issue)
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Each vertical line is a cross-section. 2 is the body plan showing the boat as if it were cut in sections.
The bow section is at the left hand side and the stern section on the right. This is full size. 3 gives the dimensions for keel, stem and stern.
4 shows how
the molds are erected on the keel and 5 shows how the wood is laid in layers on the molds.
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Electroplating Made Simple
PART TWO

By RAYDIOn1) B. WAILES
AFTER electroplating the work must

Cent., (185° F.) the object will take on a
coating of nickel. Five minutes' immersion is
sufficient to coat it slightly.
Nickel plating can also be done by moistening a cloth and with it rubbing some of

be polished by some suitable means.
Undoubtedly the best method is the
use of the buffing wheel, but unfortunately this requires the use of a high-speed
motor. Successful polishing or shining up

t

.t

.
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Polishing an electroplated article with an
electric motor and a rag wheel.

the plated articles can be done with the many
silver polishing pastes and creams upon the
market.
A fairly good polishing cloth can be made
by soaking pieces of outing flannel in a mixture of two quarts of gasoline, one -quarter
ounce of oleic acid and a pound of whiting.
The cloths are soaked in this solution, then
stirred about, removed and dried. This
evaporates the gasoline and leaves the whit -

.

..,.:.
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Making up a polishing -cloth mixture with
different agents.

rouge (a very finely divided form of iron
oxide), chalk, and magnesium carbonate. A
moistened cloth is dipped into the powder
and rubbed on the article to be polished.
Silver articles which have become tarnished by the action of sulphur compounds
can be cleaned by boiling them in an aluminum pan containing a solution of baking
soda in water.
The plating of metals can also be accom-

aí;;

Cleaning silver by electric action, with baking
soda and aluminum.

the following mixture upon the metallic
article to be plated. The powder is composed of
Nickel ammonium sulphate... 60 parts
Magnesium powder
3 parts
Powdered chalk
30 parts
Talc powder
7 parts
The nickel coating which is secured by'
this method is not very thick and is derived
front the nickel ammonium sulphate. The
magnesium powder acts as an electrode,
which causes a current to be produced when
:

_

:

:

Electro-plating without a separate battery.

Polishing by a hand -cloth

ing adhering to the cloth by means of the
wax -like oleic acid. The cloths are used
after drying, without the aid of water. They
should not be washed out.
Another polishing compound is made by
mixing equal parts by weight of powdered

plished without the aid of a battery. One
such method is by immersion: another, by
contact. A piece of iron immersed in copper sulphate solution will become plated with
copper. If an object to be plated with nickel
is connected directly to a strip of aluminum
by twisting the aluminum about some sharp
part of the object and immersing the combination in a solution containing 30 grams
of nickel sulphate and 25 grams of ammonium chloride dissolved in 1000 grams, or
cc, of water and heated to about 85 degrees

Sharpening files with the battery,

the wet cloth is used. The talc and chall
act as polishers.
As a side line to electroplating, the coloring of metals by chemical means can be performed. For instance, to make brass articles
(Continued on. rage 379)
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The Transformation of Cellulose
By DR. ERNEST BADE
ALL kinds of plants provide us with
cellulose, but its purest form may
be directly obtained from cotton.
Worked up with chemicals of various sorts, it produces compounds that not
only provide us with luxuries, but also with
some real necessities of life, among which
are paper, artificial silks, celluloid products
and explosives. In lumber it furnishes us
building material and in the distillation
products of wood we obtain many solvents
and other chemicals.
Cellulose is never pure in the form of
lumber, but is always accompanied by a
substance called liber, which is formed
every year at the period of growth. This

1

..

\Vhen cellulose, either purified sawdust
or cotton, is treated with nitric and sulphuric acid, cellulose hexanitrate is formed.
This is an explosive and is generally known
as gun cotton or pyroxyline. Mix 2 cc of
concentrated nitric acid with 4 cc of concentrated sulphuric acid and cool the mixture. When cold, add the cotton (cellulose)
and immerse it with a glass rod so that
all of it is moistened by the acid mixture.
At the end of about a minute or less add
cold water to stop the reaction and wash
the now nitrated cellulose thoroughly with
fresh water. Dry the gun cotton in air
without heat.
Collodion wool differs from gun cotton by

/
t.
r

o
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Mix equal parts of nitric and sulphuric acids,
heat the mixture to 50° C (12V F) and add
cotton. In ten minutes add water and wash.

is then poured off, the sawdust washed with
Two cubic centimeters of concentrated nitric
acid are mixed with four cubic centimeters of
concentrated sulphuric acid. Add absorbent
cotton, let stand for a minute.

is gradually transformed into wood by various bodies known as encrusting substances
which are imbedded in the cellulose mass. It
is this mass which must be destroyed by
various chemicals which do not affect the
cellulose itself.
Fairly pure cellulose can be prepared by
first drying sawdust in a hot air bath heated
to 110 degrees C. (230° F.). The hot air
bath may be prepared from two tin cans,
one within the other, the saw dust being
held in a small evaporating dish over which

alcohol, and then again extracted with ammonia for a few minutes. The ammonia solution is renewed twice during this short
process of extraction. The mass is then
washed with water and bromine water is
added; the flask is not to be heated during
this process. As soon as the bromine water
loses its brown color, pour off the water
and add fresh bromine water. Repeat the
operation until the weak bromine water does
not decolorize after standing 24 hours.

4-
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Make collodion by dissolving the lower nitrates
in a mixture of alcohol and ether.

1/

,
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At the end of the minute add water to break
the reaction and then thoroughly wash the
nitrated cotton and dry in cool air.

thermometer is suspended. The dry sawdust is then placed in a flask and a mixture
of alcohol and benzol are added. After attaching a reflux condenser, the mass is
extracted for a few hours and the resinous
matter will go into solution. The liquid
a

being almost inexplosive. Its preparation
also differs in that weaker nitric acid is
used. Highly concentrated nitric acid and
low temperatures are used in making gun
cotton, while weak nitric acid and a temperature of from 50 to 70 degrees C. (122°158° F.) is employed in preparing collodion
wool.
Collodion wool is usually a mixture of
tetra -nitro-cellulose and tri-nitrocellulose instead of hexanitrocellulose. A tetra -nitrocellulose is primarily obtained by mixing
equal quantities of nitric and sulphuric acid
(concentrated) and keeping the mixture at
50 degrees C. (122° F.). Then the cotton
is added and left for 10 minutes. At the
end of this time the acid is diluted with
water to stop the reaction and the wool is
washed with water.
A trinitrocellulose which contains a small

quantity of tetra -nitro-cellulose is prepared
by treating cotton for five minutes in a mixture of concentrated acids consisting of 4
cc of nitric acid and 5 cc of sulphuric acid

I

'

Make a solution of 40 grams of sodium
hydroxide in 200 cubic centimeters of water.

This oxidizes the vasculose and converts it
into soluble acids. Remove the solution and
wash the mass remaining with water. Then
heat the sawdust almost to the boiling point
with water containing 2 cc of concentrated
ammonia water for each 250 cc of water.
Repeat the heating with fresh solutions until
the mass no longer increases its brown
color. Then repeat the operation with the
bromine water solution, again wash the
mass thoroughly with water and boil with
alcohol. The mass remaining behind is pure
cellulose.

To the old solution add 100 grams of cotton
by pressing the cotton firmly and strongly
into the solution. Cover the flask or beaker
and let stand for three days.

kept at a temperature of 65 degrees C.
(149° F.).
It is this collodion wool which is used
in the manufacture of celluloid; the latter
is obtained by incorporating camphor into
(Continued on page 379)
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Stains and Stain Removers
By DR. ERNEST BADE
finished surfaces for unsightly marks and
streaks are left every time a match is lighted.
These marks are difficult to remove, espec
ally when old. This bad habit can be prevented by rubbing the surface vigorously
with a piece of flannel which contains a little;
not too much, vaseline. The rubbing must be
applied with pressure, and the vaseline must
be worked into the finished surface. \Vhen
the vaseline has been rubbed away, take a
dry piece of flannel and again rub the surface thoroughly. So prepared, matches can
not be struck on this surface.
Metals from which the arnish has been
partially scraped or chipped. can be easily
cleaned by dipping into a solution made by
mixing equal quantities of ammonia water
and denatured alcohol. If the article is too
large to be dipped, brush it on with a soft
brush. Keep the article moist until the varnsh has softened, then wipe it clean with a
rag.
The removal of stains and spots from fabrics is a different chapter. Fat spots on wool
are cleaned with gasoline, ether or benzene.
Try any of these first, if the spot is not removed try a different solvent, because one
fat, which may not be soluble in benzol, will
he more soluble in ether. \Vhen cleaning with
these substances work near a window and
keep at a distance front all open flames.
Fabrics with delicate colors stained with
coffee or chocolate are readily cleaned by ap.

ALTHOUGH there are many ways to
remove somestains, other stains can

not wholly be removed. Stains on
woodwork are very resistent and
can often be only partially removed by
bleaching and this bleaching process is only

Leather articles are very apt to get spotted
result that the articles become very unsightly. The usual
method of removing fatty spots cannot be
employed for the solvents of fats only spread
the fat over a greater area, making the apin various ways with the

N

Dark wood which is to be bleached is first
treated by the application of a solution of
chloride of lime in water. A thick paste of
this mixture is applied and allowed to dry.

applied on that type of work which is stained
in patches. One method uses three ounces
of oxalic acid crystals in one part of warm
water. Many stains will be removed or
bleached, and then, too, this solution will remove ink marks from any surface as well as
rust stains. It is very poisonous and sometimes it is not safe to use on fabrics.
\Vood which has darkened can be bleached.
At the same time it is also possible to bleach
naturally dark lumber or unfinished furniture. Ít is a process not at all difficult
Ordinary bleaching powder which is also
known as chloride of lime, is mixed with
water to form a thin paste. This is applied to
the wood and allowed to dry. The dry paste
is then moistened with dilute hydrochloric
acid made by adding one part of the concentrated acid to three times its volume of water.
Let it remain for a few hours, then clean
the wood and if the bleaching has not been
carried sufficiently far, repeat the process.
Old paints and varnishes on wood are often
troublesome to remove. Liquids alone will
often not take them off, burning off is not
the best policy, scraping too often injures
the work, therefore a combination of liquid
softener and scraping must be resorted to for
best all around use. Mix half a pint of water
glass (sodium silicate) with two ounces of
ammonia water. Dissolve a teaspoon of lye
(sodium hydroxide) in an ounce of water
and mix with the above solution. Brush this
on varnish or paint which is to be removed
and let it remain until the old covering has
softened, then scrape it off and wash the
woodwork with water. For delicate work
scrape the wood with shavings.
It is an annoying habit to strike matches on

11,t

A surface from which paint is to be removed
should be wet down and then scraped.

f
"
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vaseline is applied with considerable pressure to a finished surface, it will be found impossible to strike matches upon it. After applying, polish with dry flannel.

plying a drop or so of glycerine. Let it stand
a minute or so and then wash off with water
or alcohol.
Paint is removed by Turpentine or benzol.
Grass stains are removed by alcohol or ammonia.

Tar or wagon grease is removed by turpentine or benzol.
Ink is removed by solution of oxalic acid
in water, or lemon juice. If the ink does not
contain iron, try dilute acetic acid or strong
vinegar. Greets ink is bleached by ammonia.
Many aniline inks are removed, although
slowly, with alcohol, and nearly all of them
with a solution Of chlorinated lime followed
with a wash in dilute acetic acid.
Rust is removed with oxalic acid in water.
Mildew may be removed by soaking in
sour or sweet milk over night.
For cleaning glass vessels such as flasks,
etc., without leaving a stain, make a mixture
of ten parts of water, one part of potassium
bichromate and four parts of sulphuric acid.
This solution may be used over and over
again until a greenish tinge is given to" it.
Oil stains on marble and tile may be removed by incorporating benzol with clay and
applying this to the stained parts in a thick
paste and leaving it on until the oil is absorbed.

The dry paste is then moistened with dilute
hydrochloric acid, one part HCI in three parts
of water. Let it. stªnd for a few hours, then
clean the wood and repeat if necessary.

pearance of the object more objectionable. A
method has recently been developed whereby
the spot is coated with a thick solution of
rubber in a solvent that readily evaporates.
Then, when the film of dried rubber is removed, the spot will be removed with the
film of rubber. One application will usually
be sufficient, although it does frequently happen that two or more trials must be used before the spot is entirely removed. Some of
the prepared rubber cements on the market
may be used for this purpose and, if desired,
a solution may be made by dissolving one part
of Para or Ceylon unvulcanized rubber in ten
parts of carbon bisulphide. To keep the rubber from adhering too tightly to the leather,
the leather surrounding the spot is slightly
moistened with water. In this connection ít
must also be stated that all stains cannot be
removed, this method is only effective under
certain conditions. The spot should not be
too old and the cement must be quite thick in
order to be effective.
When paint or varnish has dried and
hardened its removal is more difficult. In
many cases the best plan is to buy some
paint remover, which is now made of most
efficient action.
A simple method recommended by some
authorities is to wash in strong ammonia
water the goods on which paint had dried.
An emulsion or mixture of turpentine, 1
part and ammonia water, 2 parts (both by
measure) has been recommended.
Tracing cloth used by draftsmen is
cleaned of spots by benzine applied with
a rag. It will not interfere with India ink
drawings. Before use the cloth may be
dusted over with talcum powder.
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A mixture of equal quantities of ammonium
hydroxide and denatured alcohol will remove
paint from metal surfaces.
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Barlow's Wheel
By G.
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FIG. 6
a very good presentation of the classic experiment of Barlow's wheel.
which is a variation on the classic Faraday's wheel. It constitutes a motor
and should be constructed very nicely to avoid friction because the power

This is

ABARLO\\ 'S \Vheel

is

./

5'

WIRE

quite a simple

piece of apparatus to make, and gives

good illustration of "Ampere's
a
Rule." It is a ery simple form of electric
motor. It consists of an eight -rayed star
which revolves so that its points pass
through a small trough of mercury. The star
and the mercury are connected to the poles
of an electric battery, and the poles of a
horse -shoe magnet lie on each side of the
trough, as shown in the sketch.
Figure 3 shows the star, or wheel, which
has a total diameter of 4", the rays being
cut to within TA" of the centre. Through
the centre a hole is bored. The support is
illustrated in 2 and 3. cut and bent as
shown, fitting an axle for the wheel at A.
By means of the rod B and the binding post
C the support may be raised or lowered in
order to adjust the wheel. C is of the wood screw type and is fixed into a wooden support D, which is carried horizontally by
the vertical rod E.
The base board lay -out shown in 5 F is
merely a small groove hollowed out in the
board and filled with mercury; into this
a wire dips and connects it to the positive

MAGNETIC
FORCE ACTING
VERTICALLY DOWN'WARCS

8 RAYED

STAR

£.---

4 DIAMETER

Fi G.

which it can exert is very slight. It is quite instructive as illustrating the
relation between electro -magnetic lines of force and the electric current. The
theory of its action is explained in diagram.

terminal G. The negative terminal H is
connected to the wheel by a wire soldered
to C. Sketch 5 shows the completed instrument.
The apparatus may be made from any
available scrap, such as the radio experimenter will possess. Copper may be used
for the support, but if copper is used for the
wheel the latter should be withdrawn after
use to prevent corrosion by the mercury;
this call be prevented by using thin iron for
the wheel.
If about 6 volts be connected to the binding -posts, G, H. the north pole of the magnet being the nearest. the wheel will revolve
in a clockwise direction. (Caution: If you
use accumulators insert a suitable resistance,
e. g., a tube rheostat, or you will practically

short-circuit your battery.)

The explanation of this rotation lies in
Ampere's Rule, referred to above. This is
illustrated in sketch 6. Ampere said. "Imagine that you are looking at a wire carrying
an electric current, and that it is free to
move in a magnetic field; then if you face
along the direction of magnetic force. 1. e.,
turn your back on the North pole producing

the field, the wire will be carried towards
your left."
In Barlow's Wheel if we look in the direction GF we are facing along the lines of
magnetic force, and, therefore, each point
of the star as it touches the mercury is carried to the left, rotating the wheel clockwise.

The principle of a wire's movement in a
magnetic field, regulated by the above rule,
is the basis of every electric motor running.

A HOME-MADE STORAGE

BATTERY

The following describes a thoroughly
practical accumulator, one of whose advantages is that there are no plates that buckle
and drop their coating so as to short circuit
the cell. An earthenware jar is suggested as
the container. Here it is to he remembered
that all earthenware jars are not absolutely
acid -proof. Thus a marmelade jar will often
he found to permit a certain amount of acid
to reach its outside surface, carrying salts
with it. Two lead cylinders are now to be
made. The lead should be about 4 pounds
to the square foot gauge. The plates for
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the cylinder are punched full of holes and
the edges are brought together and a strip
of lead 1 inch wide and a couple of inches
longer than the height of the cylinder is
burned to them by a hydrogen flame or is

secured with lead wire rivets. The strip
which projects above the edge gives a good
connection for the line wires. The inner
cylinder is of such diameter as to provide
about 3ths of an inch space between itself
and the outer one. This inner cylinder has
a plate of lead for a bottom which can he
secured by hammering the edge of the lead
cylinder over it, and this may be advantageously secured also by autogenous soldering with the hydrogen flame. Plenty of scrap
lead is now to be granulated; it is melted in
a ladle and poured into water from a height
of 5 to 6 feet. The space outside of the
outer lead cylinder and the interior of the
cup are both to be filled with the granulated
lead, which is packed down fairly tight. The
'EARTHENWARE JAR

l

with its three terminals as shown, the plug
is connected by special clips to save trouble
and time and the secondary of the coil is
connected as shown so as to produce a
spark when the switch is closed. The great
point is to llave all the connections very
good. It is even advisable to solder the
wire to the spark coil. After a little work
on different plugs, the eye will learn to
discern a good plug from a bad one by observing the appearance of the spark and the
work can be clone very rapidly. Sometimes
on cleaning a spark plug a good spark will
be produced. If cleaning does not improve
it, a new porcelain should be obtained or
the plug may be thrown away.-Ihrry E.
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SPARK PLUG

A simple set-up using a Ford coil and a storage battery for testing the condition of spark
plugs. The appearance of the spark tells the
story, and after some experience the work can
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GRANULATED LEAD
A view partly in section of a storage battery.
in which granulated lead provides a very large
area of active surface for both positive and
negative elements of the cell.
This use of
granulated lead is quite characteristic.

tipper edge of the cup is then closed with a
perforated disk of lead, just as was the
bottom. Strips of wood are used to go
between the lead cup and the outer cylinder
to prevent short circuiting. The wood
should be %ths of an inch square in section
and should be immersed in hot paraffin for
some time before it is used.
By charging once, even without the form-

ing process being applied, a considerable discharge will be gotten from the battery. It
does not matter which element is taken as
positive and which as negative, but once that
it is charged, no interchange is allowable.
The author states that for a number of
years he used a set of 36 of these cells for
lighting his work shop. They supplied a 16 candle -prover incandescent lamp. The jars
were hidden in square boxes which were
filled with pitch melted in. For testing purposes, a current as high as 200 amperes and
potential of over 70 volts were taken from
the battery.

IT

rapidly.

usually associates a dry or wet cell
with direct current. IIere is a wet cell
which will give au honest -to-goodness alternating current. The frequency is about
une cycle every three seconds.
Beat out two strips of copper sheet with
a hammer until they have been reduced in
thickness and become somewhat springy.
Mount them upon a wooden strip so that
they can be immersed in a solution in a
battery jar. A cut off bottle, half or full
pint size, makes a nice little cell. Solder
Fahnestock type binding posts to their ends
so that connections can be made to the indicating instrument which may be a millivolt meter, milliammeter, galvanometer, electrometer, etc.
The electrolyte is a mixture of nitric acid,
hydrochloric acid and water. About 25cc
of concentrated nitric acid, 10cc of concentrated hydrochloric acid and 70cc of water
makes an excellent electrolyte for demonstrating this A.C. cell.

FIG.

I
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A Wet Cell Which Produces
an Alternating Current

li
I

o
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very simply constructed. A coil of wire
to give the resistance is wound on the pasteboard case of an ordinary dry cell. As the
case is not very strong, it is well to leave
the cell within it while doing the winding
to prevent it from collapsing. Cotton -covered wire or liare wire may be used, but in
either case cord should be wound on with
the wire so as to space it evenly. Onefourth of an inch of the pasteboard case at
each end should be left bare and the end
of the wire may be secured by shellacking a
heavy piece of paper over the last few turns,
or with a needle and thread it can be
stitched to the pasteboard, after removing
the cell. The pasteboard may be stiffened
by giving it a good coating of glue on the
inside, or by shellac on the outside. In
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Wire Rheostat
By DAVID ROTBART
rheostat shown in the illustration is

1l

C

Il
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forth in response to the different directions
which the current is taking. About 0.1 volt
can be gotten from the cell, the amperage
depending upon the size of the plates.

Testing Spark Plugs

sometimes seems that too little attention
is paid by automobilists to their spark
plugs. The good or had condition of these
has a great influence upon the power of the
engine. For minute as the spark is. its variation in intensity makes a great difference in
the force of the explosion. The illustration
shows a simple arrangement for testing. It
'peaks for itself. Connecting a Ford coil

rid

A wet cell, which presumably through polarization produces a current first in one direction and then in the other; it only gives one tenth of a volt, but is an interesting electric
curiosity.

Immerse the strips and wait until the
plates "form," whence the current will be
set up, first flowing in one direction and then
the other. It is best in this simple and mysterious experiment to use an instrument
which has its needle or pointer midway in
the scale, or with its zero in the center of the
scale, so that the hand will. sway back and

FIG. 2
In this rheostat

a sliding contact is provided
which cuts in more or less of the turns of
the wire, thus modifying the resistance; it
can be constructed so as to give very delicate
modulations.

using glue, get solid carpenter's glue, or
solid fish glue and soften it in a double
saucepan with hot water, if you haven't a
glue pot on hand. A heavy wire or tin
strip is supported by two little metal pieces
front top to bottom of the case, as shown in
Fig. 3. The upper one is in metallic contact with the upper end of the resistance
wire, the lower one is insulated therefrom.
A little slider carrying one end of a
spring or hard drawn wire can be slid up
and down the vertical rod or strip and the
layers of wire in its path must have the
insulation scraped off if such wire is used,
so that the spring terminal under the little
slide can make good electrical contact with
turn after turn of the wire as it is slid
upward or downward. It will he seen that
as it slides down, ít will bring more and
more wire into the circuit, and the reverse
obtains when it is moved upwards.
In one of the illustrations the connections
are shown. One end of the wire of the
outer circuit is connected with the bottom
of the vertical rod and the other end is connected with the tipper end of the wire of the
coil.
It will be seen, therefore, that the little
spring that rubs against the wire on the coil
beneath the vertical rod really becomes one
of the terminals of the circuit.
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THE CONSTRUCTOR
Articles

of Interest to the Home Mechanic
yli

Making a Billiard Table
A Home -Made Billiard Table Which May be Built at Nominal Cost

Above we have a front view of the completed billiard table. Note the
neatness of the construction and also how smoothly the author has.
attached the cloth to the frame.

THE accompanying photos and sketches

show how easy it is to build a practical
table that will give many evenings entertainment. The cost should not be over $10.00.
The top frame No. 3 should be made first,
the two ends and sides are then assembled
temporarily. The frame is held together

The center photograph shows the table set-up and ready for use. The
photo above gives a view of the back of the table. Note the supporting
strips which are arranged across the back.

with a few nails so that the shape of the
pockets on the frame may be marked out.
After the corners have been cut out the
frame can be assembled and metal corner
braces No. 7 can be used. Next the under
or bottom frame No. 2 is cut out. The bottom frame is made as shown in the sketch

and photo. The finished table should be
covered with billiard cloth. Use the glue
sparingly over two feet at a time and brush
out the creases with a cold flat iron. Next
nail the cushions in place and adjust them
to the proper height to correspond with the
sizes of the balls used.
S. Hill.

I.

6' 2V-

?
'

A bottom view of the table is shown above. Note the placement of the
frame which consists of six pieces of birch, four of which are 4 feet
long and the other two pieces 7 feet in length.

Above the constructional details of the front frame of the table are
The rear frame is
given, together with the necessary dimensions.
designated by No. 2 and metal braces by No. 7.
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Bench Hook

-

HINTS FOR THE MECHANIC
First Prize $10

V -Board Rest

To avoid marring the kitchen table on which
much shop work is usually done, a bench hook
can be used to advantage. Its use is shown
in the photograph.-Raymond B. Wailes.

Cigar Box Drawers

Sad Iron Anvil

A small anvil for the experimenter may be
constructed by imbedding an old sad iron in
a box of sand. The sand serves to reduce the

jarr resulting from hammering, and cuts down
noise.

For filing, polishing, or trimming machined
parts, a V -board makes an ideal rest. In the
illustration above it is fastened to the table
top with

a C

Marking Crucibles

--

clamp.

"P"11

A New Department!
BEuIbeIwe,

Cigar boxes with pot knobs attached as handles
make handy containers for loose bolts, etc.,
and for small tools.

Dropping Bottle

with the May
number we started this new
department-"Hints For the
Mechanic," in which we intend
to publish wrinkles useful to mechanics in general. You can help us
with this department by writing a
brief description of your favorite
shop wrinkle and sending this to the
editor of this department, together
with a pencil or pen and ink sketch
of the wrinkle. The ideas published
herewith will give you some idea of
what we want.
Our dra tight smtn
will make the necessary mechanical
drawings, so you need not send us
finished drawings. \Ve will pay $10.00
each month for the best \Vrink:e
or hint sent in; others published will
be paid for at space rates. Address
all letters to Editor, Hints For the
Mechanic Dept., in care of this magazine.

Simple Bench Stop
dropping bottle made from a flask and a
drawn out length of glass tubing or a medicine dropper, makes an efficient applicator for
liquids, when only a few drops are required at
A

a time.

Amateur chemists can identify crucibles by
writing upon them with ordinary ink and after
drying heating them red hot

Cutting Glass Tubing

t

To cut large diameters of glass tubing, make
a deep scratch with a file and then apply the
pointed end of a red hot glass rod at the point
where the fracture is desired. Be sure that
the tubing is dry.

Novel Vise

Center Gauge

I
s.111

The instrument known as a center gauge may
be used to mark the center line of any board
which it is necessary to bisect. By turning
the device at an angle, any board within its
size may be marked.

.

-

For planing upon the work table, use a simple
bench stop as shown. It is constructed from
two machine bolts with butterfly heads. screwed
through the table top. They can be easily
removed when not desired.

An improvised vise to
be made from a door
table top and clamped
The inside of the jaws
roughened or

hold small parts may
hinge screwed to the

with

a

machine bolt

of this vise should be

corrugated.
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FOLDING CAMP STOVE

AUTOMOBILE TABLE LAMP

STEERING WHEEL.
SPIDER

-TORO

HORN

TRUMPET

SHADE
ROU'S

sum

SUPPORT
CUT ,ROH

CONTROL 8005

LIGHT
RIM

MEAD

LAMP

GAS AND SPAPM

PIPE TAP

P.

r11==lail

A sketch of the auto lamp showing the various parts used in its
construction, is given above. The
shade holder is made from an old
steering wheel spider and is supported by four rods which are
cut from the gas and spark con-

Two views of the camp stove are
shown above and also to the
right. Three large hinges are
riveted to a round piece of iron
and the whole may be folded up.

TO

be of real service a camp stove should
be of such a nature that it can be packed
away into a small space. In the sketches
there is pictured a stove which comes very

trol rods. The pedestal portion
is fashioned from a Ford horn
trumpet. An auto head lamp
serves as the base and a headlight rim attached to the base
completes the lamp. A %s" pipe
tap in the base of the lamp provides for the introduction of the
wires supplying the current. The
various parts of the lamp are
soldered together and the whole
may then be artistically finished.

near to being the ideal. The main part of
the stove is a round piece of sheet iron which
is about 2 feet in diameter. Three large
hinges are riveted around the edge in the
manner indicated. Holes are punched ín the
round plate to allow the passage of heat
from the fire to the food being cooked.
Wher. not in use the hinges may be folded
up.--S. Leonard Bastin.

NOVEL CLOCK AND ALARM

.:,+--q' á

Water

The completed lamp is shown in the photograph appearing above. Note that the wires
leading to the electric light socket have
been brought out close to the' base of the
lamp. The method of supporting the bulb
and shade holder should also be observed.

clocks have

the
we
right
a
we

f. s.

have

diagram of

?I

TOO,

CAN

released
from its

601TOM

CAN

hook into

upon being released.-Robert L. Streeter.

the liquid and the guide contact pointer is
The
set, by moving the cardboard slide.
thumb screw pointer should be set at the
A.
to
ring.-W.
is
required
alarm
time the
Farrell.

INSECTLESS FOOD BASKET

creeping

/'-

camp.

A

This

TOT

novel means

ers which may

,-LID FILLED
WITH
WATER

made clear in
the diagram. A
tin can lid is
soldered to a
piece of stout
wire so that a

water

tight

an ordinary

hose.-S. Badalamente.
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CRISTAl
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lens. The

the form of a
hook to hold

longer the
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filled
with water and
lid

.

is

-

the insects are
S.
drowned.
Leonard Bastin.

be

made from
one of your
test tubes.
The details
of the mi-

Tv6E

WOOD

joint is secured.
One end of the
wire is bent in
The hose and
coupling serve.
to connect the
sprinkler with

cheap

microscope

for observing crystals

vented by resorting to the

two

types of burnsprinklers.

SIMPLE MICROSCOPE

in-

may be pre-

have two
sketches which
we

lawn

/

sects are very
likely to find
their way into
food which is
kept about the

Illustrated here

be used as

SUCTION'
By arranging sev.rREDUCER
eral pieces of pipe
RUBBER
as shown in the
TUBE,
2 NIPPLE IR
accompanying diagram, an efficient
siphoning apparatus
can be made. Suction is applied at
the rubber tube and
results in the drawing down of the
liquid, thus starting
the siphon. Where
large quantities of
tl
liquids are to be
ELBOWS
transferred from one
vessel to another
this arrangement should prove to be ideal.J. H. Byers.

Ants and other

LAWN SPRINKLER

show

OPEN

.RASS CLIPS
NEEDLE MOLE

In setting
the alarm,
the can is

By constructing a gate in the shape as shown
in the illustration and hanging it from an inclined post, it will close itself without weights
or springs. The weight of the gate closes it

SIPHONING APPARATUS

purposes.

an unusual
clock and
alarm. The
hour markings should
be made by
experiment.

SELF -CLOSING GATE

SAWED SLIT

been used
for many

At

Aa.

ss
CLASS

ODID(R

tube the

greater will

be the mag-

nifyi ng
power.

Edgarr
Spaulding.
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BOOK COVER PRESERVATIVE
:L WHITE The covers of
SHELLAC

FURNITURE
WAX
N.

--

Edited by S. Gernsback

books may be
preserved b y
giving them a
coat of white
shellac. When
dry the cover
is rubbed with
furniture wax
and polished.
L. Dunbar, Rep. No.

-E.

HANDY BLOTTER

CLEANING GOLD CHAINS

An efficient
blotter c a n

Gold

be easily con-

structed

folding t h

s,.

e

blotter in

putting t

half and put-

into

ting an elastic band in

RUBBER ---BAND

the blotter is
worn upon
the wrist.

BLOTTING---"
PAPER

28789.

LeventhaL

er"

"noise -mak-

for any

celebration

con)

OF MATCHES

a

TO BE

MELD FIRMLY
IN HAND

NTO HOLE
IN KEY

may be readily
c o

sided pan, with

KEY

BREAK TIPS

nstructed

from

nail

a

a

print

-Albert

+- FILE

Kosloff.

washer.

RUBBER

Vent holes are

OFF

HOSE

arranged

POINT OF NAIL

the cap of an
ear phone, the
tips of which
are touched to

"B" battery,

a

excellent

an

NAIL

piece of string.

will show the
polarity of the

-

phone.
Juan
J. Gomez.

round the top
of the pan.

Bannerot.

placed

cloth,

ATESE

CUT

OUT

CLAMP

IMPROVISED SHOE HORN

between t w o
pie plates, the
bottoms of
which
have
been removed,
makes an ex-

HANDKERCHIEF

a piece of
cheese
be
for
used

cloth

the strainer.James Kish.

MENDING BROKEN CANDLES
Broken candles
may be effectively joined by
using two or

three wide
staples. The

staples should

be heated and
pushed into the

be easily
put on with a

-a>

G=

About 2%^ of
the cloth is

+

placed in back

of the

shoe

and the foot is

placed in as far as possible.-Sidney Lang.

A piece of sulphur dipped cord
is laid upon the
surface and ignited. The glass
is then dipped
into water.
Shupienis.

SULPHUR

STAPLE

`

`>

a

r

e

pair
clean

joint

affords

a

and neat
and does
show the

not
fusion plainly as
is the case when
the two ends are held together and simply heated.
If staples are not available short pieces of stiff
wire may be used in their stead-L. A. Heinle.

EMERGENCY STAMPER
A letter clip.
with a block
of wood the
same thickness as the

type,

will

_CLIP

come down
f a r enough
o

BLOCK
OF WOOD

support

--TYPE

the type and

yet keep it
from slipping
i n
further.

SOARED

COR D

The type

will

then

project out far enough
-Robert Kenyon.

so

that it may be used,

GASOLINE SIPHON

-J.

BURNING
CORD

GLASS

HEM

still

A little
heat applied at
the break will
cover the joint
and the candle
will be as good
a s
new.
This
method of re-

A piece of
garden hose
clamped over
the leak in a
pipe will make
a very satisfactory repair.
Johnson.

-F.

t

CUTTING GLASS

candles while
they
warm.

SPLIT

can

available.

ommended

that

MOSC

shoe

cloth when no
shoe horn is

kitchen

The cloth
should be thin
and it is rec-

°=e,

tight

LENGTH OF

or piece of

use.

11

A

SHORT

handkerchief

cellent strainer

for

CLOTH

TANGENT TUBE SOLDERED ON

piece of

A

PIE PL

PIPE REPAIR

-Richard

KITCHEN STRAINER

PIECEOF ;'

,-PRINTS

way from the
bottom, makes

key. a

and

voltmeter
placed upon
A

PHOTO

tube soldered

on about a
third of the

e en

TESTING PHONE POLARITY

PHOTO PRINT WASHER
straight

A
A

h

bottle

__GOLD CHAIN

-Arthur

SIMPLE "NOISE -MAKER"

a

containing e
SOOIUb,
BICARBONATE solution of so DISSOLVED dium bicarbonIN WATER
ate-G. Mazaretian, R e p .
No. 25518.

the fold. The
band ís held
in place by
two clips and

PAPER CLIPS-

chains

may be cleaned
very easily by

by

RESISTANCE STICK
STICK COVERED
WITH ASBESTOS
WIRES

1if

piece of
broom
stick.
covered with
asbestos a n d
t hen wound

strands of iron
Wire of the required size will
SPRING RING
make an excellent resistance.
A spring is slipped over the brbom handle and is
adjusted to change the resistance. These resistance sticks can be made so cheaply that one car.
be had for each current requirement.-Gordon Roda.

y ,.

°

A

with two

Lr.

TUBE

AIR BLOWN
IN HERE

META

TUBE
INSERTED
IN

BURIES
TUBE

Gasoline. oil or other liquids may be siphoned
by using a combination of a rubber and a metal
tube. The rubber tube should have a diameter of
about 34" and the metal tube should be slightly
smaller. The accompanying diagram will show
the operation of this siphon. Air is blown into
the metal tube.-Joe Fuhringer.
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motion device will in any way advance
man's knowledge in tire scientific field,
we will feel that we have done at least
a little for the progress of human kind.
11'e also agree that the modern airplane is not as good as it will be eventually. If'e do not hold that a balloon
and helicopter will take the place of tire
airplane, because a balloon is very unsatisfactory and until we are able to
control the weather, a large vessel of
performed certain other antics accordthis nature is entirely at the mercy of
irg to definite specified rules, did the
the forces. Perhaps even the helicopter
subject rise in the air with apparently
It
is not the ultimate type of airplane.
no effort on our part whatsoever. The
may be that the future airplane will be
pressure on my fingers seemed pracsuspended in air purely by its speed of
tically nothing.
travel and by the reaction of gases
When I took my place as the subescaping from the tail and front the
ject, I rose into the air with the most
body of the gliding vessel. It is quite
startling sensation. 1 felt no pressure
SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its readers. It
possible to conceive that a rocket type of
under my arm -pits or under my knees.
solicits comments of general scientific interest, and will appreciate
airplane fitted perhaps with a parachuteThe experiment fascinates me. Can
opinions on science subjects. The arguments pro and con will be aired
like forced landing device would enable
you explain it, fully and completely?
on this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
greater speed, greater safety and would
LALE C. ANDREWS.
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have anything
limit the number of airplane accidents.
Kansas City, Mo.
to say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500
Ordinary landing might be made by
words
Readers
Forum.
and
t/o
address
your
letters
Editor-The
to
reacting gases. The motive power could
(The explanation of the stunt which
New
York
and
Invention
City.
Science
Avenue,
Magazine,
230
Fifth
in duplicate or triplicate so that in
be
described
is
you have
quite simple.
event one of the gas discharging tubes
.you were a person weighing 200 pounds
failed,
the otters would automatically
and you seated yourself in a chair
drop into service.
and four other persons placed the tips of
¡Ve
shall be ready with the $5,000 award when
their fingers under your arm -pits and under your
you demonstrate your working model of a perthen
your weight would be distributed
knees
petial motion device. This offer likewise holds
equally among these four people. Each person
true for any other perpetual motion inventor.would then have to lift a weight of 50 pounds
EDITOR.)
which can easily be done when but one finger is
used. Breathing together and other antics have
no effect whatever on the experiment, the only
IN OUR
MENTAL TELEPATHY
prerequisite being that all four persons lift simultaAUGUST ISSUE:
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
neously. In this way you feel no pressure, or
writing
you concerning what I believe to
I
am
but very little pressure. Only one -quarter of your
THE WAR OF THE
be a care, on my part, of mental telepathy.
weight is being lifted at any one of the potuts of
WORLDS, by H. G. Wells
I am a radio amateur, and invented for my
contact. You will find that very heavy people can
(a serial in 2 parts) Part
own amusement many little devices of a mechanical
be lifted with ease in the manner described by
In his characteristic
I.
or elect-ical nature. I am beginning seriously to
you. The "Georgia Magnet" and other performers
manner, this famous author of scientifiction.
doubt whether I am inventing them or whether
claiming to possess souse uncanny power which
gives us a vital, fast-moving story about
1 am merely getting the idea from someone else.
holds them riveted to the ground, cannot be lifted
Earth
the
upon
a not too impossible attack
For instance, one spring morning a year ago I
in tire manner described by you because they
He
by Martians sometime in the future. ideas
thought to use a condenser for a microphone, to
permit their muscles to relax completely. Their
gives us some strange and astounding
be
used in a broadcast outfit. The circuit was to
shoulders then act as a fulcrum and when one
about the Martians, their means and methcomprise a tiny condenser, whose plates were to be
Person on the right side is trying to lift, floridness
the realism
to
adds
and
warfare,
ods,
of
actuated
by sound waves, an oscillator and an
of the muscles relay the lifting stress directly to
and picturesqueness of the story by his
amplifier. The idea came to me quite suddenly
the person on the opposite side and the forces
localities
well-known
of
descriptions
vivid
without any effort on my part, stayed a couple of
oppose each other. in even such experiments,
in England.
days and left. I jotted it down in my scrap book,
there is little scientific knowledge required to
by
and there it stayed for a time. A month ago it
demonstrate the effect.-EDITOR.)
THE TISSUE -CULTURE KING,
reoccurred to me quite forcibly when I was enJulian Huxley, grandson of the famous
gaged in radiophone experimental work. It came
English scientist, Thomas Henry Huxley,
out in RADIO NEws for April. I believe I never
in
Kings
PERPETUAL MOTION
and himself Professor of Zoology
originated that idea at all, but got it from someone
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
College, London, gives us a remarkable
else. Behold the reason of the patent squabbles
story of unusual interest-an assortment of
I would like to make a comment on your offer
over the regenerative circuit, the vacuum tube,
science and adventure in Africa, which you
of 55,000 for a model of a perpetual motion maetc. One person thought of something new, and
would never believe possible.
chine. In the first place, I think that you are
the other picked it up. They both worked forplaying a pretty safe game. If a person had in
THE ULTRA -ELIXIR OF YOUTH, by
ward and settled in court.
his possession the construction and assemblage of
A. Hyatt Verrill, in which a scientist in
Time and again this kind of an occurrence such
parts that when put in motion, would continue to
search of the Elixir of Youth, far exceeds
as I have related has taken place with me and it
operate, I think that he would want more than
his wildest expectations. The startling rehas gotten to be a system with me.
I jot down the
you would offer. The first thing any man would
sults which follow and the unprecedented
date beside a new idea, and say, "This thing will
do if he knew anything at all, would be to get his
end only make the story more complicated
come out in about two months." I am never
construction patented. After that lie would have
and absorbing. It is a picturesque tale of
more than a month out in my guess. Maybe the
to get it promoed.
the biological possibilities in the field of
author's work missed the first month's issue, and
To my way of thinking, perpetual motion would
so I received the idea a month ahead of publication.
modern science.
not be hailed as such a great thing. Look back
I also got the idea of "heterodyning" light waves
THE RETREAT TO MARS, by Cecil B.
on some of the inventions that have come into
to make objects invisible, and i fancied a story for
Mara
complete
of
White.
The
discovery
vogue during the last forty years. I can rememAsiAZINr
STORIES which would use a professor as
tian library in a cave in Africa furnishes
ber when the first phonograph was put before the
a character.
Also, a building was made to vanish
this leading author -astronomer of the West
public, crowds went to see and hear the wonderful
around
the
professor and his wife. The latter
ample opportunity to tell an absorbing
talking machine. Could you get a crowd to pay
found
herself
its mid-air. to her immense terror.
story of vivid detail about Martians. The
money now to go to the show to hear a phonoThis story appeared in AMAZING STORIES just one
mathematics contained in the story only
graph? I guess not. Phonographs can now be
month
later.
't little variation could be seen,
add to its vraisemblance. This is an unfound in the attic. I can also remember when a
but they were practically the same.
The prousual story, excellently told.
man who had a bicycle was considered a very
fessor's friend got the fright, not his wife.
well-to-do man. Now all the newspaper boys in
MAGNET, by Victor
THE
CHEMICAL
If
you receive a large number of letters on
the country have them. Think of the wireless.
mental telepathy this month, it would not be a
Thaddeus. The suggestions of what chemthen the radio, and pretty soon we will have movies
istry in the future may yet accomplish is
freak.
with the radio. These things are far more comlargely responsible for the atmosphere of
Hoping to hear from you, I remain
plicated than perpetual motion.
sober reality which pervades this rather
R. L. DIONNE,
That nothing will be impossible to man before
wonderful story. We know that the ocean
Prince Albert, Sask. Canada.
he gets through with this earth, that some man
do not think that the particular associations
in enormous quantities. Why
(We
gold
contains
somewhere has the secret of perpetual motion in his
mentioned by you arc the result of mental trlepnot extract it?
head is a fact, but said gentry is not in a mood
atlry. You durst be aware of the fact that several
THE SHADOW ON THE SPARK, by
for developing his idea or has not money enough
individuals
could be working out the same invention
Edward S. Sears. To possess perfect health
to go ahead with this desperate idea. It takes
at one and the same time. .411 of our inventions
and a robust physique, does not mean that
time and money and lots of patience to develop
are led up to gradually. Rarely is there a drastic
death from shock is impossible. On the
an idea. I might venture to say that I have an
step either in one direction or the other. When
other hand, if such a person dies, apidea of my own or. that subject, but I have not
Marconi first inverted radjo, it was not considered
parently from the effect of an operation
put it into practice and I don t think it would cost
to be a remarkable system of communication.
for the amputation of a leg, some suspicion
much to make it. But one Itas to be in a very
1V/men a radio set first signalled its SOS message
personal mood to get at those kinds of things.
as to the real cause of his death is justiacross the sea, radio as a mews of safety was
Perhaps i may tackle it some day if I am not
fiable. Our new author weaves his science
immediately pressed into service by most of the
too late.
through this unusual murder story in a
maritime countries. This actually put radio before
1
think that we have lost out terribly on aviation.
thoroughly ingenious manner.
the people in a very impressive manner. It was
While there were wonderful things done with the
not. however, tIre first demonstration of radio.
airplane in the last war and let us hope it is the
Not until radio broadcasting became popular in
last, to my own way of thinking the airplane is of
its presort form, was the radio telepihote thought
little commercial value. An air pilot has to be a
commercially practical. Mr. Geritsback believes
daredevil and an aerial acrobat, and we are not all
(f -'e have repeatedly stated that SCIENCE AND
that in the future, rterynue will have a radio teteinclined that way. An aerial machine should he
NVr.NTION Magazine is not interested in the
phote and that these radio telephones will be small
safe for any one of ordinary intelligence to use
rights to any perpetual motion machine which
enough to carry around in the average touring car.
to be of real commercial value. To my way of
might be developed. We think that an award of
Perhaps with air improved method of transmitting
thinking, the real commercial flying machine will
$5.000 for merely watching a machine operate is
and with an improved system of reception. hunbe a combination of the helicopter and the gas
quite a substantial shun. The award is not made
dreds of thousands of sets could be operated at
hag, then you could start off slow and the handling
with the intention of paying the inventor for teihat
one and the same time without undue interference.
of such a thing could be made easier and safer.
service the has rendered. It is not made for any
It
may be that future radio telephones will be so
This racket of being shot off into the air at a 30
particular benefits which this publication niigirt
arranged that the company supplying them will
mile clip does not appeal to the average commuter,
derive other than the benefits of being permitted
automatically tune and set a transmitting and
and woe be to the man who does not know his
to publish an article on the discovery.
receiving instrument for party Use. Thins, if we
But the
stuff.
award trill more than pay for fihe financing of any
ran dream of future possibilities, the same would
Hoping that you will have that $5,000 ready if
patents which a poor inventor may be otherwise
Fe true of yourself.
If you keep abreast with
I make a success at perpetual motion, I will now tenable to finance.
science, you can almost "feel" what the nature
close with kind regards.
Your statement to the effect that nothing will
of the next development trill i7r.
Wan. NEWENIt AM.
he impossible to man is quite tenable.
If the
It it one thing to conceive of an idea and another
Oakland, Calif.
55,000 award which we are making for a perpetual
to develop it.-EDITOR.

LIFTING STUNT

Editor,

INVENTION:
Some time ago I was shown the trick
of lifting a person on the finger-tips.
The subject was seated in a chair and
four persons gathered round, placing
the tips of their fingers under the armpits and knees of the subject. When and
only when we breathed together and
SCIENCE

AND

if

i
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The Radio Plane Locator
Stations Equipped With Radio Compass Can Find Exact Position of Airplane
WITII the advent of lot g -distance, nonstop airplane flights, particularly across
the ocean, it has become necessary to find
some means of linking the planes with the
world at all times. The fate of Nungesser
and Coli has made it imperative that long
distance traveling airplanes he equipped with
radio. Radio experts have strongly advised

SHORE
STATION

the addition of a suitable radio transmitter,
to the plane's equipment, that can be utilized
for constant communication while the ship is
in flight. The transmitter will derive its
power from a wind driven electric generator.
'I his transmitting apparatus will send out
dashes or dots continually while the plane is
in flight so that ship and shore stations and

all radio compass or direction finding stations can easily determine the exact course
taken by the aviators.
Long dashes or clots will be automatically
transmitted, say at intervals of about one
minute, on the 800 meter wavelength. This
scheme

will have the advantage of convey-

ing to all listening stations that every thing
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right with the plane as long as the
signals arc heard. if the signals stop, however, ships in the vicinity which have been
listening to the signals and making compass
readings. can proceed with all speed to the
point indicated by the last bearing taken. It
will not be necessary for the aviators to
touch the transmitting key. A control switch
may be provided so that the transmitter can
be changed from the position of automatic

-.

-

STAT I O N C

An airplane, equipped with a trailing wire antenna, sends out signals
automatically. These signals are intercepted by radio receiving stations,
equipped with radio compasses which are thus enabled to find the position of the plane at any given moment.
is all
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By referring to the above diagram it will be seen how stations A, B and
C receiving the signal from the plane at the same time can determine
its position. Note the peculiar construction of the receiving antennae
on the ships and shore station.

(clockwork) transmission, over to such a
position that it may be utilized to transmit
code messages. The transmitter will be dependent alone for electrical energy upon the
wind driven generator. No matter what
speed the plane is making, an automatic governing device will regulate the speed of the
generator so that the desired electrical potential may he constantly maintained. The transmitter will be of the self-rectified continuous

wave type, probably the most efficient system
yet devised, as far as carrying power is concerned.
The receiving stations will utilize the well
known Robinson or Bellini-Tosi systems of
position finding. These stations will he
equipped with radio goniometers or compasses and will thus he able to plot the exact
position of the plane, by the interchange of
compass readings between stations.
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Latest Radio Developments
Progress in the Radio Field Shown in Pictures
The "Telectrograph,"
a new machine for the
broadcasting of pictures over the air, is
shown in the photo
here.
This recent
development,
it is
claimed, far surpasses
any other apparatus
of its type.
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the most
original radio idea in
some time 'is that of
Karl Bauer who has
built a model of the
" Santa Maria " in
which to house a com-
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Mr. Bauer is shown here with his novel radio
set.
The ship is made of violin wood which
adds to the tonal quality of the receiver, and
the sails are set in such a manner that they
deflect and diffuse the output of a small cone
speaker.
The set
uses drum control
and the interior is

illuminated

at

.

The L and N Railroad
System has installed radio
receivers in all their
trains, which run daily
between Louisville. Nashville and New Orleans.

night. The builder

fittingly
named
has

his set the

"Stradivari."
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Two passengers on the L and N Railroad are
shown above enjoying a radio program while
the train carries them to their destination.

<

The strange object at
the right has been
Nauen.
erected
at
Germany, for the purrOffl

pose of finding out
the direction of electrical short waves.
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Austria is to be the first country on the Continent in which the broadcasting of pictures is to be introduced. The apparatus to be used
appears above.
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The world's strangest signboard.

a

directional radio antenna,

above.

is shown
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Treasure Chest Super -Het
in Which is Described the Construction of a Highly Selective One -spot Super- Het Receiver.
By WARREN G. POST and LEO A. BR 11MS
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mount the parts on the panel. Take the subbase and sandpaper the top surface. Shellac
the board and allow it to dry. When dry,
proceed to mount the parts on it. Arrange
the parts so that when wiring the receiver
the leads will be as short and direct as possible. The accompanying photos show the
baseboard lay -out clearly.
LIST OF PARTS
The following is the list of parts used in
constructing the silver chest receiver
1-.0005mfd variable condenser
1-.00025mfd variable condenser
2-illuminated dials
8-type 13.X. sockets
2-super audio transformers
1-10 ohm rheostat
1-20 ohm rheostat
1-pilot light switch
1-.00025infd fixed grid condenser
l-.005mfd fixed condenser
1- -meg. grid leak
1-Yaxley or Jones cable connector, complete
7-engraved binding posts
1-Set of 5 type HW Madison Moore Precision Units

A view of the comt pleted Treasure Chest,
super -heterodyne receiver is shown in the
photograph at the left.

er.

handles were attached
to the sides of the cabinet, so that the set
could be moved with
ease. Observe also the
placement of the con sol dials and filament
switch.

:

THE one -spot super

is indeed a treasure chest for, not only does it afford
a pleasing appearance. but it constitutes a type of receiver that is
gradually becoming more and more popular
with the radio fan. Years ago the amateur
experimenter and radio fan were unable to
construct a super -heterodyne receiver that
would perform efficiently because they were
unable to purchase a set of intermediate
radio -frequency transformers, that were perfectly matched. Today manufacturing conditions have changed. By special processes
used, manufacturers are now capable of putting forth a set of transformers that are
matched as closely as they can possibly be.
The success of any super -heterodyne depends
almost entirely upon the type of radio -frequency transformers used.

tuned with a .0005 microfarad variable condenser, will cover all wavelengths from 200
to 600 meters. The oscillator circuit has
absolutely no harmonics. This eliminates
all interference with the harmonics from
other stations. It will also be noticed from
the schematic diagram that the output of
this oscillator is not mixed with the signal
in the grid circuit of the first tube as is the
customary practice. This means that it is
practically impossible to tune in two stations
at the same tinte. The transformers are
shielded from each other, thereby eliminating
any possible interference from outside pickup or interstage coupling.
The disposition of the
various components may
be seen in the photo at
the right. The neat interior appearance of the
receiver should appeal to
many radio fans. The
two stages of audio -frequency amplification are
placed on the right hand
side of the baseboard.
The loop terminals are
situated on the left and
the battery and speaker
terminals on the right.

CONSTRUCTING THE RECEIVER

There is, of course, no question that the
super -heterodyne receiver is the most selective of all the types of sets on the market
today. In considering the selectivity of a
super -heterodyne we have many points to
take into consideration. Much of the selectivity is due to the fact that the intermediate
frequency transformers have a sharp peak,
allowing only a narrow band of waves _to
pass. This article is not intended to be a
complete solution of the selectivity problem:
its sole object is to indicate a few lines of research and experimental work which can be
done in this respect. The question of pick .up from an outside station is closely related
to the pick-up of energy by one part of a
receiver from another. It is for this reason
that shielded coils were used. The schematic diagram shows the arrangement of the
oscillator coil, the intermediate frequency
transformers, and the filter transformer. The
unit used in this set as an oscillator, when

.44111
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2-1mfd. by-pass condensers

DETAILS OF ASSEMBLY

1-Pair

The lay -out of the instruments on the
pane' of the super, as may be seen in the
photograph, is particularly pleasing in appearance and at the same time well -planned,
in order to make the wiring easier. Take
some sheets of fine emery cloth and rub it
over the metal panel in one direction only.
Next drill the necessary holes for mounting
the two variable condensers, two rheostats,
and the filament switch. Having done this

of grid leak clips

6-Filament resistances.
1-10" x 26" x 34" wooden baseboard.
HINTS ON WIRING

To begin with, it is easier to wire the
complete filament circuit, as this is common
throughout the receiver. Next wire the
tuning circuits, consisting of the tuning condenser, the first detector and the oscillator
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The schematic diagram of the one -spot super is shown above.
resistors are used to control the filament current.

Ballast

_I1I1IIIII,Ii
BATTERY

A type 112 tube is used in the last audio stage, a 201-A for the first
detector and a 200-A for the second detector.
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circuit.

Having completed this, the intermediate radio -frequency stages are wired,
and finally the second detector and audio frequency stages. The circuit as shown in
the diagram provides for the use of a loop
only, but an antenna can be used with the
receiver by connecting an antenna coupler
to the loop terminals.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SILVER CHEST
Having secured the brass and copper cut
to the size given in the specifications below,
take the front and side piece and bend at a
90 degree angle 10" from both ends. Now
take the top piece and make a short bend of
%" in from both of the 27" ends. This
bend should

also be made at 90 degrees.
Cut the cover to allow for a
bend on
the long ends. You now have all the sides
including the top of the cabinet bent and
cut ready to assemble. Before finishing the
cabinet. solder the corners carefully where
the cover is bent. In this particular case the
cabinet was finished by rubbing a piece of
emery cloth along the surface in one direction only. This makes a perfect grain. The
copper strips should next be placed in position. The strips are held in place by
copper rivets which are spaced approximately 11/2" apart. Tha two hinges are

/"

.
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piece of brass 7" x 26" for back
piece of brass 101/2" x 27" for cover
4 strips of copper 8" x 1"
2 strips of copper 107/á" x 1"

first tube is kept at a position which keeps
the first tube just under the point of oscillation, the loop tuning dial will he extremely
sharp and stations will not be heard unless
both circuits, the loop and oscillator circuits,

1
1

All stock should

he -IV thick
TUNING THE RECEIVER
This receiver is not as easy to operate
as one which merely necessitates turning the
,,-

- "--

-

are kept in absolute resonance. It is absolutely essential that both circuits be in resonance, as otherwise even local stations will
not be heard. If the first tube is permitted

,,

- .X."7".

,

3--_.;f --

_

Another view of the completed receiver is shown
here. Before testing the
receiver check all wiring
to make sure that no mistakes have been made.
Insert the tubes in the
sockets and connect the
A battery to the B battery terminals. If the
tubes light when the A
battery is connected in
this manner it indicates
that a short circuit exists
between the A and B

s

t

batteries.
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dials to tune in a station. Due to its extreme selectivity and sensitivity together with
its wonderful tone quality, it will prove to

LOOP
,JO .:

- .--.-----

to oscillate, stations ill he received at more
than one part on the dial. List of parts
manufacturers on request.
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CABINET SPECIFICATIONS
The following are the necessary sizes and
specifications of the parts needed in the construction of the chest, for this receiver.
1 piece of brass 7" x 46" for front and sides

e,

SPEAKER

For the benefit of the novice the above picture diagram has been
published. A cable connector is used for all battery leads going to the
set. Note that the bulbs of the illuminated dials are connected in
parallel with the A battery.
attached to one side of the cabinet. The corroded copper finish affords a pleasing appearance. A cloth dipped into a solution
of nitric acid and copper shavings will, when
rubbed upon the copper, produce this unique
effect. The cabinet may then be nickeled.

r

NF,

All parts, indicated in the diagram given here, correspond with the
baseboard lay -out. A 20 ohm and a 10 ohm rheostat are used in
conjunction with the ballasts so that fine filament control may be

thing in radio reception when
its operating characteristics are thoroughly
understood and patient telling is observed.
be the latest

In its operation, however, some instruction
For local reception, lower filament temperature is used
on the intermediate radio -frequency stages
than for distant stations.
Properly constructed this receiver will tune in a station
at only one place on each dial. This is only
possible with the proper operation of the
first tube. If the rheostat controlling the
and practice are necessary.

obtained.

TOOL LIST
Pliers, several kinds
Screw drivers, several sizes
Hamner, hacksaw and blades
Hand drill

Twist drills, several sizes
Scriber

Center -punch
Soldering iron, electric or other type
Wire solder, self -fluxing or plain solder and
non -corrosive flux
Rule, steel or wood
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Making an Amplifier Switch
By H. R. LUBCKE
At the left is
photograph
the completed ampli-

a
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fier

PRIMARY OF
SECOND
TRANSFORMER

-FIG.3-

switch,

which eliminates the jack
and plug system
usually
employed.
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In Fig. 3 the hook-up of the amplifier switch is
given.
Note the connections which go to the
fingers and to the various contacts. The primary
of the second transformer is connected directly to
the contacts Pt and P,.

EASE of control and improved appear-

The front and side views of the switch are given
above. The switch consists essentially of four
fingers which make or break contact with the
stationary members.

ance may be obtained by using the amplifier switch as described here. The details
of construction and assembly are shown in
the various sketches. With the pointer at
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"1" the raised part of the cam presses
fingers M, and M, against contacts S, and
S,. With the aid of Fig. 3, which shows the
hook-up, it will be seen that the output of
the first stage is connected to the phones
when the switch is in this position and when
the pointer is at "2" the output of the second
stage connects with the phones.
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Ín the above figure we have the constructional details of the contacts, contact fingers, brackets and
cam.

Radio Directs. Auto Traffic
HE motorists of the future
instead of operating the horns
on their automobiles as done now
will commission radio to perform
this function automatically. A recent patent issued to Harry Flurscheim, of Paris, France, provides
for a radio warning system to be
used on vehicles. The body of the
car prevents the reception of waves
from the rear and also prevents
radiation of waves to the -ear.
The apparatus for the emission
Traffic officers, semaphores and other automatic signaling sys- and reception of the signals is
tems which] direct automobile traffic will be thrown into the dis- mounted in a suitable box placed
card if a new French invention comes into use. Above we see on the front of the radiator of the
two autos equipped with the radio warning system.
usual type of vehicle.
tat

5

The hook-up of the warning system is shown
above. The closing of the control switch 9 connects the battery with an electro -magnet operating a switch.

Combination Radio Set and Telephone
Lift your telephone
receiver and hear radio programs! Imposnot at all
sible,
if you employ the

-

j%,

'

,

7

-

George F. Mitchell, inventor of the new receiving attachment ís
shown above listening in with his novel device.

device shown here.
The small instrument
which
weighs but
31/. ounces, does not
require the use of a
head set, loud speaker, or antenna for the
radio
reception
of
programs and may be
easily slipped into the
vest pocket.
When
attached to the telephone systems where
one side of the line is
grounded the radio set
can be connected to
the grounded side and
thus an independent
ground becomes unnecessary. A clamp is
provided which holds
down
the receiver
hook while the radio
set is being used. A
simple crystal receiver or a vacuum tithe
may be employed.
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RADIO ORACLE

In this department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

POWER TUBE ON A.C.
H. L. Bernstein. Akron. Ohio. writes:
Q. 1. I have an eight -tube super -heterodyne receiver. using a CX-220 in the last audio stage, with
I want to assemble a B
a 2244 -volt C battery.
eliminator using the Thordarson R-171 power compact with the Raytheon Bit tube to replace my B
batteries. Cut I not run a separate circuit from
the 6-volt terminals of the eliminator to the filament terminals of the last audio stage socket and
operate a CX-371 power tube in this socket?
A. 1. Yes, you may do as you suggest.
Q. 2. Would it be advisable to use an amperite
in this circuit?
A. 2. No, the voltage delivered by the translorttier for this purpose is five, therefore no am petite is needed.
Q. 3. \Vith the CX-371 tube in the last stage
can I use the CN-220 in the first audio stage?
A. 3. No. the CX-220 is an output tube. We
would recommend using in its place a CX-299.
(55k)

BHEAVY

DET.

AMP POWER

DUTY

RESISTANCE

reduced and a further improvement might be efthrough fixed
fected by grounding the trolley wit
condensers at each pole, in the neighborhood of
worst interference.

KICK -BACK PREVENTERS
(561) L. Quentin, Baltimore. Maryland, asks:
Q. 1. What are the simplest and most efficient
pieces of apparatus used as kick -back preventers
and what purpose do they serve in a radio transmitting set?
A. 1. If no precautions are taken, trouble will
often be encountered at transmitting stations due
to radio frequency current finding its way either
directly or inductively back to the source of power
supply, or to other adjacent circuits. Serious difficulties may arise from this cause. Transformers
and generators may be burned out, or persons may
be injured by the shock. Choke coils of suitable
inductance may lie inserted in the leads from the
power supply to the transmitting apparatus which
will prevent the flow of radio -frequency current.
but permit the flow of audio -frequency current.
By-pass condensers of suitable capacity, may be
connected across the leads from the power supply
These candettsers
to the transmitting apparatus.
will offer a path of low impedance to radio -frequency current. instead of condensers aluminum
electrolytic cells may be connected across the line.

FADING OF SIGNALS
(562) C. A. Orr, Jordan.

¡
2T04

MFD.
ELIMINATOR

The above illustration shows the changes
which have to be made in the "B" eliminator
in order to obtain "C" voltage. The heavy
duty resistance should be rated at about
2,000 ohms.

C

New York. writes:

Q. I. I have a Lye -tube receiver in which I use
a CX-300-A detector tube. The reception is good.
but frequently I am troubled with the gradual

VOLTAGE FROM

B

ELIMINATOR

(559) L. Montague. El Paso. Texas. asks:
Q. 1. How can I obtain C battery voltage for
my power tube front my present B battery eliminator?
A. I. You will find illustrated on this page the
necessary changes you will have to make in order
to obtain the C battery voltage. The heavy duty
resistance shown in the diagram should be capable
of carrying at least 50 milliamperes without serious
overheating and should have a total resistance of
about 2,000 ohms. The fixed condenser should
have a capacity of at least 2 microfarads: lower
values of capacity may cause some hunt. With this
circuit the C voltage is, in effect subtracted front
the it voltage available on the ptw'er binding post
of the eliminator.
Consequently the artangement
is practical only with the more powerful types of
B eliminators. After you have hooked up the apparatus as shown, set the knob so that the resistance
is all in use, turn on the radio set and the B eliminator. and then slowly turn the knob until volume
and tone quality are best. Do not turn the knob
any farther than necessary to get proper volume
and quality, because if you cut the resistance down
too far the C voltage will be too lot,' and the life
of the power tube shortened materially.

TROLLEY CAR INTERFERENCE
(560) The Tpswich Wireless Company, Ipswich,
England, writes:
Q. 1. \\'e would be grateful if you could inform
us of any single instance where overhead trolley
interferences have been minimized to such an extent that they warranted the expense entailed by
using condensers. etc.
A. 1. Overhead trolley interference is a difficult
matter to eliminate satisfactorily, as it calls for
choke -condenser interference filters on each separate motor of each trolley car, both the driving
motors and air compressor motors, if there are any.
These arrangements have to be capable of carrying a good deal of current if chokes arc used which
means large wire, but sometimes condensers alone
are sufficient. If the trolley company is sincerely
willing to go to sotne expense, fixed condensers of
proper voltage rating should be placed in series
across the leads to the motors, two being used on
each motor with the mid -tap grounded. This will
probably assist considerably, although it would be
better still to put air -core chokes on each.side of
the line leading to the motor as well, consisting of
150 to 250 turns of wire of the proper size to
carry the current, wound on an insulated tube.
The most difficult thing to take care of is the
sparking at the trolley wheel. By fitting three
trolley wheels on the end of a trolley pole, following each other, this sparking can be considerably

fading of signals and often complete stoppage of
reception. At such tintes the signals may be restored by switching a light or the trickle charger
on and off. 1 experience this trouble all day up
until eight o'clock at night. I have changed the
set to a new location, likewise the antenna and
ground, but with no effect. Can you suggest the
cause and a possible remedy?
A. 1. Make sure that your trickle charger is
charging the A battery. Charging is often taken
for granted because the charger is connected to
\
the battery. Test your B battery for voltage.
45 -volt unit should not be used after it drops
below 34 volts. if the best results are to be expected. Change the tubes around in the sockets.
Partial or complete stoppage of signals may result
when a powerful nearby receiver is tuned to the
saute wave you are receiving. The ordinary remedy
for this condition is the relocation of your antenna,
receiver and ground connection. Place your antenna at right angles to the other antenna, or verti-.
tally. ,\lso check over your receiver for bad connections.

SERIES VS PARALLEL CONNECTION OF
FILAMENTS
(563) H. 'Maxine, Juneau, Alaska. asks:
Q. 1. Is there any advantage in connecting the
filaments of the tubes on my receiving set in series
rather than in prallel.?
A. 1. A strange illusion persists that the mere
connecting of vacuum tube filaments in series instead of the usurl connection itt parallel has some
effect upon the working of the tubes. There is no
truth ill it. The sole idea of the filament in a tube
is to provide a hot metal body which will emit
electrons. It makes no difference whatever in the
tube action whether the metal is heated by passing
a current through it, building a lire under it or
hitting it with a hammer. so long as the saute temperature is reached. The difference that is made
by the series confection of filaments instead of
parallel connection is not a difference in tribe
action but a difference in the requirements of the
circuit hook-up. The grid return of each tube
determines the grid bias of that tube. \\'ith series
connection of filaments. if all the grid returns are
made to one point, say the minus lead of the supply, no two tubes will have the sane grid bias.
There is a drop in voltage in each filament and
each tube will have a gradually decreasing negative
bias. If each grid return is to its own negative
filament each grid will have no bias relative to its
own filament, but there will be an existing potential
between any two grids. This of itself does no
'The reason for parallel connection lies in
Inarnn.
the standard fixed voltage of the storage battery
and the varying numbers of tubes in different sets,
all of which are made for the saute battery voltage.

METALLIZED RESISTORS
(561) \ . I). Renwick, \ferchantville, N. J.,

writes:

Q. 1. WiII you please give me some information
regarding the method of "metallizing" glass, such
as is used in resistors for radio purposes and advantages gained with this type of metallized resistor.
A. 1. The present type of metallized resistor,
with glass core which fulfills the most exacting requirements that could be placed on a high resistance
unit, has finally been produced after much experimentation. 'The glass tube, internally coated with a
thin film, was abandoned. In its place a fine glass
filament is used. This filament is spun by a most

ingenious machine into lengths of 500 feet, whiciare entirely uniform from end to end. The glass
thread or filament is next passed through a solution of a salt, which will give a conducting coating
when reduced by heat and a reducing agent, anti
then through a high temperature furnace through
which a steady Clow of gas is maintained. This
process results ir. the production of a perfectly
homogeneous conducting surface, thoroughly- hardened upon one of the best insulators known. The
externally coated filament. no larger than the usual

lead -pencil core, has many advantages over the internally coated tube. First, due to the small area
of the fir:intent, it is possible to give it quite a
thick coating of conducting material and at the same
time to have a very high resistance. Secondly, it
is comparatively easy to put a protective layer over
the conducting filament. Thirdly, it is relatively
simple to measure the conductivity of the coated
filament as it is fed out of the coating machine.
The ease of measurement obtained in the case of
the coated filament insures a uniform product.
After the filament has left the furnace, it is coated
with a durable protective film of insulating varnish
which is then thoroughly dried by the application
of heat. This impenetrable coating completely protects the conducting filament against atmospheric.
changes.

INDUCTION FROM TELEPHONE LINES

565) Anton Schleck. Bridgeport, Conn.. writes:
Q. 1. For the past year the writer has been
listening to various telephone conversations, by
means of a radio receiving set; conversations betneen people in this city on the ordinary telephone
line. The other night, while listening to a radio
station. a loud dialogue broke in on the concert and
assumed such a volume that the radio program was
alntost drowned out. The antenna and ground are
not very near the telephones and I cannot understand how this can happen. I would be glad if you
could give Inc an explanation of this phenomenon.
The
1. This is a plain case of induction.
A.
telephone wires produce an electromagnetic field
the
around them, which varies in intensity just asYour
voice currents travelling over the wires vary.
antenna is probably within the range of these fields
and a feeble current is either induced in it or
directly into the input of the audio -frequency amplifier. Such an occurrence happens quite often and
we receive many of these letters on this particular

subject. The cause is ordinary electromagnetic induction, the saute thing that causes the transfer of
energy between the primary and secondary coils in
:'our receiver.

SIMPLE WAVEMETER

(566) K. O. Hearst, Havana, Cuba, writes:
Q. 1. i understand that a simple and efficient
wave meter can be constructed using only a tuning
coil. variable condenser. buzzer, switch and battery.
If this is so, will you please tell me how to connect
up these components?

4.1>

BUZZE

R

SWITCH1
41110

4I1>

.0005

4111.

M F D.

IMO

COIL

The circuit diagram of a simple buzzer wave
meter is shown above. The variable condenser should have a capacity of .0005 ofd.
and should be of the same type as used in
the receiving set.

\. 1. A diagram of the connections for a simple
buzzer waveuteter using the parts you mention is
shown on this page. The buzzer, switch and battery are connected in series with the tuning coil
and the variable condenser is connected in parallel
with the coil. The condenser should have a capacity
of .00115 microfarad and should lie of the sans
type as is used in the receiving set. The size of
the tuning coil will depend on the wave length
range which the meter is to covor and about 50
turns of No. 22 magnet wire wound on a form
having a diameter of 3% inches will be suitable for
wave lengths from 175 to 550 meters.
BETWEEN CX-301-A AND
TUBES
(567) J. Brecht. Sydney, \ustralia, aslcs:

DIFFERENCE

C -301-A

Q. 1. Can you tell the the difference, if any,
between the CX-301-A and C-301-A tubes?
A. 1. The CX-301-\ is electrically the same as
the C-301- \ hut is mounted on a ('X standard base
instead of on the old type navy base. When the
new base was adopted no change whatever was
made in the characteristics of the tube. Compared
with the C-301-\ of 1923. however, the CX-301-A
has a higher efficiency. resulting in improved performance. This increase in efficiency was gained
through a 20% increase in mutual conductance.
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Scientific Humor
DID HE SWALLOW A SET?
KID: "What is that?"
DOCTOR: "This is a stethoscope."
Kin: "Are you getting any distant stations?"-Leslie Carpenter, Rep. No. 8520.

LOOK 'EAR
PHYSIOLOGY PROF: "\Vhat is the name of
the canal between the inner ear and the

throat?"

DUMBBELL:

"The Cary canal."-Author

please send address.

BREATH TAKING
"Deep breathing, you understand,
destroys microbes."
PATIENT: "But how can I force them to
breathe deeply ?"-Clifton Ask.
DOCTOR

:

First Prize $3.00
OLD AND NEW METHODS
:
"Is the
washer that salesman sold you, `
f r o in
America
any good?"
°. ,

IVAN

MRS.IVANITCH

BA-CILLI

"No, everything
is all right until
I get in it and
then the paddles
knock me off my
feet.-Leslie Carpenter.

"\\Te can pardon the
German for calling it a 'germ' ; we can excuse the Frenchman for calling it a "parasite"; and we can tolerate the Irishman when
he calls it a 'microbe'."-A. G. Drew.

A MICRO-ORGANISM

PARK TWEREy
IFOPE VER.'i

QUITE RIGHT
"Where do all
the old cars go?"
"They dotl't !"
-Clifton Ask.

"Who killed that escaped con-

BRIGGS:

vict ?"

GRIGGS: The paper says the coroner's jury
sat on his body."-John 11. Spicer.

LIKE ALL OUR BRUSHES
:

:

wife

"How are you
getting along
since your
left?"
"I've reached
the highest point
of efficiency. I

can put my socks
on from either
end."
M. M.
Raub.

-

WE

FATAL

PAINTER

"These magnificent mountains are
two million years and four months old."
TRAVELER: "How do you know their
exact age?"
GUIDE: ''A geologist studied them four
months ago and he told me they were two
million years old then."-IV. C. Michel.
GUIDE

"Why don't you paint?"

ASSISTANT: "There is dandruff in this

brush."

PAINTER: "What makes you think so?"
ASSISTANT: "The hair keeps falling out."

-Leslie Carpenter.

A

WASHOUT
LAUNDRYTM AN

"-and

:

we guarantee there'll be
no fading."
BUG: 'Herle,
wash my radio

set !"-George IV.
Knapp.

receive daily from one to
two hundred contributions to
this department. Of these only
one or two are available. We desire to

publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if possible. Do not copy jokes front old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance Itere. By
scientific humor we mean only such
jokes as contain something of a scientific nature. Note our prize winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.
All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, besides the first prize of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
moth. In the event that two people
send in the same joke so as to tie for
the prize, then the suer of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

LEARNING THE CHICKEN
LANGUAGE

SCIENCE READER: "I noticed the other day
where a poultry raiser was making a study
of the chicken language."
MR. KNOW-IT-ALL: "I .made a study like
that once myself so as to he able to tell when
a hen cackled whether she had laid or lied."
-Alfred T. Bullock.

P -RAYS -ED
"I can't help admir-

ELECTRICAL STUDEN

LITERARY STUDENT: "That's a sweet poetic
expression, but what do you mean?"
ELECTRICAL STUDENT "I can't see any.":

Norve'l

FIRST

SO

WE'VE
NOTED

"Moths are

very economical."

"How's that?"
"They eat noth-

"He wasn't?"
\VILLIE: "Naw
I bit his finger and he
yelled like any other dentist."-Walter R.
!

SECOND NURSE:

"How is that?"

B1 iller.

FIRST

AN ARM -Y RIDDLE
"Why can't a Willy's Knight roll up its

NURSE:

"Because he's got
most of his patients in stiches."
-James A. Carroll.

sleeves ?"
"Because the wrist pins hold 'em down."
-Walter R. Miller.

holes."-

NURSE:

"Don't you find
the doctor very
funny?"

MOTHER:

C. IVood.

Clifton Ask.

NEED -LES TO SAY

\\VILLIE:

:

ing her ultra -violet beauty."

ing but

A FAKE
"Maw, that dentist you sent me
to, that was advertised as painless, wasn't."

:

HOLEY EFFICIENT

EXACTLY

OLO
BUS CAN
,'THE

A LESSON LEARNED
who was absent the day before:
FIRST: "Alice, what did you do in chemistry
yesterday?"
SECOND: "We did experiments with sulphuric acid."
FIRST: "\\ hat were the results?"
SECOND: "Two holes in my dress and a
headache."-Ellen Kcrtz.
STUDENT

SCIENCE VS. LAW

TEACHER (having a review) :
"Are there any questions that you would
like to have discussed?"
CLARE (a student who expects to study
law and finds physics a bore)
"I would
like to Iaiow how Boyle's Law is enforced?"
THE TEACHER hesitates, not knowing what
to say and to his relief for once, the wit of
the class responds: "Apply a little pressure."-J. Grier Alexander.

PHYSICS

:

SCIENTY SIMON, SCIENTIST
THERE

I

NOW THE NEW

FUSE IS
Lf/

AYES SIR! THIS IS,
C,OINrr RIANT' BACK
WHERE IT CAME

--

Go

WONDER
WHAT THIS

LOOSE WIRE;
i5

,

'Rem:

-

DIDN'T YOU TELL
FUSE IS FULLY
GUARANTEED 7
WELL I
D'YA WANT TO KNOW
HOW LONG- IT LASTED I ---

SAY MISTEP.I

THAT THIS

-_

SCIENCE LESSON
-too

A.SHORT

CIRCurnHCAUSE
THE WIRES

MUCH

AHD

TO novz111
A
CURRENT
.
AFusE, IS
A FIRE
RESULT IN
Wt AND

tsAY

gnus

HHICH BLOWS .t5HEr1 THE CURRENT
DEVICE
CIRCUIT
STRO+G"
BREAKS 1 -HE
BECOMES 'roo

sTe

THREE
MIMUTW1

4%dlll

r,

W.LEtRId-
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AIRPLANE LAUNCHING
AND LANDING
APPARATUS

AIR -OPERATED DEVICE

No. 1,626,316. issued to Frank
Merwin Wakeman. The invention
provides for the forming of a juice
retaining dam around the edge of a
pie, which consists of a piece of
gummed sealing tape. A section of
the tape is moistened and placed
around the edge of the pie plate.
Upon heating, the paper draws
snugly around the edge of the pie.

Federico
The apparatus
Guillermo Diago.
shown below comprises a landing
platform, a pair of towers and non circular frames carried by the platform. Guides are attached to the
platform to prevent it from tilting
when raised or lowered. A guard
is also provided to prevent the airplane from running off the platform.
No.

1,625,020, issued

to

No. 1.619,100, issued to Mittie Taylor Brush. This particular invention provides for a means of light-

No. 1,624,018, issued to Harry
This air operated device
Slater.
consists of a manikin having a pair
of reversely positioned, hollowed -out
air operated hands for rotating the
body and for swinging the hands
vertically about the manikin. The
device may be used as an auto
radiator cap adornment.

ing up the space adjacent to the
plane and also enables the pilot to
see the ground at a considerable
Incandescent
distance above it.
electric lamps are placed upon the
under surface of the wings and the
fuselage.
These lights are under
control of the pilot.

BLOWER FOR SAWS

POTATO SLICER
VIBRATOR

BLADE -STROPPING
DEVICE

TOILET POWDER
SHAKER

issued to Frederick
This potato slicer is
slicing potatoes for
cooking in various ways. The cutter utilizes discarded safety razor
blades because of their fineness and
durability. The blades may be adjusted so as to prepare varied sizes
of potato slices.

No.

H.

1,619,746.

Miller.

designed

No. 1,624,592, issued to George D.
Gallagher. The stropper shown below provides a device embodying
new and improved features of convenience of operation.
The stropping rolls and blade holder have an
endwise shifting movement during
the blade's oscillating movements.
The driver is manually operated.
No. 1,623,859, issued to Charles
The blower picJerome Abbey.
tured above can be used with cutting tools. The device when attached to a saw or the like, will
blow the sawdust from the line or
marks to be worked. The blower
is attached to an air cylinder by
means of a flexible hose. The air
is ejected through a nozzle.

PROCESS FOR BAKING
PIES

for

PAPER -HANGING DEVICE FOR WALLS

FIRE ESCAPE
No. 1,623,821, issued to William P.

Westfield.

This

particular

fire

escape combines upper, intermediate
and lower horizontal rails. These
rails support the ladder which has
rollers and thus can be moved to

This strucany desired position.
ture provides a convenient descent
for women and children.

r

No. 1,623,987, issued to Leo J.
Wahl.
The vibrator or agitator
shown here provides for the mixing
of the contents of a receptacle.
The device is operated by an electromagnet with a vertical vibratory
armature. A pair of yarallel springs
are provided for supporting the
armature.

No. 1.626,020, issued to Ernest R.
Burkey. This paper -hanging, device
has a standard formed in telescoping
sections, which may be adjusted to
A cross bar is
different heights.
mounted on the frame. The wallpaper is supported upon this bar
and in this way it can be moved in
close proximity to the wall and
hung in place. The device can be
quickly manipulated and adjusted to
hold the paper in proper position

for application.

SWIMMING SHOE
1,625,092, issued to Ethel A.
The powder shaker is disguised by ornamentation and thus
loses its utilitarian purpose.
Not
only is the powder shaker concealed
but the powder is allowed to sift
through a perforated top piece without the slightest hindrance. The
top of the box is preferably concealed with an artifical rose and the
sides of the container are painted in
imitation of a rose holder.

No.

Poillon.

NOTICE TO READERS.

The above illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection but are not as yet to our
knowledge available on the market. We regret to advise that it is im
possible to supply the names and addresses of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers. The only records available, and they arc at

1,626.175, issued to Joseph
The swimming shoe comprises a sole shaped similar to the
foot, a cage at the rear end of the
sole, a strap at the forward end and
a pair of fins larger than the sole,
pivotally mounted. The straps limit
the movement of the fins.
No.

Zimmer.

the I'atent Office at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the
inventors at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate.
Therefore, kindly do not request such information as it is practically im-EDITOR.
possible to obtain up-todate addresses.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions
be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten
or else written in ink; no penciled matter considered.

will

CAPILLARY ACTION

Sketches. diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
3.
Questions
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
4.
If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 50 cents is
tttado for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculation, a special rate will he charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

GLASS

TUBE

(2187) Q.

(low may

1.

Elmer Ludwig, Chicago, Ill., asks:

steel he tempered?
A. 1. The best temperature at which to quench
in the tempering of tool steel is the one just above
the transformation of the steel, and this temperature may be accurately determined in the following
manner, without the use of a pyrometer. The
pieces of steel are introduced successively at equal
intervals of time into a muffle heated to a temper-

a little above the transformation point of the
steel. If, after a certain time, the pieces be taken
ant in the reserse order they will at first show progressively increasing degrees of brightness, these
pieces being at the transformation point. \Vhen this
point is passed the pieces again rapidly acquire a
brightness superior to that of their neighbors, and
should then be immediately quenched.
1-Heat red hot and dip in an unguent made of
mercury and the fat of bacon. This produces a
remarkable degree of hardness and the steel preserves its tenacity and an elasticity which cannot
be obtained by other means.
2-Heat to the red -white and thrust quickly into
a stick of sealing wax.
Leave it a second, and
then change it to another place. and so continue
until the metal is too cool to penetrate the wax.
To pierce with drills hardened in this way, moisten

ature
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TEMPERING STEEL

\dams, Three Rivers, P. Q., Can
ada, writes:
Q. 1. When a glass tube is inserted into a
beaker of water, the water rises in the tube. Can
you give me the cause of this phenomenon?
(2184) E. S.

..
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The phenomenon of capillary action is clearly
shown in the simple diagram appearing above.
The water level in the beaker is not shown
concave for the sake of clearness.
A. 1. The fact that water rises in a glass tube
capillary action. The adhesion between
the water and the glass is greater than the cohesion
of the water. This means that the attraction between the water and the glass molecules is greater
than between the water molecules. Where the water
touches the glass the excess of attraction between
the water and the glass results in a pulling up of
the water on the surface of the glass. The glass
molecules cannot be pulled toward the water, so
that the more easily moving water molecules are
drawn upward by the glass. Inside the glass tubes
the water rises to form a concave surface. The
surface tension or film then tends to straighten the
surface of the water. This causes the water level
at the center of the tube to be raised above the
level outside of the tube, then at the inner surface
of the tube the water is again pulled up to a concave curve at the glass, and the surface tension
again straightens it. This alternate climbing at the
edges and the subsequent straightening of the
liquid surface in the tube continues until the weight
of the column of the water lifted equals the surface tension.
is due to

them aith spirits of turpentine.

LIBRARY PASTE
(2188) Q. 1. Gaius l'eters, Wysacossing, Me.,
asks for a formula for the staking of library paste.
A. 1. \Ve are giving you herewith a formula for
a paste.
It is very similar to one of the wellknown office pastes which gives excellent results.
Mix a quantity of a good grade of white flour
with cold water into a thick paste, being sure to
stir sufficiently to remove all the lumps. Add boiling water, stirring continually until thoroughly
mixed and of about the right consistency or slightly thinner. To three quarts of this mixture add
one-fourth of a pound of light brown sugar and
one -eighth of an ounce of corrosive sublimate. The
latter should be dissolved in a small quantity of hot
water.
When the mixture has colored a small
quantity of oil of lavender may be added. This
paste will keep for a long time.

WEATHER FORECASTER
(2189) Leonard Price, New York, N. Y., asks:
Q. 1. How may a simple "weather forecaster"

be made?

A. 1. It is known that a leaf of blotting paper
or a strip of fabric made to change color according to the hygrometric state of the atmosphere has
been employed for weather indications in place of a
barometer. The following compound is recommended for this purpose: One part of cobalt chloride.

parts of nickel oxide, 20 parts of gelatin, and
A strip of calico, soaked in
this solution, will appear green in fine weather,
but when moisture intervenes the color disappears.
Copper Chloride
1 part.
Gelatin
10 parts.
Water
100 parts.
This is a method of making old-fashioned weather glasses containing a liquid that clouds or solidifies tinder certain atmospheric conditions:
Camphor
2,A drachms.
Alcohol
11 drachms.
Water
9 drachms.
Saltpeter
38 drachms.
Sal ammoniac
38 drachms.
Dissolve the cam pltor in the alcohol and the salts
in the water and prix the solutions together. Pour
in test tubes. cover with wax after corking and
make a hole through the cork with a red-hot needle,
ar draw out the tube until only a pin hole remains.
\Vhen the camphor, etc., appear soft and powdery,
and almost filling the tube, rain with south or
southwest winds may be expected, when crystalline,
north. northeast, or northwest winds, with fine
weather, may be expected: when a portion crystallizes on one side of the tube, wind may Ile expected
from that direction. Fine weather: The substance
is said to remain entirely at bottom of tube and
the liquid perfectly clear. Coming rain: Substance
will rise gradually, liquid will be very clear, with a
small star in motion. A coming storm or very
high wind: Substance partly at top of tube, and
of a loaflike form. liquid very heavy and in a fermenting state. These effects are noticeable 24
hours before the change sets in. In winter: Generally the substance lies higher in the tube. Snow
or white frost: Substance very white and small
stars in motion. Summer weather: The substance
will lie quite low. The substance will lie closer to
the tube on the opposite side to the quarter from
which the storm is coming. The instrument is
nothing more than a scientific toy.

(2190)

writes:

Mr. Erich Wagner,

Wis.,

Milwaukee,

Q. 1. Can you tell me what chemical ingredients our finger nails are composed of?
I
would also like to know if this composition can
he duplicated so as to give the equivalent of the
material of which finger nails are formed.
A. 1. Our finger nails are a hardened skin or
epidermal structure. which cannot be duplicated
by artificial methods. The general composition is
carbon, 51%; hydrogen, 7%; nitrogen, 17%;
oxygen, 22%; sulphur, 2%-3% without considering decimals.
Perhaps celluloid or a casein
product might serve your purpose, in which case
we would advise you to address Donnelley Service,
of 28 W. 33rd Street, New York City, for names
of manufacturers who may be able to supply you
with necessary material.
Keep in mind that

celluloid is very inflammable, almost explosive.

PIN -HOLE CAMERA

\\ iest,

(2191) Bayard
quests:

Jamestown, N. D., re-

Q. 1.
Information concerning the making of a
pin -(tole camera.
A. 1. The distance from the pin hole to the
plate in a camera of the type you mention depends
upon the size of the hole. This should be experimented with and the hole should be as small as possible. The plate should be as far from the hole as
it can be placed and still have the image cover the
entire plate.
The best way to make the pin hole for such a
camera is in a thin sheet of brass, or tinfoil not
iron, as the latter tends to rust. Drill or punch
the fine hole to be used and carefully dress the
edges on a fine emery stone. This eliminates any
burrs which might be left by the drilling or punching action and which would tend to cause blurs on
the plate.
The exposure with any camera of this nature
should be experimented with as it is almost impossible to set down rules for this work.
Q. 2. Can a 3 -inch stereoptican lens be used at

all in photography?
A. 2. The lens you mention can be used for
staking an enlarging machine.
Q. 3. Please give me the formula for a Kodak
film tank developer.
A. 3. A good formula for tank developing is as
follows:
Formula for Pyro Tank Developer.
Water
16 ozs.

APERTURE

75

200 parts of water.

REPAIRING MEERSCHAUM PIPES
(2185) A. L. Butcher, Maryville, Tenn., writes:
Q. 1. I have several meerschaum pipes which
have become broken, can you give me a method for
repairing these?
A. I. One of the most efficient and simplest
methods of repairing these pipes is as follows:
Clean a clove or two of garlic, by removing all the
outside skin; throw into a small mortar and mash
it to a paste. Rub this paste over each surface to be
united and join quickly. Have ready some boiling,
fresh milk; place the pipe in it and continue to
boil for thirty minutes.
Remove and let cool
slowly. If properly done, this makes a joint that
will stand any ordinary treatment, and which is
nearly invisible. A cement for filling holes, if the
parts do not fit properly, may be made as follows:
Mix very fine meerschaum shavings with albumen
or dissolved casein in water glass; stir finely
powdered magnesia into the mass and use the
cement at once. This hardens very quickly.
If
the meerschaum used is genuine, these methods of
repair will be found very satisfactory.

SILVERING METALS
(2186) Q. L
Leonie Flugartlt, Los Angeles,
Calif., writes us for information on the silvering

of metals.
A. 1. In order to silver copper, brass, bronze, or
copper metallic articles, dissolve 10 parts of lunar
caustic in 500 parts of distilled water, and 35 parts
of potassium cyanide (98 per cent) in 500 parts of
distilled water; mix both solutions with stirring,
heat to 176° to 194° F. in an enameled vessel, and
enter the articles well cleansed of fat and impurities. until a uniform coating has formed.

SHEET BRASS
OR

TINFOIL PLATE

,NVERTED IMAGE
The above diagram will make clear the construction principles of the pin -hole camera.
An inverted image of the original object is
thrown upon the plate.
Stock Solution A
Sodium Bisulphate or
Potassium Metabsulphite
70 grs.
Pyro
oz.
Potassium Bromide
8 grs.
Water.
Stock Solution B. E. K. Co. Sulphite of Soda
(or Hydrometer test 55°)
144 ozs.
Water
16 ozs.
Stock Solution C. E. K. Co. Carbonate of Soda.
1

(or Hydrometer test 40°)
1% ozs.
To Develop in Eastman Tank
Use for 5x7 size
For 8x10 size.
A
2% ozs.
A
5 % ozs.
B
C

21/4
21%

Water

Develop
65° F.

ozs.
ozs.

58 ozs.

15

B
C
:

minutes at a

sv

Water

ozs.
5% ozs.
140 ozs.

bath temperature of
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WHOLESALE PRICES
---

for Dealers, Community Set Builders, General Repairmen

with net prices to the radio trade. This
WEcompany Is Radio's oldest radio parts
mail order house, and the new centdentlal discounts on standard Radio Merchandise are given only for resalo
issued

have Just

a

new catalog

353

,

and Agents ---

We are ready now to apes' nt several thousand additional radio dealers
purposes.
and radio agents all over the country, so if you are contemplating going into the
radio business, be sure to get in touch with us at once.

IN SENDING IN YOUR COMMUNICATION TO US, BE SURE TO USE YOUR LETTERHEAD.
In caso you are not entitled to wholesale prices, address your request for our No. 17 Catalog to our Retail
erably less than current radio prices and less than those of most radio mail order supply houses.

Department, and noto that our retail

-and

prices are

consid-

don't forget, on

-

practically all retail
orders
we pay all

tranportation!

$0.17

500

Illustrations

NEW
Enlarged
Edition

from Radio's Oldest
Mail Order House
are the oldest established, exclusive radio
house in the country. Our motto is "Quick

WE

mail order

Shipment."

All orders are shipped within 24 hours. Quick, prompt, courteous service. We carry a larger variety of radio parts and
findings than any other radio house in the country.

If

"RASCO HAS IT If

small radio pmts that other radio and
mall order house, do not bother to carry, get the Rasco parts catalog
and you will find them there, anything from a screw to copper ribbon and
you

are In need of certain

telephone diaphragms, us well as thousands of other small radio endings.
Just to mention a few:
Lugs, nuts, dials. vernier dials, jacks, plugs, every kind of knob, cords,
panels. screws, sliders, washers. selenium, tinfoil, switches, crystals. cap
nuts, Litz wire, cord tips, brass rods, resistances. name plates, spring
binding posts, switch parts, metal ribbon, carbon balls, binding posts,
all types, switch points, switch levers, lock washers, carbon grains, ground
clamps, metal pointers, Insulated tubing. low melting metal, antenna connectors. bus bar who, as well as thousands of other articles.
We carry the Largest Variety of Small Radio Parts In the World.

\
RADIO SPECIALTY CO.
BUT We also carry ALL standard radio merchandise.
ANYTHING IN RADIO

lU

.r" `C7

100 PARK PLACE . .
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Edited by
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Joseph H. Kraus

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one uend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees

sent upon request. Ask for
card will do.

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Mary letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

BUILDING BLOCK AND PROTECTION

them,-a post

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

A. C. Crockett, Detroit, Mich., asks if
he can get a patent on a new type of building
block, the nature of which is not disclosed, and
also if such a patent will prevent anyone else from
manufacturing a similar article.
A. 1. It is very difficult for us to tell you
whether or not your concrete building block could
be fully protected.
\Ve advocate, therefore, that
you have a patent search made on the same to de.
termitic whether you could get basic protection.
Having patented the article, it does not necessarily follow that others may not make the article.
The chances are that any reputable concern
would not run the risk, but a few small shops,
that have nothing to lose by such procedure,
might imitate your product. Nevertheless, anyone
making a similar article could be prevented from
continuing its manufacture if you notify them that
they will he subject to suit and an accounting, or
if you instituted such suit.
(1033)

1.

;

11

FAN -HUMIDIFIER

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA
I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for his prompt,
legal protection and the development
of his proposition.
Send sketch, or model and description, for advice as to Cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
\ly experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information and form
for properly disclosing your Idea, freo on
request.
\\'rite today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building,
4IV_ Park Row

Washington, D. C.
New York City

FOR INDIAN PATENTS WRITE TO:Law Morris & Company
Patent & Trade Marks Agents
Post Box 377, Calcutta, India

(1034) M. S. Chapman, Chicago, Ill., requests
our opinion of a humidifying fan, the nature of
which is made clear in the answer.
A. 1. The idea advanced by you, namely to
have a piece of absorbent cloth placed in front of
an electric fan with the end of the cloth dipping
down into a trough of water for the express purpose of humidifying the air in a room is not new
and if you will refer to some of the back issues
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE you will
find that articles on this same subject have appeared in print.
Fans of this nature are on the market in France
and in England, although they have not as yet
found favor in the American home.
\Ve are doubtful that you can obtain a patent
on this subject and are quite sure that a broad
and basic patent could not possibly be obtained.

PENCIL ERASER
August Heeb, Carlstadt, N. J. claims
to have submitted an idea for a new type of
pencil top and eraser to a large pencil manufacturing concern, but received no reply. He asks
whether we think the manufacturer will make use
of the idea and also asks whether other similar suggestions have been tried.
A. 1. It is very difficult for us to advise
whether the manufacturer will take your idea
and make use of it or whether he has thrown it
into the waste paper basket. We believe, however,
that you are entitled to a reply and would certainly
advocate that you write to the manufacturer again.
There are paper pencils on the market now
which contain rubber for a considerable distance
(1035)

and the paper can

INVENTORS

loe

removed the same as when

YOUR IDEAS

Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT, and Evidence of Invention
Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send model or
sketch and description of your invention
for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS
TERMS REASONABLE. BEST
FREE.
Name

REFERENCES.

Street

RANDOLPH & CO.

City

Dept. 172,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

sharpening the pencil, thus exposing a second
portion of the eraser. Modern erasers on the ends
of pencils can be removed and others substituted
for them. Still another type of eraser is in the
form of a soft nthber cap, which fits over the
end of the pencil.
We do not think that your particular article
is very much superior to those which are now in
use.

PERPETUAL MOTION
(1036)

J. McDowell, \Vinnipeg, Man., Canada,

asks if perpetual

motion has been discovered as
yet and if there is any reward for its discovery.
He states that loe has a theory, but does not wish
to go to the extent of making a model if there
is nothing to be gained thereby.
A. 1. For more than four years SCIENCE AND

INVENTION MAGAZINE. has had a standing offer
of $5,000.00 which will be paid to the individual
demonstrating a working model of a perpetual
motion machine.
This publication desires no
rights to the invention whatever. They are merely interested in seeing a practical demonstration
of the mechanism and of being permitted to ex.
amine this to the extent of preventing any trick.
ery. All rights to the invention remain with the
original inventor and due credit will be given to
the inventor and his discovery by publication in
this magazine. Such publication would establish

Ills claims of priority.
The reason that this award was announced was
primarily to protect investors in such mechanisms
in the United States. There are many inventors
claiming to have discovered perpetual motion.
These individuals sell stocks in an invention which
will not operate. As their excuse they claim the
need of finances for patenting their idea in the
United States and in foreign countries. It is obvious that the award of $5,000.00 (which would
loe made to the inventor producing the working
model) will more than finance any patent applications. It is further apparent that publication of
the suggestion its a magazine of the reputation of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION would be of inestimable
value to the discoverer.
Several classes of machines are not acceptable
in this contest as they do not show perpetual
motion.
At the present time there are clocks
which operate because of atmospheric temperature
changes. These clocks have bars of metal serving
as the motive power for the clocks.
Practically
every day in the year there is a change of several
degrees in the atmospheric temperature which causes
the metallic bars to expand or contract, winding
the clock spring.
Barometric pressure changes
:an likewise be made to operate mechanisms and
any device employing this principle is also excluded from the contest.
Mechanisms operating
by tides, winds, water -falls, natural evaporation,
humidity, or solar energy may not be entered.
They are not a source of perpetual motion. even
though the energy could be stored up to take care
of times when there is no appreciable effect by
any of the power forces.
Thus in the northern
regions even the tidal forces could not be utilized
because of heavy frost.
Of course, it is necessary that the device be a
machine. One could submit a bottle of air and
claim gloat onolecular activity in the bottle is perpetual motion. From this particular type of device no power whatever can lie obtained and such
a theoretical system would automatically he barred.
It, therefore, follows that any perpetual motion
device entered in the SCIENCE AND INVENTION
MAGAZINE Contest must work by either gravity,
buoyancy, or from a force developed within the
mechanism itself, as, for instance, the conversion
of mechanical to electric power and the conversion
of the electric current and potential in turn, to
power or other similar systems.
The machine itself need not develop more power
than that required to run the mechanism.
Up to the present time. perpetual motion has
not been discovered.
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At the right is a view of my drafting and specification offices where a
large staff of experienced experts are
in my constant employ.
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drawingsand specifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.
All

My Patent Law
Offices
Just Across Street

From

U.S. Pat.
Office
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Protect Your Ideas

Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
Improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent
Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.
If you have a useful,

ínventors
bitrt7iex
Free Books

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention
to patent and trademark cases Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me In Confidence

communications, sketches, drawings, etc., are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to authorized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. Your
case will have my personal attention. It is probable that I can help you.
Highest references. But FIRST-clip the coupon and get my free book.
Do THAT right now.
All

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed
The booklet shown here contains valuable information _relating to patent
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it will send you
my -Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention" form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely
without charge or obligation.
I

Clarence
A. O'Brien
Registered Patent Attorney
Member of Bar of: Supreme Court of the United States;
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia; Supreme Court,
District of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.
PRACTICECONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS
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Máil this CÓUpóÜ'/(oisi
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
53-A Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.,
Washington, O. C.

Please send me your free book, "How to
Obtain a Patent," and your ''Record of
Invention" form without any cost or obligation on my part.

Name
Address

(Important: Print or Write name clearly)
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PATENTS

What the Typewriter Told
By RAY CU\I1)IINGS

(Continued

TRADE-MARKS-DESIGNS
FOREIGN PATENTS

PATENT ATTORNEYS
Associated since 1846 with the
Scientific American

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
BUILDING

24 \Vest 40th Street
New York City

at irregular intervals, they dated back
over a period of some five weeks. All of
them were posted either in Maple Grove,
neighboring towns, or New York City. A
series of threatening murder letters. Blackmail-the threat of kidnaping, or killing the
child. Then the open threat of murder, the
child and himself as well. The Doctor explained them, and then opened the diary. Its
early pages were the usual diary record.
Then came the elate of the first of these
letters; and front then on it was the unburdening of his heart toward this sinister
thing that had come to him. And all of it
he had kept secret. The Doctor said sol-

Chicago, Ill.

HOBART BUILDING
San Francisco, Cal.
VAN NUYS BUILDING
Los Angeles, Cal.
Books and information on Patents and
Trade -Marks By Request

Associates in all Foreign Countries

emnly:
"1'ou have only to read these letters and
the diary to know why he kept it secret. Men
of sterner nature would have gone to the
police at once. But not Mcllray. Listen to
this-the first letter:

Personal Service for

INVENTORS

Articles In August
"Radio News"

I maintain an unexcelled organization
and thoroughly equipped laboratories, to
render the following services.
I PREPARE APPLICATIONS for
patents for filing in the United States
and foreign countries.
I PLACE INVENTIONS with responsible manufacturers, with whom I
am acquainted, under arrangements that
are made profitable to the inventor.
I SPECIALIZE in Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical, and Radio Devices.

O. D. Westcott.
The Case for the Headphones as Aids to
Reception, by Chas. M. Adams.

The Strobodyne Receiver, by Lucien Chretien.
The Stroboscope, by Hugo Gernsback.
A Double Impedance A. F. Amplifier, by
G. C. B. Rowe.
"How's Your Wavelength," by John L.
Reinartz.
The Simple Stroboscope, by R. E. Lacault.

CORRESPONDENCE
reputable inventors, Scientists,
Chemists and Physicists, regarding their
inventions and uncompleted experiments.

"'L. Cl. You don't know

Licensed Professional Engineer
Registered Patent Attorney

342 Madison Avenue, New York City

me but I know
you damn well. You read this letter and
then I guess you'll figure on turning it over
to the police right away. Well don't you do
it, L. C. You burn it and keep it to yourself. If you don't
A rambling letter. The Doctor read it
through-a frill page of it, single spaced.
And the thing carried conviction. It was
obvious that the writer knew Mcllrav almost intimately. The letter told him of things
lie had said and done which convinced him
of that-convinced him that the writer was
close to him. And the letter threatened, if
he took the affair to the police, or breathed
a word of it to ally living soul-that
his little daughter would be killed. If he
spoke to anyone, this enemy would know it
-even if members of his own family. And
if he took the child away, had her guarded,
or matte any change in her daily life or his
own, it would be known at once and the
child would be killed. But if Mcllray played
fair-donated to the writer a reasonable sum
of money to be named later-no harm would
come to Elsie.
A series of such letters. And reading
them, no one could have doubted their
menacing sincerity. A later one specified
a thousand dollars, which the father was to
bring to a designated place at night. The
money was nothing to \icIlray compared
to even the smallest danger to Elsie.
The diary showed that Mcllray hail tried
to laugh off the first letter. Some crank,
fanatic wanting to annoy him. Ile tried to
.

1000 NEEDED

INVENTIONS

Here is the most remarkable book ever offered to
inventors. One Thousand needed inventions listed
and described. Arranged as follows: General
Problems; Automotive; Mechanical; Electrical;
Chemical; Radio; Marine. Separate chapter on
the Ten Most Needed Inventions. This book may
give you one idea that will win you a fortune.
Nothing else like it has ever been published. Compiled at enormous expense. Edited by Raymond
Francis Yates, formerly Managing Editor of a leading scientific magazine. Over 100 pages durably
bound. Send no money. Pay postman only $1.00
plus postage on arrival. (Outside U. S. $1.20,
cash with order). Money back after 10 days' ex
amination if desired. Limited edition.
Write
NOW.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE

Rochester, New York
who derive largest profits know
and heed certain
simple but vital

facts before applying for Patents. Our book Patent Sense gives those facts; rent free. \Vrite

LACEY & LACEY
644 F

STREET,

WASHINGTON, D.
Established 1869

PATENTS
Applications prepared and prosecuted by registered attorneys.
Patents listed for sale or license.
A complete service for inventors
on new financial basis. Write for

particulars.

INVENTORS SERVICE BUREAU
Washington, D. C.

Box 1648

NEW YEAR - NEW IDEA

PATENT YOUR IDEAS

Call or send me a sketch of

your invention.

PhoneLONgacre 3088

FREEInventors

C.

Recording Blank

Confidential Advice
U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by

Z. H.POLACHEK Reg.PatentAtterney
nrgineer
.'nsNew
1234 Broadway,
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INVENTIONS

`o'mmercialized
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A CASH

OR ROYALTY

BASIS

PATENTED or UNPATENTEL)
/n Basi'ess 25 Years Comp/eteFec/////eseferences.
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had evidently kept the revolver secretly
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in the den, he had drawn it, and dropped
dead with it in his hand. With the letters
\larberry found this little book, his diary."
The Doctor produced a small red book.
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whole-or nearly all-the pathetic story.
Look here-I'll read you extracts."
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forget it-but he did not tell the police, or
anyone, evidently. Then other letters came.
The Doctor read from the diary:
"Whom can I trust? God knows, this
could be anyone. It could be my wife-my
son? But it is not, of course. It could best be
one of those I think is a friend. It must
one of those. Dare I give this to the police?
Of course I must."
But still he did not. A fanatic defiedhe recalled having read of many cases where
swift death overtook the unfortunate victim
who dared fight back. How could he dare
take even the slightest chance? He would
pay the money asked. He took the money,
alone on foot to the place named. But no one
was there to claim it. And the next letter
said that the writer had decided a larger
amount would be necessary. Five thousand
now. But when \Icllray obeyed instructions,
though the letter said a man would appear to
take the money, no one was there.
The Banker demanded, "Why didn't this
blackmailer find some safe way of taking the
money and go ahead and take it? What ob-

ject-"

The Doctor waved the question away.
"Here is the last letter. 'L. C. Well, so you
defied me. That's all right too. But I keep
my word-this is the end. I ain't the person

to go back on what I say. Well when you
get this here note you'll be dead five minutes
after. An your kid will be <lead in an hour.
You can't stop me, an I'll get her too. don't
you think I won't. This is the finish.'"
The Doctor said, "But he didn't defy him,
gentlemen. \Icllray never showed the least
defiance."
The chemist began, "Yost mean-"
"I mean," returned the Doctor with sudden
vehemence, "that the thing is obvious. McIlray's condition was generally known-that
for him to suffer any great agitation would
be dangerous-that any sudden shock would
kill him. This writer knew it, of course.
Made no attempt to collect any money.
Wrote 'So you've defied me,' just to bring
the thing to a climax-to convince Mcllray
that himself and his little daughter were in
immediate deadly danger. The whole thinga dastardly attempt to murder a man by
frightening him to death-and it succeeded."
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THERE was a momentary silence

in the
club-room when the Doctor paused.
"There's the whole story, gentlemen. Naturally the first thing was to identify the
writer of the letters. Marberry could not. A
questioning of Mcllray's family and intimates-there are not so many of them who
could have written the intimate details these
letters contain-ordinary questioning brought
nothing.
"But Mr. Manton here-" The Doctor
gestured toward one of the Club members"Mr. Manton has made a hobby of typewriting-or I should say a science of it. He
has given us absolute proof of who wrote
those letters-"
The Doctor raised his hand to check half
a dozen eager questions. "\Vait, gentlemen!
In a moment you shall hear how we got that
proof. But here is the point: To identify the
letter -writer does not prove premeditated
murder. Or murder at all. The criminal
may very well say, '\Vhy all I wanted to do
was get some money out of him.' \Ve must
prove the intent to kill. And this case is
unique because the murderer (lid nothing
which in itself could prove his intent. You
get the point? Nobody can say from those
letters-as a matter of cold legal proofwhat was in the writer's mind when he
wrote then. His actual planned intent to accomplish what actually occurred. is necessary
-his planned intent to frighten \Icllray to
death-that is what we must prove."
"You can't prove it," the Lawyer exclaimed. "Unless you can get a confession."
The Doctor smiled. "I'm having several
of these people brought here tonight-they
should be here by now. The criminal is
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among them-he does not 3 et know that we
have any proof against him. That's why I
included others whom he might think we
suspected .
Gentlemen, understand me.
You'll see presently that this blackmailermurderer-is what they call hard-boiled. And
by his appearance you would never suspect
it. A queer character-emotionless-or at
least impervious to any emotion \vhich we
could induce in him to make him betray himself. Marberry has studied him. We know
we cannot make him confess-unless we confront him with positive, irrefutable proof.
Then, if we have judged him rightly, he'll
confess quite calmly."
"But the proof ?" demanded the Lawyer.
"How can you prove the intent in his mind?
Nobody knows what was in his mind except
.
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it," the Doctor said.
Now the way Mr. Manton
identified who wrote the letters
The Banker interrupted. "\Vho did write
them? If he intended murder not blackmail, what was his motive?"
Before the Doctor could answer the door
opened and an attendant announced, "They
are all here now, Dr. Adams. Shall I bring
them up?"
The Doctor nodded. As the door closed
he added briskly, "You gentlemen are to do
nothing except sit quiet and listen
You
have the evidence, Marberry?"
We
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detective

answered that he had.
said the Doctor. "Well gentlemen,
you'll hear in a moment how we identified

"Good,

this letter -writer, for I'm going to explain it
to him bluntly. His motive-we have guessed
it-and I believe we can now drag it forth.
With you as witnesses-the unusualness of
this hearing-I think we can get proof of
the !votive. Not from this hard-boiled murderer-from someone else more susceptible
to surprise. That will strengthen our case.
And then for our final proof of premedita t

ion-"

THE INQUEST
HE got no further for the door opened
and the visitors entered. The murder
letters lay scattered ott the table, but the
Doctor made no move to gather them up.
Four men and a woman advanced into the
room. They were introduced to the Club
members, the Doctor making brief frank explanation to his fellow scientists regarding
each of them.
The woman was Sibyl Mcllray, wife of
the dead man. A tall, slim woman of thirtytwo, fashionably dressed, with her luxuriant
chestnut hair coiled on her head. A stunning woman-in her own estimation-and
to do her justice, in the estimation of almost
everyone else. Her manner was friendly,
though reserved; but there was in it now as
she acknowledged the introductions, a hint
of patronage, almost of snobbery.
Taking his seat near her, though he
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seemed to ignore her with the suggestion
that a secret animosity might have been
between them, was Alan Mcllray, the dead
man's son by his first wife. A good-looking
young man of the promising business type.
Of four years service in the Tonola Company, in spite of his youth it seemed likely
lie would be raised to his father's position.
Beside Alan, sat Raymond Worthington.
He was editor of one of the Tonola House
Organs, occasional ad. writer, and general
proof reader of the mass of printing the
Advertising Department issued. A slim,
Byronic -looking man-poetic with his pale
skin. dark eyes and longish, wavy black hair.
Next was Frank Boyce. copy writer and
all-around man of the Advertising Department. A man of about thirty-five. Solidly
built, with a smooth -shaven, ruddy face, pale
eyes, sandy hair and a bald spot. He seemed
to smile overmuch; an air of geniality, of
which doubtless he was proud, radiated from
him.
And last, John Haynes, who kept the records of the voice trials, and wrote for the
Advertising Department all its copy of an
artistic musical angle. A small man, with a
red -brown skin, dark eyes, a rather flat.
broad nose, and sleek, oily very straight
black hair. A likable fellow, this Haynes
-he was well liked in the Tonola Company.
Some said Ile was half American Indian, or
of native West Indian descent. Mrs. Mcllray
considered hint a negro.
Such were the vistors, one of whom, the
Doctor had said, was this murderous criminal. To the listening Club members, it was
obvious that all these suspects used typewriters in their daily routine. Except Mrs.
Mcllray, and she had been a stenographer.
Site had not given it up, but as a point of
fact, had now in her home a small portable
:nachine upon which she typed her social
correspondence.
\Vhen the visitors were seated, Sibyl Mcllray, in a voice cool, gracious, but with annoyance undisguised, demanded abruptly:
"May I ask, Dr. Adams, what your purpose is in this? So-public a gathering-my
time is limited-"
Her glance was on the letters lying on the
table. Each of the visitors had glanced at
them, recognized them from times of various
police questionings.
The Doctor answered smilingly. "I asked
you all here for an informal unofficial inquiry into the death of Mr. Mcllray, as you
know. I shall be brief-blunt-even hasty,
you may be sure." He paused an instant,
and then plunged at once into the heart of his
attack.
"These letters-" He gestured toward them
-"shocked Mr. Mcllray and caused his
death. As you know, the police suspected
one of you five as the writer of
They received it quietly. Not one of them
moved, or spoke. Mrs. Mcllray raised her
pencilled eyebrows and smiled superciliously.
"They suspected you," the Doctor reiterated.
'They still do-but their grilling \vas unavailing, and they had no proof. We of the
Scientific Club, however, now have proof
\\ e know now which of you wrote those

them-"

!

letters!"'

THE PROOF

T struck them like a bomb, surprised,
startled them. Yet the keenly watching
Club members could detect only the normal
startled aspect, not the woman, nor anyone
of the four men showed guilt. Frank Boyce
ejaculated, "By Jove, this is interesting"
and smiled his genial smile. It was out of
place; so much so that Alan Mcllray, himself very sober, leaned over and audibly
whispered, "Shut up, you fool l"
The Doctor went calmly on. "We know
which of you wrote those letters. I'm going
Mr. Marberry,
to tell you how we know
close that door, please."
The detective closed the only door to the
room, locked it ostentatiously and dropped
the key in his pocket. He said grimly, and
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with a faint ironic smile, "Those windowsremember we are nine stories above the
street. This guilty person will du well to sit
quiet. We ask no confession."
Haynes the Indian, with expressionless in
passive face, murmured, "Is one of us sup.
posed to leap through a window? 1 think
this is going to be what they call the third
degree."
You're mistaken," said the Doctor. "I'm
not going to question any of you. We have
all the proof we need
I'll continue. The
problem, briefly, was this: We had a series
of anonymous, typewritten letters, attempting blackmail, threatening murder. We had
five suspects, all of whom use typewriters
daily-all of whom had the knowledge, the
intimate facts concerning Mr. Mcllray which
would have enabled them to write the letters.
\\ hich one-if indeed any of them-was the
letter -writer? Mr. Manton here, found out.
Let me tell you how."
Raymond Worthington said abruptly,
''\Vhy don't you accuse one of us at once?
It would save the rest of us from a good
(teal of apprehension."
"I shall conduct this as I choose," retorted
the Doctor with a frown.
Worthington smiled. "Excuse me.
I
merely implied that you might make an error-accuse the wrong one. Those of us who
are innocent naturally are apprehensive."
"There will be no error," said the Doctor .
" \n examination of the letters,
gentlemen, showed that they were all written
by the same person and upon the same machine. Tricks of phraseology, when analyzed,
showed but one author. Mr. Manton determined also that the illiteracy of the letters
probably was assumed. That was fairly easy
to see. Illiteracy is hard to simulate. You
have only to examine some real specimens of
illiterate letters to see that these are false.
The writer then, we reasoned, was a person
of education.
"Next, that all were written upon one
machine-that too was simple. Typewriters
differ-even those of identical make-and
more especially after they have become old.
Pica type, elite type-different types and
different ribbons. Also less blatant differences-some which you cannot notice without
a magnifying glass. Letters out of alignment-or a corner of the letters chipped off.
These blackmail, murder notes all show the
same machine peculiarities-so we know that
they were all written upon the same machine
rather old, decrepit one.
"Now, of course, had this criminal been
such a fool as to use his own machine at the
office, we could have identified him by that.
But he did not. He had some hidden machine, naturally, and since we had no way of
finding it, the peculiarities inherent to the
I'd prefer that
typewriter ¿id its no good
none of you interrupted me, if you please.
I'll be through in a moment."
Frank Boyce had started to speak. The
Doctor now wholly ignored the visitors, addressing himself to the Club members. "You
gentlemen will realize that the differing
work done by different typewriters is the
same as with different pens in handwriting.
In each case-the pen, the machine-they are
merely the tools. A stub pen writes a broad
stroke; other pens write quite different
strokes. Some old pens scratch; some stick
in the paper on the ascending stroke. All
are mere peculiarities of the tool being used.
"But gentlemen, you all know that in handwriting we do not identify the writer by the
pen he used, but by the personal characteristics of his writing. So it is with typewriting! Not so generally known. This
criminal did not know it. He considered his
machine, but not his typewriting. We have
handwriting experts. Mr. Manton hereshall we call him a typewriting expert? He
has made a study, a science of it."
The Doctor's words were creating a sensation. But nevertheless, not one of the five
visitors showed guilt. The worr.,cn was visi(Continucd on page 364)
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How Lindbergh Navigated

Atlantic

(Continued from paye 298)
operates on a different principle from the
pivoted magnetized needle compass, has been
coming rapidly to the fore.
One of the accompanying diagrams shows
the make-up of the inductor compass, and
also its position when installed on Colonel
Lindbergh's plane. As the plane sweeps
along through the air, it causes either a
small propeller blade or else a cup shaped
air screw to rotate a dynamo armature, the
insulated copper wire winding of which is
similar to that of any ordinary armature,
with the excepton that it is wound on a
laminated wooden core instead of an iron
core. The lead wires of the various coils
from the armature winding, are connected
to a regular copper bar commutator, having
about twenty-four segments in the present
models. Silver contact brushes hear against
the commutator, and the brushes can be
rotated through any angle. All parts are
made of non-magnetic material, excepting
the ball bearing rings supporting the shaft
of the rotating armature. The rotating inductors or copper wires in the slots of the
armature, cut the lines of force of the
earth's magnetic field and cause an electromotive force to be set up or developed in
the rotating winding. The average speed of
the rotating armature is two thousand revolutions per minute. The rotating armature
is placed in a non-magnetic casing, as the
pictures show, and this in turn is supported
in gimbals so that it is free to maintain a
level keel whether the airplane is flying on
the level, ascending or descending, as one
of the illustrations shows.
The coto -se setter lever and dial on the
instrument panel, is connected through a
flexible steel shaft to the brush frame inside
the dynamo casing, so that the position of
the brushes can be changed in accordance
with the course to be flown. The inductor
compass indicating instrument is a galvanometer of about forty ohms resistance, calibrated to read with a zero center, and the
letters L for left and R for right, on the
dial. The inductor compass dynamo works
in wind streams of from 70 to 130 miles an
hour velocity.
The earth inductor compass, pictured
herewith. which Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh said was his greatest aid in navigating
from New York to Paris, is based upon a
simple electrical principle, although it may
appear complicated to the layman. The
compass measures the angle between the
brushes of the generator of the compass
and the earth's magnetic field and enables
the pilot to set his course at any angle to
these lines of force, which point to the
magnetic north.
The inductor compass was invented by
Morris M. Titterington of the Pioneer Instrument Company, and is installed on all
planes to be used for long distance flights.
It is of great value on all parts of the
earth's surface. It is particularly valuable
in polar flying, where the earth's field is
very weak and ordinary compasses will not
function.
The compass consists of three parts: the
generator, the controller and the indicator,
which is really a galvanometer. The generator is a direct current generator, having no
artificially induced field.
The controller is a purely mechanical
device, connected to the generator through
the shaft and casing. Rotation of the controller causes rotation of the brushes of the
generator, and dials on the face of the controller show the angle through which the
brushes have been rotated in relation to the
airplane.
;
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red - blooded, daring he-man? Are you eager for
a life of constant thrills, constant excitement and fascinating events? Do
you crave adventure, popularity, admiration, anti the applause of great
crowds? Then why not get into the
Aviation Industry-the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest
thrill ever offered to man?
Think what Aviation offers you.
Thrills such as sou never had before!
The praise and plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in on the
ground floor «here re-

-

wards will

he unlimited!
Aviation is growing so
swiftly that one can hardly

keep track of all the as-

tonishing new developments. Air -mail routes
have

form

just been extended to
a vast aerial network

over the entire U. S. Airlines and airplane factories
are springing up all over
the country.
Men like

-

Get into this thrilling profession at
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once while the field is new and un-

by a unique new
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Airplane Mechanician
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Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
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success
popularity
and
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can

high -salaried jobs, at home, in spare
time.
Experts will teach you the
set nets-give you all the inside facts
that are essential to your success. And,
the study of Aviation is almost as fascinating as the actual work itself.
Every Lesson is chockful of interest
-tnd so absorbing that you
PICK YOUR JOB! actually forget you are
studying. L1 --,t of all are
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
the ultimate rewards you
Airplane Repairman
are fitting yourself to
Airplane Assembler

Henry Ford are investing millions in
the future of commercial Aeronautics
in America! The possibilities are so tremendous that they stagger imagination.
Everything is set for the greatest
boom in history.
The fortunes that
came out of the automobile industry
and out of motion pictures will be
nothing compared to the fortunes that
will come out of Aviation! There is
just one thing holding it up:-lack of
trained men! Even in the beginning
thousands will he needed-and generously paid. The opportunities open to
them cannot be over -estimated. Those
who qualify quickly will find them-

-
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"Four years ago you and I worked at the
same bench. I realized that to get ahead I
needed special training, and decided to let
the International Correspondence Schools
help me. I wanted you to do the same,
but you said, `Aw, forget it!' You had the
same chance I had, but you turned it down.
No, Jim, you can't expect more money until
you've trained yourself to handle bigger
,
work."

There are lots of "Jims" in the worldin stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Are
you one of them? Wake up! Every time
you see an I. C. S. coupon your chance is
staring you in the face. Don't turn it down.
Right now over 180,000 men and women
are preparing themselves for bigger jobs
and better pay through I. C. S. courses.
You can join them and get in line for
promotion. Mark and mail this coupon,
and find out how.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6196-E, Scranton, Penna.
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cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
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BUILD YOUR OWN

THEWS CLOCK
\Ve furnish blue prints,
finishing material and
instructions. Buy the
works, dial, weights and
pendulum from us at
surprisingly low prices.
You make a fine profit
building artistic clocks
for your friends.
Plain Works As Low As
$5.00. Others With Chimes
Ask For
At All Prices.
Attractive Free Offer.

CLOCK COMPANY
1679 Ruffner St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The operation of the compass depends
upon the rotation of the armature of the
generator, which cuts lines of flux of the
earth's field and generates electricity. Its
potential depends upon the angular relation
between the brushes and the direction of the
earth's field. That is, the output of the
generator is a function of the angle between the position of the brushes and the
magnetic north. Fig. C. As the generator
is assembled, the output is maximum when
the brushes are in a north -south position,
Fig. A, and zero when they are in an east west position, Fig. B.
For proper functioning of the compass it
is simply necessary that the direction which
corresponds to one of these positions of
zero potential be set on the dials of the controller. To determine any unknown direction one rotates the controller, and correspondingly the brushes, until the indicator
reads zero and then reads the direction front
the controller dials.
The usual method of steering by this
compass is to set the desired heading on the
controller and then to steer to keep the indicator on zero.
The compass is affected by the magnetic
Aariations just as the magnetic compass is,
but it does not swing and jiggle with the
motion of the ship as does the magnetic
compass. Allowances have to be made for
these variations, but Colonel Lindbergh had
carefully calculated these and made proper
correction. The entire compass, generator
and all weighs only thirteen pounds.
SAILING THE GREAT CIRCLE
One of the principal arguments concerning Colonel Lindbergh's air flight from
New York to Paris arose over the path that
he followed. \1 itltout looking at a globe,
and particularly if one looks at a Mercator
projection of the earth's surface, it will

appear that the straight and shortest path
between New York and Paris would be
anything but the path followed by Colonel
Lindbergh, but as pointed out by an expert
of the National Geographic Society, the
Colonel really saved 474 miles by flying
along the great circle course. The course
directly east from New York to Paris via
the Azores amounts to 4107 statute miles,
while the course outlined by a string if
stretched tightly between New York and
Paris across New England, Canada and
Newfoundland, across the south of Ireland
to Paris, the route actually followed by
Colonel Lindbergh, shows us a distance
flown of 3,633 statute miles. Thus the hero
flyer saved 474 miles or the difference between these two. A glance at one of the
usual Mercator projections, and also at
a properly proportioned may, shows that
the Colonel's course was practically along
a straight line between New York and Paris,
but on the Mercator projection it appears to
be a far out of the way course and much
longer than a true east course.
One of the untoward features of the trip
was the sleet storm into which he ran which
might have resulted disastrously, but for the
fact that he rose above this storm at tintes
and came through unscathed. It has been
suggested that for future designs of long
distance planes, the hot exhaust gases from
the engine might be caused, to pass through
pipes extending along the front of the wings.
so as to preclude the possibility of sleet
piling up on the wings and struts, and probably forcing the pilot to descend due to the
veight of the accumulated ice.
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The Romance of Modern
Carpet Plakiiig
By JOHN V. SMEALLIE
(Continued front raye 316)

V with its point pointing toward the observer.

Ifs

the

space

between

the cords

forming the bottom of the V and the cords
forming the top of the \ , the loom operator
inserts a piece of the Chenille cord and he
works this clear across the loom with his
fingers, pulling the cord through to the far
end. Locating this cord properly in accordance with the design, he combs it into place
with a comb made of metal, resembling the
average hair comb. The weavers thus assist the beater -reed to perfect the closely
woven fabric. Every time that one of these
Chenille cords is inserted, the loom is
stopped for the hand tufting operation (Fig.
19). This method permits custom made rugs
to meet almost any requirement for size and
shape, character of the yarn and height of
the pile.
\Vhile for several generations the weaving
of carpet strips was limited to 27 inches in
width and only by a slow development went
to 36. 48 and 54 inches. it can now be woven
in this country to nine feet wide, seamless
in Wilton, to 15 feet in Tapestry and Velvet, to 18 feet in Axminster and to 30 feet
in Chenille.

Home Mechanics
B) \v. M. BUTTERFIELD
(Con timed from page 327)
ing the bottom of the lip on the top frame.
This ring serves to keep the air out of the
box, just as a similar ring keeps air out of

fruit -jar.
A rich sandy loam is the best soil for
growing plants in the box; the supply should
come about %" above the top of the tank,
and should be \ell fertilized with humus,
hone meal, etc. before it is put in. The
a

plants can then be set out to suit the taste
or fancy of the builder. One fairly good
sprinkling of tvater should be sufficient to
start the box going in good working shape.
Ventilation is provided for in the removable
top, which can be slightly lifted-the corners
supported on match -sticks, or wholly removed, to dry up excess moisture in the
box, for if the leaves of the plants begin to
decay, or mold appears on the surface of the
soil, it is evident that too much moisture is
present.

The Traveler's Telephone
An Advertisement of
and Telegraph Company

the dnierican Telephone

are the greatest travelers in the world.
They have knit the country together by steel rails and
made it the largest and most
prosperous business community
the world has ever seen. Business, friendship and political
solidarity are maintained by
personal touch, by travel and
the telephone.
Wherever the business man
goes in this country, be it thirty
miles or three thousand, he is
still within earshot of his office,
his family and his friends. He
can get them and they can get
him, and for the longest call in
the United States the day rate
is only $12 and the night rate
is only $8.

AMERICANS

$5,000 for
Perpetual Motion
The editors have received thousands of
different designs of perpetual motion devices, and have received hundreds of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.
The editors know that if they receive
these letters, there are thousands of others
in this country who get similar letters and
who fall for the claims made in the numerous prospectuses giving the earning capacities of the various machines.
Most of the shares of stocks for these
perpetual motion machines are being sold
at a rate of $1.00 per share, although some
inventors are trying to sell shares of stocks
at $100.00 per share.
Therefore the editors of this publication
say, "Just come in and show us-merely
SHOW us- a working model of a perpetual motion machine and we will give
you $5,000.00. But the machine must be
made to operate by tides, winds. waterpower, natural evaporation or humidity. It
must be perpetual motion."

For the Bell Telephone
S} stem is an idea in
force nationally. All the
instruments are designed in the
largest industrial laboratory in
the world and made in the same
factories to the one standard of
fitness. All of the telephone
builders, repairers and operators
are trained to the same ideal and
aim; stated by President Walter
S. Gifford as:
"A telephone service for the
nation, so far as humanly possible free from imperfections,
errors or delays, and enabling
at all times anyone anywhere
to pick up a telephone and talk
to anyone else anywhere else,
clearly, quickly and at a reasonable cost."
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A special technical school with concise but compre) ensi re e..urse In Electrical Engineering designed to be
completed In ONE COLLEGE YEAR. Non-essertlals eliminated. Thorough knowledge of underlying
principles emphasized. Theory and practice are closely interwoven in class -room and laboratory.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The course Is designed for earnest. ambitious young men of limited time and means.
Curriculum includes mathematics, mechanical drawing and Intensive shop work. Students
construct motors, install wiring, test electrical machines. Graduates are qualified to enter
the electrical field at once.
Bliss men hold responsible positions throughout the world. Thoroughly equipped fireproof dormitories, dining hall, laboratories and shops. Prepare far your profession in the
most interesting city in the world. School established 1893. Catalogon request. Address

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,

148 Takoma Aaenue

ashington, D. C.
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yourself
It's a regular hobby with
thousands of peopleto fix things themselves.
And now, with Kester

Metal Mender men,
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You too, can use Kester
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(Continued front paye 360)
bly excited. Three of the men were tense,
with what even to one innocent, might have
been a normal apprehension; but the Indian
still was impassive. The Doctor had said
that this criminal was hard-boiled. It seemed
so indeed.
"The science of identifying typewriting,"
the Doctor continued, "I believe will develop
into great importance in criminology-and
hitherto it has been neglected. I won't weary
you with details-here are, briefly, its fundamentals-to give you an idea of what 1
mean. In studying the work of different
typists, we have good work, poor work,
erasures, x-ing out letters and stords. Those
are general characteristics such as of a good
or a poor penman-but they are not specifically indis idual. However, in addition, inherent to all the typing a person does, is an
individuality quite comparable though of
course not so obvious to the untrained eye,
as handwriting. Some of the individualities
can be seen at a glance, others only by
scrutiny under a magnifying glass. But
they are always there.
"Here are some of them. A typist may
obviously use the professional touch system.
but the stroke will be rather weak with the
fourth finger of each of the hands. Most
generally that finger, for the ligament tying
it gives it less freedom of action than any
of the others. The weak stroke, boss ever,
might be any finger. Whichever it is, it
remains always the saute-and since, with
the touch system each finger has its allotted
letters to strike, the peculiarity can be identified. Under a magnifying glass the least
difference of power in the stroke can be discerned.
"Or again. A typist may have an offending finger; and, when making a very light
letter, will frequently back space and strike
the letter over again. That is readily noticed. Or, an inexpert typist will use the
'hunt and peck,' involving but two fingers
at the most of each hand. Such a typist may
only use the left hand shift key, and needing
a capital letter at the left of the keyboard,
will reach over with his right hand and
give it a strong poke with his forefinger.
Easily seen and recognized."
Frank Boyce, with the grace this time not
to smile, murmured, "1 wonder which one
of us does these things."
The Doctor ignored him. "Another will
thump his period unduly hard. A rapid typist
again, sometimes goes too fast for his machine. The simple combination of t-h-ehis impetuosity will cause him to strike the
t-ll so rapidly as to run them inordinately
close together-the escapement not quite
keeping pace with him.
"Or sometimes, with the combination of
a comma followed by a space, a typist of
unprofessional training will develop a peculiar ultra -rapid touch, using the right forefinger and the thumb. Even a machine in
very good shape will frequently jump two
spaces when that is done. A typist prone
to that peculiarity will in a single page have
that happen several times, yet another typist,
using the same machine, would never have
it happen.
"You follow me, gentlemen? I might go
on with these individualities for a long time
-Mr. Manton has tabulated nearly a hundred.
But I think I've given you enough to show
you what we mean. It is true that a typist
with extreme care, could disguise or correct
many of these peculiarities. The two -space
jump, for instance, could readily be watched
But this anonymous letter
and avoided.
writer had no such thought. And lie was
absorbed with the difficulty of simulating
illiteracy. Content that he \vas using a
secret machine, he typed in quite his normal
fashion.
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"Another point. A single sentence of
typewriting gives nothing conclusive. It is
the average over a large number of sentences. Fortunately in this case, the anonymous letters give us ample length. And you
will realize, of course, that for comparison,
we had no difficulty in securing from the
Tonola office voluminous specimens of typewriting of these four men."
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IT'S WHAT THE YOUNGER CROWD THINKS ABOUT IT!

THE ACCUSATION

NOW the whole world

Doctor's tone turned suddenly grim
1 and menacing. "Gentlemen, there is absolutely no possibility of error. So obvious
a result that any twelve jurors will see it
at a glance. Each and every one of these
anonymous letters-how many peculiarities,
Mr. Manton?"
"Nine," responded Manton quietly. "I
have tabulated them, marked them in the
original anonymous letters."
"Quite so. Nine, gentlemen, no more, no
less. Nine-always the same nine in each
of the murder notes. \Ve then take the
office specimens-the work of four different
typists. All have peculiarities-some the
same peculiarities in common. But only one
of these four typists has that exact set of
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What a whale of a difference just a few cents make!
nine, and he has them. That exact set of
nine-no more, no less. Is there any room
for doubt, gentlemen? The evidence is here,
irrevocably typed, mathematically beyond any
coincidental possibility."
Manton, at a signal from the Doctor, had
produced a sheaf of yellow typewritten pages,
office copy of ads, House Organ editorials,
articles on the merits of the phonograph,
and the like. Pages marked with Manton's
penciled notes. And a tabulated list of explanations appended.
The club members leaned forward. Several of the visitors were on their feet. All
recognized the authorship of this office copy.
Alan Mcllray leaped forward. With this
assailant of his father now exposed, the son's
wrath played forth.
"You damned murderer. They got you.
Got you-"
He was bending over Raymond Worthington; would have attacked him but the
detective forced him away. \Vorthington
kept his seat. His face was paler titan usual.
Sweat was on his forehead, but he forced a
smile.
"Murderer?" His voice was calmly, cynically questioning. There was a tremor in
it, but it did not break. "Murderer? as I
understand it these letters attempt to blackmail. They make idle threats, nothing else.
I see no evidence of murder."
The detective was hack upon him. "You

admit the authorship'"
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The Doctor interposed, "He doesn't have
We've proven it against him. Let him
alone-it will go harder with him if he maintains innocence in the face of this evidence."
There was a brief pause, then Worthington made a gesture. "I'm not a fool. I
wrote the letters, yes." He had better control of himself now. One of those usual
characters whose looks wholly belie their
nature. One would have said this longhaired poetic -looking Worthington would
have been emotional in the extreme. Yet he
was not was indeed, coolly calculating his
mind now, undoubtedly busy, deciding upon
the course to give him the best standing
possible with the law he soon would have
to.
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"I wrote them," lie reiterated. "Make the
most of it. fly intention was to get some
money out of him. He paid me too little in
the office." He simulated a momentary vehemence. "I knew he was in delicate health,
but forgot it. My God, if I'd realized the
letters night shock him-might jeopardize
his life-even so, my conscience is clear as
to that. I only wanted money. I didn't
get ít, but I'll admit I tried to."
"We sympathize with you," said the Doctor ironically. "Gentlemen, -this fellow knows
what he is doing-he's calculating every
word. He murdered Leonard Mcllray-premeditatetl murder-and he thinks we cannot
prove it. He has had experience with the
law-been sentenced twice in England for
forgery and petty thievery. You didn't know
we were aware of that, did you, Worthing-

ton?"
"No," he said calmly. "But since it's a
matter of record, I admit it freely."
The Doctor turned away, swinging abruptly to Mrs. Mcilray. The woman, to
one watching her closely, had been acting
very strangely. One might have thought,
with this assailant of her dead husband at
last unmasked, she would have been triumphant, wrathful of him as was her stepson
Olan. Instead she was obviously frightened,
apprehensive, with a fear not for herself, but
for this \Vorthington, now trapped and in the
hands of the law. At his admission of guilt.
"Raymond," in agonized cry liad burst from
her. The Doctor, who had been observing
her more closely than he had the man, now
swiftly confronted her, his manner menacing, his voice grim with an edge of steel.
"You know why he did this thing. His
She looked up to hint; the color faded
front her cheeks, leaving them grotesque
with their vivid rouge. His gaze held her

as he event on.

"This Worthington is in love with you.
You knew it; you reciprocate it-admitted
to him your love."
She stammered, "I-why he-" Then resolutely stopped.
"Your friends suspected it," the Doctor
went on. "Since we proved this fellow the
letter writer, Marberry has quietly been
questioning them."
The detective jumped forward, confronted
her. "Yesterday you very nearly told me
so yourself. You tried to hide it, but you're
guilty-I knew it yesterday-guilty as hell."'
They would not give her time to speak.
The Doctor put in, "Your little daughter
Elsie knew it. There's where we got the
real information. Knew it, without knowing, thank heaven, what it meant. She told
us-told me she overheard you and \Vorthington. Heard him ask, 'If you were free,
Sibyl, would you marry me?' And you
said, 'Yes, yes, Raymond, I would.'"
THE MOTIVE

THE Doctor swung away. "There

is the

murder motive, gentlemen. This woman,
inheriting the bulk of her husband's estate,
would be at his death comparatively rich.
Technically a virtuous wife, but she loved
this cad-admitted to hint that if she were

month.
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free she would marry hint. Sealed-unwittingly her husband's death warrant.
The Detective exclaimed : "Elsie heard
you say that. You did say it, didn't you?
Do you dare deny it?"
She was confused; on the verge of sobbing. "You-you mean-" she half whispered. "You mean, I tried to kill my husband. That's rot-"
"Of course not," the Doctor interrupted.
"I said the contrary. You could not-or
did not-know what this Worthington would
do. But you admitted you loved him? Told
him-if you were free-you would marry
him? \Ve do not blame you-no blameyou meant nothing-"
She broke down. "I mean nothing-that's
true. But I did love him-not my husband.
That's true. It's all true, what you say."
"Sibyl l" It was a cry of angry warning
from Worthington, but she was sobbing and
too overwrougl.t to heed it. "I meant nothing wrong-before God, I meant-and I did
nothing wrong. I-I could not help loving
him. And I told him so-but I told him
I'd never divorce Leonard. He was good
to me. Good to me, and now he's dead."
The Doctor left her. She was sobbing
uncontrolled; and Alan Mcllray led her
aside, with obvious revulsion yet man enough
to comfort her.
The Doctor again fronted Worthington.
"So you see, we now have your motive for
premeditated murder."
\Vorthington was gripping the arms of his
chair. His eyes roved the room as though
instinctively he sought escape. Then they
fastened upon the Doctor's face. He sneered.
"The woman's a fool."
"Site was, but she isn't any longer."
"You think you could make anyone believe that hysterical story?" He was forcing an argumentative tone, striving to appear
at ease.
The Doctor responded calmly, "Of course,
and they'll believe the child and the corroborative evidence of everyone who knew you
and her."
\\ orthington's gesture \vas resigned. "Have
it your own way. Say I had a motive. That
proves no crime. I swear I intended nothing but blackmail by those letters. You
can't prove what was in my mind. I know,
and you don't.
"Oh, es I do. And I can prove it. I
will-here and now-mark you, gentlemenas soon as we knew this \Vorthington was
the criminal we set about finding his hidden
typewriter upon which he wrote the notes.
Ile has never been near it since he wrote
the last one on the morning of Mcllray's
death. Naturally he would stay away front
it. But to trace his former movements and
find it was a simple though laborious piece
of detective work. The murder notes were
mailed in several towns adjacent to Maple
Grove, some in Maple Grove and some here
in New York. That last one postmarked
noon, was posted in Rollinsdale. It is a
fifteen minute trolley ride from Maple
Grove; the trolley passes the Tortola factory.
"\farberry found by inquiry, that Worthington left the office about ten -thirty that
morning. Ile has no automobile; and he
was observed to take the trolley. It is a
branch line; it goes nowhere but to Rollins dale. From ten -thirty until noon-only an
hour and a Half-\-farberry assumed that
\Vorthington might have gone to his secret
typewriter, written and mailed the letter.
Mailed it hastily near at hand, near noon
and this would, by \Vorthington's calculations, deliver it in the Maple Grove late
afternoon delivery.
"Merely presumptive reasoning on Mar berry's part-that the typewriter was in
Rollinsdale-but it proved to be correct.
The rest was easy. \Vorthington, most naturally had htrerl a room or small office somewhere in Rollinsdale. Probably under an
assumed name. But \Vorthington is a distinctive type-easy to describe, and Rollins dale is a small place. Marherry, accom-
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partied by myself with two other assistants
and Mr. Manton, made a canvass. We found
in a cheap boarding house that a man named
Blaine, who answered Worthington's description, was renting a room, not sleeping
in it, but occasionally using a typewriter.
He had said he was an author.
"\\ e found the typewriter, took possession
of it. We have it here-an old, battered
machine. It has a broken letter which appears in all the murder notes. Additional,
clinching evidence. Does this interest you,

Worthington?
"Very, he replied, with a faint touch of
sarcasm. But his face was even paler than
before. The sense that he was trapped must
have been coming to him. He added caut'ously
"You say you have the machine
here? May I see it?"
The Doctor nodded. Marberry liad already crossed the room, opened a closet, returning with an old, somewhat dilapidated
typewriter, which lie placed on the table.
Worthington regarded it without emotion;
then he gave a mirthless laugh.
"That's the one I used. That landlady
will of course identify me and the machine,
so I admit it, naturally. But, Doctor Adams,
this is all to no purpose. I wrote the letters intending blackmail, nothing more."
"We'll see about that," said the Doctor
grimly. A tenseness came to his voice;
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and it spread, this tenseness, about the room
as though his hearers realized that now he
had come to the climax of his attack.
"Gentlemen, the vital point now is-did
Worthington write these letters merely for
blackmail, or with intent to kill. We have
established that he hail a strong motive to
desire McIlray's death. But that proves
nothing. Did he have in his mind as he
wrote, a definite intent to kill? Gentlemen,
look at that typewriter, notice it has a nice
new black ribbon on it-not the ribbon which
was used for the murder notes. That ribbon tells the story! It has been used only
once-part of it not at all."
The Doctor pointed to the typewriter
which stood now on the table with the electrolier shining full upon it. "On that ribbon, gentlemen, you will find the impressions made by typing upon it just once.
A short note-so short that there was no
occasion to reverse the movement of the
ribbon. The letters are quite legible. Like
a sheet of carbon paper used but once, or
a new blotter used once, it contains the
letters, words, sentences which were impressed upon it."
The Doctor was talking very rapidly now.
Worthington had risen to his feet and then
had sunk back to his chair.
"Mr. Manton and I very carefully transcribed those words. They were written
previous to Mr. 111cilray's death; remember
that. We have positive evidence that Worthington never again returned to the typewriter after that morning. The ribbon shows
us a letter to his darling Sibyl. He wrote it;
we found in it that same set of his individual
peculiarities. A love letter, which he wanted
to look nice with a new ribbon, and it states
that now that her husband is dead, soon she
will be his. A foolish letter to write. Doubtless he concluded so and never sent it. But
he wrote it, before his victim died. That
almost proves intent to kill-perhaps not
quite. But, gentlemen, when he finished the
letter, he typed-possibly upon another piece
of paper-or possibly having then decided
not to send the letter, he added it as a postscript. With morbid desire, doubtless to see
how the words would look, and then destroy
them, as of course lie thought he did. The
words, t1 hope I kill /tine-i want hint to die
-1'11 be so glad-glad-' Is that premeditated murder, or isn't it? He put what was
in his mind there on the ribbon!"
The room was in confusion. Worthington sat clutching the arms of his chair. A
stupid, fatuous grin was on his face, but his
eyes were wide with terror. His composure
wholly gone, he stammered:
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\Vorthington flashed him a look; and sat
apart with the lawyer, whispering earnestly.
Once ile looked up and demanded:
"Are you going to present this evidence?
Not give me a chance-"
"You deserve nothing," responded the Doctor sternly, "and you know it."
"You'll swear to it? To all this evidence?"
The
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For a moment Worthington was silent.
struggling to master the emotion which had
suddenly surged over him. "No," he said;
and his voice now was calmer. "I never
saw that ribbon. It wasn't on the machine
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They wrote him a confession. He signed,
and presently the detective had led hint
away. The Doctor gazed at the closing
door with a faint smile.
"The typewriter told us many things,
gentlemen, thanks to Mr. Manton. All of
them were true-up to the finding of that
ribbon. You see, we were morally certain
of his intent to kill, but we could not prove
it. So we forged that last vital link in the
chain of evidence ourselves. Ile was the
type of criminal who bargains with the law.
\\ e knew that from his record in England.
\Vc (lid not find that typewriter ribbon. He
slid not write those fatal words. But Mar berry, Manton and I convinced him we would
swear that he did, and he knew his best
course was to yield."
The faint smile was still upon the detective's lips. -Would we have sworn falsely
had he stood us off? I do not think soI should not want that on my conscience.
But he did not stand us off, because he was
guilty. An innocent man would have held
out to the end. And there, gentlemen, is
something to think about. Guilt is always
handicapped. You need only to know how to
take advantage of its inherent weaknessand you have it beaten."
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Our Spiritualistic
Investigations

R.F.Iacuult*
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SUPER HETERODYNES

* Originator

and Designer of the

nationally known "ULTRA DYNE," Radio Engineer and former editor, with many years of
practical experience in Super Heterodynes.

He has written
this book for you

By DUNNINGER

(Continued from page 317)

beginning of the séance was finally announced. The visitors proceeded to seat
themselves in a circle. The scarcity of chairs
necessitated many seating themselves upon
the floor, and making themselves comfortable upon the many pillows placed there for
their convenience.
The lady of my stery nestled herself in
th large throne chair, as Emma proceeded
to place three or four slates upon the lap
of the medium. Several bells, and a tambourine were also placed along side the
slates. One of the oriental servants brought
forth a cloth of heavy black silk, daintily embroidered, adding an additional touch of the
far East.
To the sound of an organ in a nearby
room, several hymns were sung, and the medium entered an apparent trance. Emma now
threw the large cloth over the head of Miss
Bosworth, completely covering her form
from view. Two small holes near the lower
end of this cloth, permitted the medium's
hands to project, allowing them to thus be
in clear view of the audience at all times.

«Yównsend
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A.

COMPLETE
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production of
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1927.

leg and
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Charles Ellis, 88 Jones Ave., Columbus, Ohio,
says. "Your Eliminator is working fine. Have
had station WJAX and others over 1.000 miles
distant. Picked up 22 different stations one
evening and around .30 another time. ]sly
neighbor has a $27.50 Eliminator and I don't
see that it works any better than yours."
Deli.ers up to 100 volts on any set, on D. C.
or A. C.-any cycle. Full tone, clarity and

1
RE. LACAULT has been an Editor of
. Radio magazines for many years. He
has specialized in the greatest and most powerful of all Radio Circuits, "The Super Heterodyne." He has studied, originated and
developed to marvelous perfection the "ULTRADYNE" Super -Heterodyne. He has
advised thousands of set owners and builders
in Super -Heterodyne problems.
-and now he has used his immense experience, his clear mind and his editorial ability
to write, by far, the most lucid, interesting,
instructive and plainly written book on the
theory and construction of Super -Heterodynes that has ever been published.
You who already own Super -Heterodynes
will find this book specially helpful in locating and correcting troubles. A special trouble chart is printed for detecting and correcting common faults.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send us a card mentioning this
book with your name and address. \Ve
will mail you the book. You pay the
postman $1.97 plus a few cents postage
on delivery.
Distributed by

The Consrad Co., Inc.
230 5TH AVE., NE\V YORK, N. Y.

In a soft. sweet voice, Emma explained that
for those who were skeptically inclined, the
arrangement was quite convincing that the
medium could move neither her hands nor
her feet, unless such action were detected by
the audience. The cloth extended only sufficiently over the body of the medium, so as
to permit the feet of the medium to remain
ill constant view. The hands were likewise
continuously exposed through the two holes
in the cloth, so it was quite evident that if
any manifestations presented themselves,
they were of spirit control ; inasmuch as the
medium was helpless in offering any physical
assistance.
The organ continued to play. Dead silence
predominated. Contrary to my expectations.
the lamps were not lowered. Several moments elapsed. Suddenly Miss Bosworth began to moan. A quivering beneath the cloth,
directly above her lap, was apparent. Distinctly the sound of bells were heard ..
then the tapping of tambourines. Suddenly
the instruments sprung around forcibly bereath this covering. After several moments
of musical vibration, the bells and tambourine suddenly fell to the floor. These were
quickly picked up by Emma. and handed to
one of the Jap maids, who carried them out
of the room. During this time, the medium's
hands, which were, of course, constantly in
view, twitched nervously. Her slim white
fingers moved about, and occasionally her
hands assumed the position of 3 dosed fist.
It was plain to see that these hands were
really flesh and blood, and not an imitation,

48 W. Fulton St.,

Gloversville. N.Y.
"Received the Townsend all O. K. It is
the best in the World and that is saying some.
I have a Radiola 4 tube. Get more
stations than ever before. Some of them
are CFCF, CKNC, WGY, KDKA, WGZ,
WIP, WWJ, KTHS. KOP, KOA, WHAS.
WTAM and KSD-besides 4 in Chicago,
all in the East and then some."
A. W. Gale.
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bration again continued. The spirits were at
work once more. Emma produced another
slate from beneath the cloth, and there was
another message. This one was read aloud.
It carafe from two spirits. The names were
rapidly acknowledged by,two of the sitters.
These proceedings continued until several
messages were thus produced. A fresh set of

slates were now examined, and stacked upon
the wonder -lady's lap. Under cover of the
cloth, more action was evident, and more
messages came forth. Finally we received a
message from Henry Manning. He wrote
how happy he was. and how much he missed
me. He told me that he was anxious to reorganize our friendship at some later date.
All of this puzzled me considerably, inasmuch as I had never known anyone by that
name intimately. The name was a fictitious
one. which I had merely called to test the

medium's ability.
After many more moans and groans, Miss
Bosworth awoke from her apparent trance.
The cloth was now removed, and there sat
the lady. apparently exhausted front her great
strain. Many of the spectators arose from
their seats, and questioned the medium
closely as to her condition, apparently much
concerned about her health. A glass of water
was quickly served to Miss Bosworth by
one of her attendants. All in all, the picture
was perfect. One thing must he said, in
credit to this lady for her amazing performance. She was truly a marvelous actress. She overlooked nothing in the line of
stage-setting, atmosphere. or effect. She
more than satisfied her clients, all of whom
left quite convinced and well satisfied with
the demonstration in general.
"How, then," you will ask, "did the medium cause these bells to ring
how was
the vibration produced? \\ ho wrote the messages upon the slates, and how did the manifestations in general take place?" The medium did them all herself. clear reader
each and every one of them. "How, then."
you ask, "were both her hands in view constantly, through the holes in the cloth, that
covered her form from \ iew?" Quite true
.
. two
hands were evident, both of flesh
and blood, but only one of these belonged
to our wonder -lady. The other hand. as the
diagram discloses, belonged to a girl. who
pushed her arm up through the leg of the
throne chair. This young lady was concealed
in the room below, and pushed her arm
through a small opening in the floor, up into
the hollow of the leg of the chair. The
highly carved and ornamented framework
of this structure well concealed the small
trap, through which the hand made its entrance and exit. Rather a tedious position
or one's hand, I will admit, but considering
the very profitable business that the medium
was conducting, it is likely that the lady
was more than well compensated, both for
her assistance and silence in the matter. It
is simple to conceive that all of the writings
and the bell ringings were accomplished by
he free hand of Miss Bosworth, concealed
teneath the silken cloth of mystery.

...
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Traceless Poisons-Nonsense
By UTHAI VINCENT WILCOX
(Continued from page 313)

LAUGH
an hour a day
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LAUGHS"
The newest and funniest
joke book in the world
Did you ever pick up a French, German or Spanish joke magazine and
wonder what their specially good cartoons said? Here's a brand new laugh
book with hundreds of the best Foreign jokes and illustrated cartoons
translated into English for you, together with plenty of good American
humor and cartoons.
\ltogether this is the greatest, funniest, most uproarious book of jokes
and cartoons ever presented to Americans.
Each leaf of this book is one merry
round of pleasure. Every joke is a
winner.
Relax from your daily grind, spend an
hour a day in good old-fashioned
laughter. It's a healthy recreation.
"1001 Laughs" is an extra -large size
book 9 x 12 inches, with over 300 illus-

trations.

50c. ONLY
PAGES OF
UPROARIOUS JOKES
116

and

HUNDREDS OF SELECTED
ILLUSTRATED CARTOONS.

BUY YOUR COPY NOW!
ASK YOUR NEWSDEALER
OR ORDER DiRECT

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Avenue. New York City

poison mentioned therein which he decides
to use. The next problem is how to pro.cure it. If he goes to his druggist, the druggist will probably never have heard of it.
If by some freak of fate the would-be
poisoner does get hold of one of the drugs
of fiction, the chances arc that he can dose
his mother-in-law until she dies of old age.
"The layman then decides, as ninety per
cent of all poisoners rlo, to fall back on one
of the good old standbys, either white arsenic
or potassium cyanide. He goes to his druggist and tries to buy one of these. He is
refused on the ground that what he is trying to buy is a deadly poison. He will
probably try other drug stores -with various
stories about desiring to kill a dog or rats.
Perhaps he will at last find one that will
sell the chemical to hint. But at tae same
time he will be forced to sign a book kept
for this purpose in the drug store, and he
can also be certain that the druggist will
remember his exact appearance if any case
of poisoning should develop in the neighborhood.
"Yearly the restrictions on the sale of
dangerous drugs grow increasingly strict.
Strychnine, atropine, phosphorus, arsenic, and
the cyanides are practically the only ones
that a layman has a chance of procuring.
And even on these he is carefully checked.
"Even in the industries where a certain
amount of chemicals of a poisonous nature
are used a close check is kept on the stocks.
In fact there is probably today a great deal
more industrial poisoning than there ever
has been of a private nature. Everyone
remembers the wave of deaths that followed
experimental work with a new gasoline mixture and everyone knows that there are certain industries characterized by their deadly
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LearnRADtOfor.
BIGGER PAY/
Jobs paying $50 and all the way
up to $200 a week are waiting for
Get into
the Radio-trained man.

the new, growing Radio profession
if you want to earn more money,
have bigger opportunities for the
future. I will train you at home
in your spare time. Previous experience not needed-you learn
quickly in a simple, clear and unforgettable way. Grade school education, or even less, is enough to
start.

SMITH

3. E.

President

Earn $15, $20, $30 Weekly

nature.

Right Away "On The Side"

"Friends have often asked what would
be the perfect poisoning technique in these

You lean it all by doing.
So practical Is the training
you get that almost from the time you start you ran put
show
your nev knowledge to use.
Little Radio jobs
You how to do in your spare hours ran bring you 2,
much ar $13, $20. $30 extra rash, weekly. after you get
well started.
This Radio training of mine is the one
that's World-famous as the "Course That Pays For Itself." Stany of my students put aside enough extra cash
to start their own Radio business on graduation-all
earned by this spare -time Radio work done while they
are learning.

BOOTLEG DRINKS NEARLY IDEAL

times. Supposing a man had a connection
that he wished to he rid of, a rich relative
or an admirer of his wife, as in most poison
cases. Supposing he invited this person to
a party at his home and into a bottle of
bootleg whisky slipped some wood alcohol.
At the present time such a poisoning would
come as close to being perfect in nature as
possible. To be sure, it would be obvious
that the poisoner's victim had [lied of wood
alcohol poisoning. But everything would
point to it being an ordinary bootleg whisky
death and as to obtaining deadly alcohol, any
would-be poisoner can take it out of his car's
radiator.
"In recent years much has been made of
germ poisoning and the impossibility of detecting such poisoning," said Mr. Smith,
author of "Famous Poison Mysteries," published by the Dial Press. "There have been
three recent American cases in which it was
charged that germs were used to remove
In the case of Colonel
an undesirable.
Swope it was charged that typhoid germs
were adntinisterd. The same was charged
in the death of John E. Peck, Michigan drug
millionaire and also in the Shepherd case,
where it was not proved.
"But attractive as germ poisoning is in
theory, its fundamental weakness lies in the
fact that you've got to get your germ before
you can administer it. And the hospitals
and laboratories guard their stocks more
closely than a museum guards its treasures.
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A REVELATION
that is an EVOLUTION in Radio
The

STROBODYNE

IS SPECIALLY FOR SCOFFERS-for you
Radio Men who have been self -convinced that there
could be nothing new in principle
especially, in the design of Radio
Circuits.
Here at RADIO NEWS, we receive
re...a.... glom.
hundreds even thousands of Radio

THIS

RADIO
NEWS

circuits yearly. Perhaps more than
any other organization in the world.
By force of necessity we have become perhaps the most critical and
discriminating judges of Radio Circuits anywhere.
We want you to agree, as we know
you will when you read about it,
that the "STROBODYNE" exclusively published this month in "RADIO
NEWS" is the year's greatest Radio

100

Circuit. It incorporates a rew principle, a very remarkable principle that uses a marvelous system of frequency
changing and gives a sensitivity
that is as astounding as it is rare
in Super circuits.
..,.,,,.
The "Strobodyne" is not just a
AUGUST
new circuit, it is a new epoch in
25 Cents
Radio.
We cannot emphasize this too much
-nor can we tell you all about it
in this space.
If you don't read about it
you
immediately become a back number in Radio-a man of the older
school-Radio has advanced past
you.
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By H. G. WELLS
THE Martians descend upon the earth, not many miles from London,
clad in gigantic steel armor 100 or more feet high and equipped with
a terrific, terrifying heat ray. They annihilate regiments, destroy power,
ammunition, everything that man has invented to stop them.
Will they conquer the earth? Will men be swept into oblivion? Will
these inhabitants of Mars-forced to develop unheard of inventionscoerce men into slavery?
Read the most thrilling, most amazing, most realistic story of the War
of the Worlds in the August Issue of AMAZING STORIES.
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The Retreat to Mars
by Cecil B.
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What Chalice Has
Your Baby?
By H. H. DUNN

(Continued from page 300)

do YOU
have to be
shown
YOU have most certainly read many
reports of men and women who
have built up, in their sparetime,
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often bring amazing incomes:
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nues of distribution or selling are given
-such methods of selling by mail as are
applicable and all similar details are
discussed, and Fourth-information of
importance in carrying on to reap large,
generous profits is discussed.
Sparetime Money Handbook contains
100 Pages, of the large magazine, 9 x 12
inches-with handsome colored covers,
over 100 illustrations.
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Price 50c
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writer, "I found a gradual reduction of the
sex -ratio through the early years of childhood. In some places, the female death rate
even exceeds that of males for a few years
in later childhood. In several countries,
though not in all, it is greater during the
period of child-bearing. After this, the male
rate of mortality again exceeds that of the
females. In the advanced -age groups, there
commonly are more women than men."
Differences in the mortality of the two
sexes are due in part to the circumstance of
sex, and in part to the different conditions
(i.e., environment) under which the sexes
live, according to Dr. Holmes. Because of
these varying and various conditions under
which the sexes live, especially in later life,
and which modify what scientists know as
the "natural incidence" of sex mortality,
Dr. Holmes has confined his studies largely
to infants dying in the first year of life. The
results of this study become of particular
value as a basis for preventive measures
against epidemic and endemic-otherwise
known as "general"-diseases during that
early period.
With these differences in the mortality of
the sexes, Dr. Holmes couples differences
in the distribution of deaths in a population,
which are due, he deduces, in part to accidents of environmental influences, and in
part to variations in hereditary endowment.
This leads directly to the thought that, since
some diseases undoubtedly are hereditary,
and that there may be hereditary predisposition to other diseases, there is also a selective death rate. This points in turn to evolutionary action and development in man, since
it has been found by a long series of studies
and tabulations that a high death rate in the
first year of life is counterbalanced negatively by a low death rate for the same
group of children a few years later.
"The inference to be drawn from this,"
said Dr. Holmes, "is that if there is a high
death rate in the first year, a larger proportion of weaklings are eliminated, and the
remainder, on the average, are better able to
withstand the vicissitudes of future years.
Into this condition, also, enters the factor
of the immunization of the child survivors
of an epidemic, such as diphtheria or scarlet
fever, which, even though it caused no selective mortality, would render children immune to these diseases later on. and, therefore, would tend to reduce the average death
rate."
Fundamental differences of sex are determined by the peculiarities of the chromosome complex characteristic of males and
females, and are, therefore, due to hereditary
factors. It is Dr. Holmes' conclusion that
the greater mortality of the male is an action of natural selection in discriminating
against one sex on the basis of the endowment received from its ancestors through
heredity. Amplifying this thought, Dr. Holmes said:
"Primarily, the differences in male and
female mortality are due to heredity; they
are an expression, directly or indirectly, of
the complex of hereditary factors with which
each sex starts its existence. To a certain
extent, perhaps, the lowered vitality of males
may be due to recessive sex -linked genes.
Most sex -linked characters in man are recessive, and hence are much more frequently
found in males."
In other words, the elimination of the
male at a comparatively early period in life,
such as is commonly noticed in insects and
in other forms of life more easily studied
than man, seems to persist in man. This
may not leave the "female of the species
(Continued on page 377)
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"Then," added Dr. Holmes, "there is the
'Y' chromosome, which never occurs in the
female, and, which, therefore, never is entrusted by Nature with the transmission of
any traits essential for the welfare of the
species. In fact, it is rare that any hereditary
trait is clearly dependent on factors carried
by the 'Y' chromosome. In Drosophila (a
fruit fly) whose 'X' chromosome carries factors for about 200 sex -linked characteristics,
the 'Y' chromosome, which is nearly as large
as the 'X' behaves practically as an empty

1<

vessel."
One of the results of the investigation just
completed by Dr. Holmes is to show that
infant mortality for the colored population
is much higher than it is for the white,
while the sex -ratio of deaths among babies
is much lower in the negroes titan in the
whites. This affords a striking illustration
of the principle mentioned above that a low
sex -ratio of deaths goes with a high infant
mortality. For the same reason, the much
higher sex -ratio shown since 1914 is a result of the marked decline in infant mortality which has taken place in recent years.
From 1914 to 1923, the death ratio for white
infants was 131.5 boys to 100 girls, while
for colored babies, it was 122.4 males to 100
females.
Equipped with the knowledge that the
hoy baby has considerably less chance of surviving his first year-or, in fact, any other
year-than his sister, parents will be interested in knowing the responsibility of the
various childhood diseases for these deaths.
In the period under consideration, from 1900
to 1923, the common infectious diseases, such
as measles, diphtheria, bronchitis, pneumonia,
diarrhea and enteritis, took 124.3 boy babies
for every 100 girls. Whooping cough is excepted in this tabulation because it is the
one outstanding disease which carries off
atore females than wales in the first year of

RIERBERT CLARKa
Ww(d1 P.ew,io Ce.,,n&

HERBERT CLARKE 'con-

I

! ceived a superior

cornet. Frank Holton built
=.it. With two possible exceptions, every American cornetist of national. prominence uses it.

I

We named it the "Holton -Clarke Model"; the
friends it made call it
the "Miracle Cornet".
l

ideals of craftsmanship and
quality. Wri:e ftrr catalog.

I

FRANK HOLTOr & COMPANY
6L1,HORN, WISCONSIN
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Thi1th

life.

Measles took 123.3 white boy babies and
129.3 colored, as compared with 100 girls. a

r:-

ibrcatest

America's

rather low sex ratio when compared with
the average of 128.5. Whooping cough is

something of a mystery, because, not only in
infancy, but throughout life, it kills more
females than males, only 94.2 hoy babies dying from it, as compared with 100 girls. This
is the only disease of infancy in which the
sex -ratio favors the boys. From bronchitis,
128.2 boy babies died ,as comparec with 100
girls. Other ratios, using 100 girl babies as
the unit are as follows tuberculosis, 114:
typhoid, 130; diphtheria. 128.4, almost the
national average; pneumonia. 124.7; diarrhea,
117.5: dysentery, 116.9: meningococcus meningitis. 120.6; tuberculous meningitis, 131.3;
pleurisy, 151.0.
The entire list of infant diseases and
causes of infant mortality is contained in Dr.
Holmes' tabulation, which shows that the
highest ratio of sex -mortality is from hernia. which brings death to 401.9 boys as compared with 100 girls.
"If we follow the sex ratio in infant mortality through the first year," Dr. Holmes
commented, "we meet with a very curious
fact. While in general there is a reduction
of the sex ratio as we pass from birth to
the end of the first year. there is an actual
increase in male deaths for a short time after
the first month.
"Perhaps the clue to this apparently
anomalous situation." thinks Dr. Holmes, "is
to be found by regarding the phenomenon as
the resultant of two opposed tendencies:
first, a primary superiority of female vitality, which gradually diminishes relatively
to that of wales, as the age of the infants
increases; and, second, the tendency of an
increase of mortality to lower the sex ratio.
(Continued on page 381)
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that shows exactly how to proceed
throughout the entire construction; these
are enclosed In a heavy, folder envelope
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take on an antique green color, the articles
can be boiled in a solution of 4 parts of
copper sulphate, 1 part of ammonium chloride
and 50 parts of water. Copper and brass
articles can be colored black by immersing in
a solution of half a pint of household ammonia, 10 grams of sodium sulphide and 4
quarts of water.
An odd use to which you may put your electroplating apparatus is in cleaning old
files. By making the file the anode, or connecting it with the positive side of the battery in a cold dilute (such as 1:10) sulphuric acid solution, and passing the current
so that the surface of the file bubbles freely
with gas, the file can be considerably improved in cutting and rasping properties.
About five minutes' passage of the current
is enough. A large nail or sheet of iron can
be used as the cathode, or negative electrode
in a sulphuric acid bath when renewing files
in this manner. After this treatment wash
the files thoroughly in warm water, or preferably lime water, and then dry and rub
oil into the teeth.
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(Continued from page 334)

this pure nitrated cellulose. These two substances, when mixed together, form a plastic
mass which can be molded, rolled, polished,
pressed, cut and hammered.
When the lower nitrates of cellulose are
dissolved in a mixture of equal parts of
ether and alcohol, a thick, viscose liquid is
formed which is known as collodion. This
dries rapidly when exposed to the air and
leaves a thin film behind, and since it has
a certain amount of stickiness, it may be
used as a cement. This collodion is somewhat brittle, and the brittleness may be
removed by adding camphor dissolved in
alcohol. This changes the collodion solution into a solution of celluloid which, of
course, is quite flexible. The addition of the
camphor produces another change, the inflammability of the pyroxyline is reduced.

¡Can be

6P

Electroplating Made Simple

By DR. ERNEST BADE
(Continued from page 335)
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Price $3.00.

The book is quite popular in its treatment.
sample of the odd things that the author has Asgota
together is his description of the smallest railroad
on record, which is in Cumberland, England. It is
used by visitors to the lake district. The story of
the discovery of petroleum sources by the torsion
balance originated by Baron Roland von Etvos
of Budapest, certainly brings the book up to date.
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- from

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year!
Car, You Match This Record?

Eight years ago, E. J. Dryden of Laredo, Texas, was en
assistant bookkeeper at $160 a month. Today, he is a depart.
ment manager with an income of more than 610,000 annually.
This splencid record was achieved by the aidof LaSalle training. He first trained In Higher Accountancy: then in Commercial Spanish, Business Management and Law. Steadily
he moved upward, even while he was studying. First, cashier,
then credit manager, and now department manager. Each
step increased his income, is it surprising that eleven other
employees of his firm have trained with LaSalle?

Send for Salary -Doubling Plan
What
your success record? Are you trusting to lack
-or are about
you following a systematic plan of training and ap-

plying the knowledge gained each day toward the bettering of your position, If you are really in earnest about that
bigger job, there's a 64 -page book it will pay you well to read.
It describer the opportunities that await the trained man in
your Dart icular field and shows you how you can quickly turn
them to your advantage. LaSalle will send It to you free. Get
an early start on the road tobigger pay by mailing the coupon
NOW.

--

-Find Yourself Thru LaSalle!-

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
The World's Largest
Dept. $3:84-R

Business Training Institution

Chicago

I should be glad to learn about your salary -doubling plan
se applied to my advancement in the business field checked
below. Send also copy of "Ten Years' Promotion in One,"
all without obligation.
['Business Management O Modern Business Corre-

spondence and Practice
and Production Methods
['Personnel and Employ.
ment Management
Management
['Expert Bookkeeping
O Law-Degree of LL. H.
O C. P. A. Coaching
Commercial Lasv
Business English
13 Industrial Management
O Commercial Spanish
Factory Management
O Effective Speaking
Banking and Finance
Higher Accountancy
Salesmanship

O Modern Foremanship

O Modern

O Traffic Management
O Railway Station

Name

Present Position
Address

-

Auto Owners

-)
f

°
Wanted
Insured
the
tires

HYDRO
TIRESonly
in America Insured
for One Year against all road hazards regardless of mileage. Insurance Policy with every tire. Made
by the only tire factory in America

selling its product through authorized Salesmen -Agents.
We offer
opportunity of life -time to establish
profitable

0

tire

business

of

your

own. No capital required. Sales
Kit and advertising helps furnished.

Exclusive

territory granted. Write
today for catalog and tom-

plete information about
the Hydro Agency Plan.
ADDRESS NEAREST BRANCH.

1111`71
b

sing B.vorshr not 1. Ammar'

Dept. 47 HYDRO -UNITED TIRE CORPORATION
POTTSTOWN. PA.
CHICAGO. ILL.

THE NEW HEAT THEOREM, by W.

Nernst, stiff cloth covers, 5/"x8", 282
pages. Published by E. P. Dutton & Co.,
New York City. Price $4.00.

This is a highly technical book covering the
theory and experimental data of thermo-dynamics
and advancing the author's own theory. which he
calls the new heat theorem. This holds for all
chemically pure substances of a crystalline nature
and the book was commented upon by Prof.
Einstein of relativity fame. Much of the experimental data and theoretical acquisitions are combined in this volume. It is illustrated to give the
experimentally disposed reader a chance to duplicate some of the experiments mentioned in the
chapter on the specific heats of solids. Graphs.
formulas, and tables occupy just enough space to
enable the student to follow both the experimental
work and the theory. A list of the papers closely
allied to the same subject published by the University of Berlin, and notes supplementary to the first
edition of this same book arc contained in the final
pages of this treatise,

se'

LEARN CARTOONING
At Home -Simple Method

Just thin?: -$50 to ore'. $250 n week paid to good
cartoonists for work that's fun' And YOU ran learn cartooning at home-no matter It you're never touched $
drawing pencil. Send postcard for FREE ?took drerribing
our simpllficd method and Offer to New Students. WBITH
NAME I'L.ilNLY. State age and whether Mr., Mrs., or
Miss. (No salesman still call.)
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING.
Room 268E. 1113 15111 St., N. W., Washington, D. O.
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Popular Magic,
Nerved

«o'

NEW-

`

w!

SAM LOYD'S
TRICKS and PUZZLES

acter, fortune and
natural span of lifeare

used

your fingers, your palm, even your
handshake reveals.
Every inch of your hand has been
charted by the experts of this highly
developed science, and so simply and
accurately that anyone can learn the
telltale signs by heart.
Here is a brand new book with all
the latest information-written in
such a way that you can quickly
master of "Palmistry."

SAM LOYD

is the puzzle King.
The best of them all. \Ve're willing to wager he can "stick" you.
Here's a new book of one hundred
and sixteen pages crowded to the
full with hundreds of the very
choicest of Sam Loyd's own puzzles,
tricks and conundrums.
There are easy puzzles, hard puzzles,
full page puzzles, illustrated puzzles,
riddles, conundrums, charades, rebuses, and a 26 -page special section
of scientific puzzlers for mechanics,
engineers and scientific minds.
It beats most puzzle books by many
miles. Get your copy as soon as possible-\\ by not today?

50c AT ALL NEWS-

the

d,..c.i.n

d -Dee fege.

A revelation of char-

throughout the world as a means
of apprehending criminals-but fingerprints are but a small portion of
the secrets of your character that

USE

monde.

by II.e waif of

(Palmistry )

FINGERPRINTS

YOUR`l

by Dunninger

.:eiE

Price
50c

SECRETS
YOUR HANDS

.717e

Palmistry Explained

.

The greatest living
magician of the day
discloses his choicest
tricks-. hundreds of
them.
"POPULAR MAGIC"
Second Edition
EVERYBODY'S buying this

book. The first time "Dunlunger" has revealed his tremendous
store of marvelous parlor and professional tricks and magic in one
volume. Second big edition of 100
pages, crammed full of mystery. Illustrated-large size 9 x 12 inches.
They are going faster and faster.
Orders are pouring in. \Ve believe
there never was a magic book like
this. It may never be reprintediso
order now. Delivery within 24 hours.

-

9x12
Inches

THERE'S NOVELTIES FUN
MYSTERY IN
"POPULAR MAGIC"

-

ONLY 50c

Sold Everywhere

If your dealer cannot

STANDS

or direct from

or order direct

Experimenter Pub. Co.

Experimenter Pub. Co.

(INCORPORATED)

(INCORPORATED)

Experimenter Pub. Co.

supply you, order direct

(INCORPORATED)

230

Fifth Ave.

New York

230 Fifth Ave.

New York

230

Fifth Ave.

New York
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PARKS
Manual Trainer

$35.00
WITHOUT MOTOR

For your horno shop!

Combination 11 -inch band saw
11 -inch wood -lathe.
If you have a knack for
-working you ran turn out first-class bridge
lamps, cabinets, furniture, ship models, etc.. in fast
time. Get one! Write for specification circular
THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO.
1553 Knowlton Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Factory: 208 Notre Dame, E. Montreal, Can.
and

wood

Helps You Win

CONTESTS!

Cuts Wood & Iron
The F.P.M. saw cuts wood, iron and bakelite
at any angle. Used and recommended by
experts in every line. Unequalled for sturdy,
lasting construction and fine workmanship.
Get the
Blades of finest tempered steel.
F.P.M. Saw at any hardware store or order

direct.
1 F.P.M. Saw and 7 Blades sent prepaid $1.00
DEALERS Write for Discounts JOBBERS

F. P. MAXSONf 3'22

ivChicago.
Ashland Ave.

PIMPLES

Cleared Up-often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne
Eruptions on the face or body, Barbers' Itch,
Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin,
simply send
me your name and address today-no costno obligation. CLEAR -TONE tried and tested In over

100.000 cases-used like toilet water-is simply magical
In prompt results. You can repay the favor by telling
your friends; if not, the loss is mine. WRITE TOD NY.
E. S. GIVENS, 468 Chemical Bldg.. Kansas City, Me.

mysterious!
ti

v

inner for Agents

New

s[tR

What Makes it Light?
Blizzard Blow it out? No flint-

Lighter!

Pocket

Why can't

a
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CHEMISTRY

What Chance Has
Your Baby?

Learn

at

(Continued from page 377)

Throughout most of the first month, the
first tendency may be regarded as the predominant one, as it is before birth, but, owing
to the fact that so large a proportion of
infant deaths are crowded into the first
month, the pritnary tendency is more nearly
counteracted by the second than it is in
later months.
"Whether this is the true explanation, or
whether there is an actual developmental
change in the relative vitality of the sexes
that expresses itself ' for a brief period, is
at present undecided. To the extent that
the high death rate in very early life is
due to non -selective, or only mildly -selective, agencies, there would tend to be a reduction of the sex -ratio at this time. Considering the frailty of young infants of both
sexes, it is surprising that the sex -ratio of
deaths ill the first month is as high as it is.
"The sex ratio of live births is about 106
boys to 100 girls, and if six boys and four
girls were to perish the first month-which
is not far from the actual proportions-there
would remain 100 boys and 96 girls subject
to life or death in the succeeding months.
"The whole course of sex mortality in
infancy, in prenatal life, as well as in subsequent age periods, is consistent with tihe
view that the male is inherently the weaker
set, more prone, on account of this weak-

ness, to develop mental anomalies, congenital debility, and deaths from infectious diseases of almost all kinds.
"Tihe greater sex mortality of tihe male
probably is just an incidental effect of his
maleness. This is certainly true of the
greater male mortality of many of the lower
animals.
It should be remembered that death in
these cases is a function of both constitution
and infection, and that it is tile differences
in constitution of the male and female, which
are greatest in early infancy, tvhiclh constitute the discriminating factor in the sex
mortality of our babies."

COMBINATION
PEN -PENCIL

III

I

'

I J.

Friction-No

Troublesome Parts. Why fool
satins, with matches NOW? Instant-Infallible-Guar¿7c":niá anteed. Send 50c for Sample and Selling Plans.
L.,
NEW METHOD MFG. CO.
Box S-1.8
Bradford Pa. ,
I No

Home

THE Chemical Industry now ranks fourth among tite
industries of the United States and it offers a splendid
opportucity for ambitious men.
Arthur D. Little emphasized this very point in his
speech before the American Institute of Chemical
Engineer when he said: "Industrial developments
along new lines are everywhere in progress and they
call upon the chemical engineer for new equipment
and new' methods of production and control."
One of the best ways for you to prepare for a good
position in this fascinating eld is through the home,
study courses in Chemistry offered by the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools.

These courses are complete and practical because they
mere prepared by some of the best-known chemists in

this country, including:
ALLEN Roar..na, R.S., M.S., Ph.D.-Head of Department of Industrial Chemistry.
Pratt Institute.
ANDREW M. FatoLrn. B.S.
Consulting Chemical
Engineer for the Tennessee Corner and Chemical Corporation; American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. ; American Zinc Oxide Co., and the Baugh Chemical Co.
L. lrf. TOLMAN, Ph.D.-Formerly, Chief Chemist. Wilson & Co.
Now Vice-president, United Chemical and

-

Organic Products CO.

BRAPLEC STnpn0TON. B.S.-Head of the Department
of Metallurgy. Lehigh University.
OWES L. SBINN. Ph.D.-Professor of Applied Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania.
Qualitative and Quantitative Analyses Outflts are supplied with these I. C. S. Courses at special prices for

your laboratory work at home, and the courses are SO
arranged that you get lust the belt) you need to secure a
good position in the stork you like best.
- Just mark and mall the coupon and we'll gladly send
you Free Booklets describing the I. C. S. CftEMIsTRT
Couuscs or any other Course in which you are interested.
-

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTEFNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6195-E, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me oste of your
booklets. and tell me how I can Qualify for the position
or in the subject before which
have marked an X:
1-1Analyticel end Industrial
UAnalytical Chemistry
P. Chemistry
OChemlrai Engineering
Industrial Chemistry
Short Chemistry Course

I

8 Metallergical

0 Pharmacy

Chemistry

Also courses specialising In the Chemistry of
following industries

¡A

Manufacture of Leather
D[anutaetu[e of Iron
Manufacture of Cottonseed Oil
Manufacture of Steel
Manufacture of Petroleum
Manufacture of Sugar
Manufacture of Sulphuric
Manufacture of Soap
and Hydrochlorl4 Acids
Manufacture of Cement

Electrical

Engineering
Electric Lighting
isfechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
O Railroad Positions
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping

Metalbrgy

Steam Engineering

Architect
Radio
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder

EStructural Engineer
Airplane Engines
Mathematics

f] alining

L7

Name
Street address

WELDING

City

ACETYLENE and ELECTRIC ARC
We train you for high pay positions. Expert
instruction.
Complete courses.
All metals.
Call or write at once for further information.

His Bank
Account Is

KERR'S WELDING SCHOOL
752 North Broadway Los Angeles, Cal.

Growing!
of

He is one the many men
who have sent fora remarkable book, "The Nestler
Plan." It tells how you too

v "BECAME A'LIGHTNING

TRICK CARTOONIST"

..
1

Laud $1.00 ton Beginners Instructions with
Laugh Producing Program of 23 Comic Trick
Catalog of Chalk Talk Supplies Free
BALDA ART SERVICE. Dept. 4. Oshkosh, Wisconsin

can establish a money
makint business all your

drawings.

WII lg NOT
is11

ng

sprndS

butlees

Sprint. Summer, Fall
insects. l buy

leec-

hundreds of lands

Iw collections. Some 'nub SI to 17. Simple sock with my holrulNns.gctures.pricelist. Send lot 150T STAMPS' for my Prospectus
Sincl air, Dealer in I n Wart sending butteraies.

Mr.

sectº, Dept. 41 Box 1424, San Diego, Calif.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION-$2.50
a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 230
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

.State

Here is a combination fountain -pen
and pencil. In the barrel is found
the ink reservoir, as well as the
container for spare leads. The pen point itself is 14 -karat gold, heavy
duty and tipped with iridium, while
the pencil action propels, repels and expels the
lead. Six spare leads may be found in the container. Mechanically perfect, this combination is
the perfect substitute for the usual pen and pencil
carried by the average business man, the average
woman or the school bo or girl.
Photo courtesy Combination Pent Pencil Co.

,

own, servicing tires by the
patented Nestler Rubber
Fusing Process. You can
easily learn this scientific,
modern rebuilding and repairing method in your
spare time. Big profits: protected territory; little
capital required; no experience necessary.
Send for FREE illustrated book of facts, "The
Nestler Plan." Write TODAY to Dept. 28.

NESTLER RUBBER FUSING CO., Inc.
245 West 55th St., New York, N. Y.
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Advertisers and Distributors

Agents Wanted (continued)

Distribute 400 free Samples Stopleak Rivets.
Bisect
Send 6c stamps for samples and secure territory.

Agents: $13.80 Daily Iln Advance) Spare lime rill do.
Introduce 12 months Guaranteed Hosiery. 57 styles, 39
colors, for Men, Women, Children; including latest "Silk
to the Top" Ladles' Hose. No capital or experience
needed.
We furnish samples.
Silk hose for your own
use
free. NEW ('LAN.
Macochee Hosiery Company,
(toad 6708. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Agents: Sell "Eyes of Youth" Cream. Send one dollar
for full size jar and take orders. Good profits. M. Shyde.
849 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Here it Is, something different; a new adjustable, waterproof apron everybody wants, over one hundred percent
profit. I1. & G. Rubber Co., Dept. 248, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Agents-If you write at once we can place you as our
local Itepresentatire.
$15 a day fur full time; 12.00 an
hour spare time.
Exclusive territory; automobile furnished.
An
exceptional
opportuniy-Investigate immediately.
American l'roducts Co., 9241 Slonntouth, Cincinnati, O.
You
Are
Wanted
to
Mirrors at Home.
Resilver
Immense
profits
etc.
plating autoparts,
tablesuae,
Write
for
information. SPRINKLE.
Plater,
955,
Marlon. Indiana.

Earn $8.

Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

24

Advertising Agencies
Words -355 Rural Weeklies, $14.20,

4112 -SI. Hartford. St. Louis. 310.

Ad -Meyer,

Agents Wanted
;
.(cut Rubber Repair for tires and
tubes; supereedes sultanluebut at a saving of oser 800 per
on cold. It sulranizes itself in tsvo minutes and
is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube: sells LO
For particulars how
every auto owner and arressory dealer.
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber
l'o., Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. $01.
$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store winer to
ral
applied.
general agents.
Metallic Letter xCO., 441 It., NorthttClark,

Agents-Best

seller

tent; put it

(Mirage.
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Haire $50.00 dally. We
start you, furnishing everything. Distributors, Dept. 171.
609 Division, Chicago.
Make Money Silvering Mirrors, refinishing auto headlights. tableware, metal plating. bed steads. chandeliers.
Outfits furnished. International Laboratories, Dept. 69, 309
Fifth Ave., Nese York.
Big money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold initials for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 71. East Orange. N. J.
$50.00 Weekly easy, applying Gold Initials on Automobiles. No experience needed. $1.45 prollt every $1.50
"Rahn Monograms', R1043, WashFree Samples.
job.
ington, Boston, Mass.
Polmet Polishing Cloth cleans all metals like magic!
Gets enthusiastic attention.
Sells fast at 25e. Sample
Free. F. C. Gale Co., 93 Edinboro Street. Boston, Mass.
lust Out-Patented Apron. No strings or straps; on
or off instantly; $20 a day easy; every demonstration a
sale; over 100% profit; commissions daily; write today
for tree offer. Sta -Put Cu Dept. 508, St. Louis. Sto.
We furnish everything, $75.00
Open Rummage Store.
daily. Write for free particulars. N. Young, 2549 So.
Halsted, Chicago.
Hosiery Free and $12 daily. Sell nationally known Pure

Silk

Experience unnecessary.
hosiery. Amazing values.
Free sample outfit malted immediately. Pure Silk Hosiery
Co.. 208 W. Monroe, Dept. I'-182. Chicago.
Don't sell for others. Employ agents yourself. Stake
your van products. Toilet articles, household specialties,
etc.
500% profit. We furnish everything and show you
Write at once. National
bow. Valuable booklet free.
Scientific Laboratories. 1986 \W Broad, Richmond. Va.
No inAgents: Make $500.00 monthly. Pay daily.
sestment.
Rhinestone Initial buckles and novelties. Sell
easy everywhere.
Exclusion territory.
CHATON NO1ELTY CO., 600 Blue Island, Chicago.
Furniture Refinishing. Polishing. painting, handyman
shop: wonderful profits; start yours on nearly nothing.
.lohn ltrateland. 146:1 So. Ninth, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wanted! Ambitious, industrious person to introduce and
supply the demand for Itamleigh Household Products.
Slake sales of $150 to $ 600 a
Hood openings near you.
month or more. Rayleigh methods get business everywhere. No selling experience required. We supply Products, Sales and Advertising Literature and Service Slethods-everytidng you need. I'rotits increase every month.
I-oaest prices; best values; most complete serrice. \W. T.
ltaaletgh Co.. Dept. 558363, Freeport, Ill.
We pay $48 a week, furnish auto and expenses to
Introduce our Soap and Washing Powder. BUSS -BEACH
COMPANY. Dept. A185, Chfppessa Fails, Wise.
No exGold Leaf Window Letters & Script Signs.
perience; 500% Profit. Samples free. Consolidated 69 -8 West Van Buren. Chicago.
Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating. refinishing
metalware. headlights, rhandellers, bedsteads, Outnts furnished.
N. Uccle Laboratories, 152 E. 23 St., New York.
Investigate our unique sales plans-250 Household taros ices-quirk
sales -100%
profit-steady business. E.
51. Danis l'o., Dept. 67, 451 E. Ohio, Chicago.
Agents -112

to $27.50 per day, lntroduring Chieftain
Guaranteed Tailored Shirts 3 for $4.95.
Easily sold to
men everywhere by our New Group Sales flan.
No deor
liveries
collecting. Just write orders, BIG CASH
PROFITS PAID DAILY. Even inexperienced persons
should easily make $3.00 per hour In spare time. Style
Book and samples showing finest materials-latest patterns
-correct style -SENT ABSOLUTELY FREE. Write
today sure.
Cincinnati Shirt Company, Lane 2708, Cinannatl, Ohio.
Test big money-maker at our risk. Will send sample
patented wringer mop on approval. Many eager buyers.
Eleaneay Mon Co., Dept. M8, Delphos. Ohio.
Produce I'erfert Products yourself.
Thaxly Formulas,
Processes, Trade -Secrets show the way. All lines.
'Modern
master methods. Catalog, circulars free. D. Thaxly Co.,
1,.
Washington.
C.

toso

Correspondence Courses
correspondence school courses sold on
basis.
Also rented and exchanged. )coney -back repurchase
guarantee.
Catalog free.
(Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah.

Alabama.

Educational
Learn

Machine

Shop
Mathematics without attending
A. B. C. Huse to figure Blue Prints,
Speeds, Piece ]fates; Layout work, Trlgonomrny.
Formulas. etc.
Illlustt al lse
and charts).
Many
daily problems and solutions. prints
By
machinist
with 20 years In machine shop and asoldPractical
by him.
If
can add, subtract, multiply and divide that's all you
you
need to know for it's simplified for your success only and
a square deal.
Complete $1,00. Spencer's Envoy, 2537
N. Avers Are., Chicago, Ill.
school,
Feeds.

simple

as

Electricity
Electric Fun! Seventy stunts, 110 colts,
Campbell, Calif.

Imported Art Magazine "Galerie" brings you every
month high grade reproductions of prominent European
painters, printed on art paper with tissue paper inlays.
$2.00 a year, sample ropy, 25r; six copies as Introductory
offer one dollar with 20 art cards gratis. Publisher, 347
East 73rd Street, New York.

Books
Free-My illustrated Circulars on Nessthought, Selfcultare. Healing, Yogi Philosophy. Occult, Mystic and Scientific Books. Martens Publisher, Inc., Burlington. larva.
Hypnotism Wins! 25 easy lessons and 248 page illustrated reference guide. 12.00. "Slindreading" (any distance). Wonderful, $2.00.
Science Institute, 5430 Milwaukee Ave.. Chicago..
The Boy Electrician.
Pocket size. 75 Illustrations, 25c.
J. Tillherg Promo:, Vermont.

Sell By

Business Opportunities
Mall!-Btol:s, novelties, bargains:

large profits!
l'artintlats 1'1[1:1! E-Elfro, 525 South Dearborn, Chicago.
Big Money Awaits You Here.
22230
signs or pictures
an hour without lrress, type or machinery.
Samples and
part iru lars I Or. Straco, 1015',r Mul berry, Springfield, O.
Get Into money Making Business.
Spare time. 120
percent profit.
Send 50 cents for sample and complete
working plans. Burns Specially Sales, 1803 Hancock,
Rockford, Ill.
150% Profit.
Spare time business of your own.
Article needed every home. I urticulars, 2c stamp. Hughes
Sales Co., 501 E. South St., South Bend, 2nd.
Start your own bush ess; remunerative, interesting; little
capital, learn privilege trading. Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway, N. Y.
5 Dollars an hour in new easy stork; be a movie make
Write today for particulars . OLDItIDGE
up ratan.
STUDIOS. Dept. B. 28 West 47th Street, New Yorl. City.
Sell By Mail, receise quarters, halves and Dollars.
I'artitulars Free. :Mason, 3900 Broadway, Room 6,
Chicago.

Cameras and Photography Supplies
Make

money in

Photography.
Learn quirk 1p at home.
Spore ur full time. Sta plan. Nothing like It. Experience unnecessary. American School of Photography,
Dept. 5332. :1001 SIlrhigan Avenue, Chicago.

Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O't'onor Sloane,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence rourse fits you to take a position as chemist. See our ad on page 293 of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New

York City.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards. Consulting Chemist, Box 2402. Boston. ?lass.
10c brings you 6 by 9 magazine, "AMATEUR CHEM-

IST."

Everything in chemistry. THOMPSON-ALLEN
LAB., 410 West Pine, Shamokin, Pa.

$1. Cuttingto.

Electric Motors
Guaranteed

Also other
Chicago.

A.

C.

bargains.

1/6
C.

11.1'.

110

Elle

Volt Motors $0.00.

& Co.,

1018

W.

Lake,

Experimenters
Send

for our catalog, ser

trait

di-ui.0

MI on page

a..'.

For Boys

York.

Art

1927

Used

Airplanes, Aviation
Airplanes.

Send for free cut and plans of our wonderPlace. companion type, small, high Ill: wing
monoplane, and information.
(low to build this ship, and
be sure it will fly, also propeller literature.
Crawford
Airplane )Ifgr.. 2225 American Ave., Long Beach, Calif.
Send dime for 12 inch mounted propeller and circulars
on free three foot model aeroplane.
No sellinghero
Shop. 3050 Hurlbut Axe.. Detroit, flirts.
Biggest. Beat Catalog Model Airplanes, Parts, Supplies;
5c postpaid.
Ideal Company, 1691/2 Spring Street. New

ful

for August,

Interested In Science? Form Science Club in your town.
Conduct esperiments. field trips, etc. Instruction booklet,
club plans. membership blank+, simple magazine 25c coin.
Solent ifir Clubs America, \Icl'umb, Mississippi.

For htve,rtors
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you Iron and help
stake the
sale, Free
particular.. (Copyrighted!,
Write W. 'I', Greene, 808 Jenlfer Bldg., Washington,
D. C.
Inventors! Ilse our special service fur presenting your
invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg.
Co., 205-A Enright. St. Louis, Mo.
Inventions Commercialized.
Patented or
Write Adam Fisher \Ifg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Unpatented.
Louis, )In,
We help Inventors financially o get patents.
Investment Co., Box 1648, Washington. D. C. Equitable
Patents Obtained under cooperatise payment plan. [Write
for particulars. IV, E. -Beck. Registered Patent Lawyer,
953 Jenlfer Bldg.. Washington. D. C.
you

Fw'm tilas
Any formula $ 1.00. guaranteed or money refunded. send
for lists. Doris Chemical Laboratories, 1311S East 84,
Cleveland. Ohio.

Health
Nervous

Sufferers, my course "Nrnous Breakdown"
Complete Instruction One Dollar. Arthur
Moose. Tappan, N. Y.

mill help you.

Help Wanted
$95.00
to
$225.00
Month.
Men -women
1R
up.
Get U. S. Government Jobs.
Postal Clerk.Slail Carriers-Postoflce Clerks Rallaay
and Clerical Positions.
Steady'. Life Positions.
Padd rotation.
Experience unneeta.ary.
Common education sufficient.
32 page book
with sample examination coaching and full
particulars
FlIEh. Write today sure. Franklin Institute. Dept.
:MI,
Rochester, N. Y.
Men -Women, 18 up.
U. S. Government 1.1fe ,lobs.
195.00 to $250.00 Slonth. Steady work. Short
Paid vacation. Experience unnecessary. Common hours.
education sufficient.
Sample coaching, list of positions and

full particular -FREE. Write today
Institute, Dept. Still, Rorhester, N. Y.
Wanted-Man with Car. Make fortune

sure.

Franklin

Real s.atato
Specialist. I merle $100,000. Cooperate Willi me. Learn
the secret of my success. Use my remarkable system.
Start at home In spare time. Build wonderful business
without capital or experience.
Write at once for my
amazing money -making otter. Address Ostrander, Room
35-2, 18 East 18 St., New York.
Silvering Mirrors, French plate, Easily learned, immense profits.
Plans free. Wear Mirror Works, 16 IV.
Excelsior Springs, 31o,
Detectives Earn Rigs Money, Travel. Excellent opportunity. Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessary
\Write. American Detectlse System. 2190 Broadway. N. T.
Distributors-No canvassing, no capital.
Ilonery,
Roseto, Pa.
Be A Detective.
Work home or travel
Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free, George Wagner, 2190
Broadway, N. T.
as
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Patent Attorneys (continued)

Salesmen Wanted

E. Babcock
Patent Lawyer. \Vasliitgton Loan
& Tor .t Bldg.. Washington, II, C., Booklet.
Monroe E. MIller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patent Lawyer, alerts:. Meal, Electrical Expert.
Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.
Patents -Send fur form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed. Form, free star Jule information tree.
Lancaster and
kliwine, Registered Patent .Attorney in
rolled States and Canada, 212 Moray Bldg., Washington.

N Ill Ions of Business men waiting for Brand New Indlspensible $10.00 office utility saring hundreds of dollars
annually.
One man sold sixteen in three hours.
Splendid
profits. Write quick for trial otter and exclusive Virgin
terzltory.
Lightning Calculator Co.. Dept. \V, Grand Rapids, Mich.

York.
Patents.

Writers -Base bona tide proposition. 'lib Infer, D24 2101 N. Keystone Are., Chicago.
Song -poem writers.
Address Monarch, 236 West 55th
St., New "ark.
SONG POEM WRITERS, write Sequoia Songwriters
Service. SI» man lira nth. ins Angeles, California.

Insects Wanted
Cash paid for butterflies, insects.
tisement on page 3141.

See

Sinclair's Adver-

Instruction
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane.
noted rduc:uor rind scientific authority, will leach you. Out
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
as chemist. See our ad on page 293 of this issue. Chemical
1
intitule of Nor York, 66 W. Broadway, New York City.
Home Study Courses by all schools on all subjects, sold
complete in tine condition, at bargain prices, because

Sensational reductions on all standard
engineering, automobile, radio, chemistry elev.
liarla guarantee. Easy Terms.
Money
courses bought. Write for FREE catalog. Economy Educator Service (Dept. II) 2112 W. 49th St.. New York.
DANCING -Full instruct Ions, 50e. G. Stewart, 3446
N. 3rd St.. Philadelphia, 1'a.

slightly
draping
trless'

used.

courses.

CORN ET I STS-Trombunlst s-Sa xuphnn ists-Clarinetists.
Virtuoso
instrument.
Name
"Free Pointers."
Get
Schools, lit:MIlo. N. Y.

Inventions Wanted
Patented or t uatten`
Commerclali zed.
d.
Write .Adam Fisher Mfg. l'o. 205 Enright.
Write \V. L. Kendlg, 416
W ill buy approved Invention.
1'a.
I.
Lancaster,
Sirt.e
N. Duke
Inventions

Machinery and Tools
Catalog
Concrete Building Block Machines and alnlsls.
nee. ILnet efe Machine Po., 5 N. First St.. St. Louts. Mo.

Magic asid Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20e for our
eslarge catalogue of tricks, puzzles. Brigs, sensational
Wis.
capes. Oaks alagicai Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,
Mystery Books, containing secrets of ventrlloquLsnt-

Gazingland-\lagir--\I Ind Iteading-crystal
Escapes, etc. Cata-

Slelght of

I

log

Box 76,

I ondcutf
Washington ]fridge Station, New York

Astrology-Tricks-t'uzrles-I

Olt;

10c.

M1lanuscripts-Sliort Stories Wanted
Earn $25 weekly, Sisare time, w nit log for newspapers,
l'ress
Details Free.
Experience unnecessary.
magazines.
Syndicate, 987, St. Louis, Mu.
Make 025 Weekly at home, spare time. writing short
Outline
F;xper ienrr m,ncerssary.
for Phutuplas S.
stns i
Ps oducers League. 603, St. Louis, S1st.
her.

Miscellaneous
Forms to east Lead Soldiers. Indians. Marines, Trappers,
Send l04. for illustrated Catalogue.
Animals, 131 kids,
II. C. Schlereke, 1034.722nd Si., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Simple, scientific method for
Treasures.
Underground
Iusting explained free. T. Smuschl, Glenellyn, 111.
CataGears and Model Supplies of every description.
Experimenters Supply (louse, Box 10. Station
log 5 rents.
Y. Ness York City.
Look. Fly balloons anywhere. Inflater $1.00 and $6.00.
Balloon Inflator Co., Box 853, Providence. It. I.
Make or refinish your ossn pearl beads or cover other
obit.. -Is to produce pearly effect. We furnish pearl lacquer
In pearl, pink, blue, cream, green, brown or gold colors,
with simple Instructions for using. Generous size bottle
Dallas Pearl Essence
$ 1.00
postpaid. State color desired.
Co.. 'terminal Island, Calif.
outfit.
Complete, ready to
Fusing
Nestler Rubber
Price Four
operate, will repair or etread any size tire.
Hundred dollars. Roy It. Hutcheson. Olney, Ill.
BARGAINS! Machines, tllms, stereopticons, supplies.
Nat tonal Equipment Co., Duluth. all Inn.

Richard

D. C.
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered -.A comprehensive. experienced. prompt -service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
Booklet of info, citation and form
for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg.. Washington, D. C.. or 41-1' Park Bow. New
Send for free booklet.
Il Wheat references.
l'rontpiness assured. Send model or drawing
\Vatson E. Culenuut l'atent
for examination rind advice.
Attorney. 724 -9th Street. N. W., Washington, 11. C.
Cooperative Plan for safe -guarding and rvuuuerrlalizing
inventions before patenting. Write for free booklet, Ralph
Burst, Patent Lawyer, 501 Jenlfer Building. Washington,
D. C.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold.
I tell you horn and help
you make
the sale.
Free
(Copyrighted).
particulars.
Write W. T. (Revue. 809 Jenifer Bldg., Washington. D. C.
Patents. 'time counts in applying for patents. Don't
risk delay in protect rug your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or wTi:e for Free book, "How to Obtain u
Patent" and "lterurd of Invention" form. No charge for
information on hose to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. I 'Consist. careful. efficient service. t 'hi retire A.
O'llrlen, Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Washington, D. C. See page 355.
Patents: Trade- M arks. Ten years experience in Patent
Once. Cunsultat ion invited. Booklet.
Geo. Beeler,
9
Park Place, New lurk.
"Inventor's Advisor," Valuable I'atentbuok sent tree.
Labiner, :t Park !tow, New York.
Patent, Trade -Marks. Copyrights. Reliable services by
an experiens ed practitioner devoting personal attention to
curb t use. Inquires invited.
References furnished. B. 1'.
Flshburne, Patent Law'y'er, 525-1) alcttill Building, Washington, D. C.
Patents obtained under 1'u -operative Payment Plan.
\\'rile for particulars. W. E. Beck, Registered Patent
Lawyer, 952 Jodie, Bldg.. Washington. D. C.
Get your own patents.
Forms. complete lueti uctlun $1
Cult inglrus, Campbell, Calif.
Patents secured fur inventors on our new flnanelal plan
assuring Ise unapt tiling of application.
Irtsesitorº' Service
Buren, !tux 1618. Washington. D. C.
Patents-Write for instructions.
Carl Stiller, Registered
Patent Attorney Ifurcien member examining Corns United
States Patent Office) 211 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patent Sense -As one of the oldest firms Lt America w'o
give Inventors, at lowest consistent charge, a aervlce noted
for results, evidenced by many well-known l'atenta of extraLacey & Lacey,
ordinary value. (task. Patent -Sense, free.
644 F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1869.
ADAM E. FISHER, Registered Patent Attorney, In
business
25 year ; references; personal attention and
promptness assured; Dept. E, 205 Enright, St. Louis, D1o.
PATENTS of careful protection by registered attorney.
For
cx.uulncr Patent Office.
\Ibert Jacobs, Barrister
hull ling, w'ashhmgton.

(test results.

rr

Patents
Inventions commercialized.
Patented or unpatented.
\\S tie Adam Fisher S.ttg. Co., 205 Enright. St. Louis, Mo.
Write Floyd
I nventlons
financed.
Describe fully.
Clymer. 710 Bruadsvay. Denver. Colo.

Patents Wanted
Mr,

I

It

nventor.

Motorcycles -Bicycles

I

event ions

Cons

a patent or invention
SL., Bangor, ale.

:uu bane

me-ci al ized.

Patented

Write Adui !'i,hrr 'Ifg. Co.. 205 V:night

or

tip:

I

r

for sale
tented.

Louis,

MO.

l'sed,
rebuilt.
Guaranteed
Bargains.
Motorcycle
Catalog free.
Floyd Clymer, 112
shipped on approval.
Broadway, Denser, Culo.

Photography

Musical Instruments
Mellow, Soulful -on easy

credit terms.

Write for free snap!: of our big
Have you a Camera?
nil earn
magazine. slurs Mg now to make better plot um
money.
-American Photography, 118 Camera llou_e, BosSl ass.
ton.

size, 53c.

$95 For Photoplay Plots, Stories accepted any form, revised, criticised, copyrighted, marketed.
Estab. 1917.
Cooklet free.
I'nis ers.il scenario Cu., 223 Western &
Santa Monlco ltldg., Ilullywu,td, Calif.

Violins -Deep.

'

It.

I Igh grade, wonderful instruments of my own make. Development of many years' expertness. Write for book. Gustav
A. Denning, 2424 Gaylord St.. Denier, Polo.

Old Coins
California Gold, quarter size,

27s

Col unulan Meisel and calaingue, Ilse.

Ii., salt Lake City. nab.

Old

t

h.; If -di

\urn n

I'hetoplays Wanted

$2 to $500 Each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Send IOc for
Keep all old money, it may be very valuable.
Guaranteed Prices.
new Illustrated Coln Value (tool:, 4x6.
Get Posted, we pay Cash. Clarke Coin Company, 14
Street. LeRoy. N. Y.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print your

I Want a Partner -agent to take rue of my business in
town.
I furnish es erpt ping. I nrluding world's finest
line of 175 household products and I split the selling price
with you 50-50. Beautiful sample outfit makes selling

easy; fond products; household necessities: things people
eat: highest quality -lowest price -quick sales -permanent
repeat business; $25,000.00 bond guarantees quality. I pay
largest commissions-give Chrysler closed car besides. Get
\Vrlte ur wire
my amazing offer for your locally quint.
C. W. Van de Mark, \'Ice tyres. Health-() Products Co.,
Dept. 31-E, 1tralt h -O Bldg.. 117 Duane St., Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Patent Attorneys
Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds now wanted!
Pat cnt yours end profit! Writ t today for free hook -tells
how
see

to protert yourself,

help you sell, etc.

how to invent. Ideas wanted. hose
American Industries, Inc.. 212 Vic-

tor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

cards, stationery, Ciro ulara, paper. etc.

$149.

heads

8

Printing

Partner Wanted
Your

own

outfits $8.85; .lob Creases $11, $29; Rotary
Print for others, big profit. All easy. rules sent.
Write for catalog presses. type, paper. etc. Kelsey Company. F-6 Meriden. Conn.
500 Watermarked Bond Letter53.00 DELIVERED.
Complete

t4 x11 and
I

larga Ina.

230 envelopes.

Cash.

Catalogue

Free.

National Printing. Goshen, I ndiaua.

Radio
Boys! Don't overlook this. The "I fawn" Baby Derr, tor.
Greatest dot for es sr ',height not es ilh molded base, Fully.
adjustable. See former advertisements In this pull lr.dinn.
or our catalogue. Detector with Galena crystal complote 50e.
the same detector with Itadloeite Crystal 75e prepaid. Send
for yours today. Radio Specially Company, 100 l'ark Place.
Ness York Pity.
.93 watt
Transformer Cores 7"xl"xl" thick .011"
Write for Radio lists. Radio Parts
loss Silicon $1.50.
Sales co., Orange, N. J.

Kingston "B"
Raytheon tibes 94.90-035.00
96
All
eliminators, $ 24.89-$19.50 :Den filters, $15.75.
IL V. Ilubtaard, R. F. D. No. 7 Wol Station,
new,
Lansing. al Rideau.
Radio Game Fifty Cents postpaid.
S -T -A -T -1.0-N
Leslie carpenter, Burlington. Vermont.
66 Miles on I Gallon -Amazing New Moisture Gas
Saver.
All autos 1 Free. Critchlow, B-863, Wheaton,
III.

Poem

n

Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100 All Different
Company. Toledo. O.

3

cents.

S,

I. Quaker Stamp

Typewriters
Typewriters, all standard makes. $ 111 Up. Fully guaranteed. Free trial. Write for tausplete ll lust rated lists. Northwestern Exrh.urgc,

121

N.

I'n.uu n.ns

Ass

Chi; ago.

Wanted
Detectives Earn Big Money.
Work home or travel.
I:xperlenee unnecessary. Write. George Wagner, 2190 Broad -

"t

Zen

believe you have taught the average eiti
something about Juries."
-Charles Evans Hughes.

The Inside Story
ABOUT

JURIES

Hoar they work and what may be
expected of them.
What we have always wanted to
know.
A fascinating book written by a Juror
who has served 23 years on everything, from petty cases to first degree

murder.
Worth its weight in gold to the citizen, the student, the witness, the
juror, the lawyer, the general reader.
Widely indorsed by the Press, the
Bench and the Bar.
juryman's actions, of how lie

is

influenced

by the bearing and arguments of counsel.
as well as by the attitude and manner of
xx'ittaesses, are vivid, unassuming and
of great value to lawyers."

The Brooklyn Citizen says: "We recommend it for universal reading.
It
should indeed be read by every adult citizen and seems worthy of being used in
schools and colleges."

Mr. E. W. Osborn, of the New York
"\\ itltin the 'Impressions
of An Average Juryman' are gathered perhaps: more practical facts pertinent to the
subject of jury duty and responsibility than
were ever before assembled between the
binding of a book."

Woild, writes:

Shultz, Box

illoney Wanted

Song Poems
Song

From the New York Evening Telegram:
"Sir. Sutliffe's descriptions of an average

a

write Bartley. 38 ('oust

TAILORING AGENTS. barn $::5.00 to $75.00 weekly.

showing One 100% Pure Virgin wool $23.50 suits, union
hand tailored to measure.
Equal usual $35 to $40 suits.
Old reliable $4.000,000.00 firm offers pay in advance.
F;x,luslve territory, generous backing and big outfit of
hundreds of large samples Flt EE.
Write J. B. Simpson.
843 Adams St., Dept. 1392, Chicago.

An Ex -Judge of the New York Supreme
Court writes: "Impressions of \n Average
Juryman is the best thing that I have ever
seen on New York or other juries."

We are offering the second printing
of this valuable book at one-half its

former price.
Send $1.10 for a copy by mail of
IMPRESSIONS OF AN
AVERAGE JURYMAN
By

ROBERT STEWART SUTLIFFE
120 Pages Full Cloth Bound

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.

230 Fifth Avenue

New York City

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Sub
scribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION -$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park pl.
N. Y. C.
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STAGE
MONEY

of these bills,
It 1s easy for
each person

Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
ry Iatestdbcovery mthe
The
Visible by Night
iI a.00rbite
Hitherto, Crest

of limited

means
(appear
prosperous
to

w

Deafly
n
except at
OUS,
is have lit leaf
DT,
ras of LUMINOUS PAINT,
PAINT, w hick, applied to
HE light. rendering It perfectly visible
In the.efface
doro. THE
rem
THE MORE BRILLIANT I
.Quite
pimple
se
anyena
Anyone-you mes do
A little applied to ondiala
the
of your
ewatch or clock will incesto you to tell the. timt,, night. You can mat the push
Runoon or switch
you of your electricnu lights,
etch boxee, and
stleer contain make
n own Lummoue
Mae.
etc.
te.
email acoja.
mottle
aupal
Pelee 2
<m
1gllck. Peine
Larger
rolo.
size ó0o andfl
and SI powtpefd. Johnson Smith Co. 0.01.
kaclne. Win.

the
lo producing thin
In surface urn DARK
emit.

L

The"Little Giant"
Typewriter
A First Class Writing
Machine
For $1.50
A perfect little t -pew der for

51.80,
Thera are thousand. of perpne who
would
to uee a typearitrribut
whowe needs and butieres do not wnr.
rant the capon.

y flashing

at the

Proper

time and peeling off a genuine bill
or two from the outside of the roll.
the effect created will be found to
be all that can be desired. Prices,
postpaid: 40 Bills 20c, 120 for 50c,
or 53.50 thousand postpaid.

Wonderful

Linlo

recommend our

nake

construction, eu that.'e.
ewr n
quickly learn to operate it,anandeon
fen
rapidly
The letters of tae alph
d in
OW frequently acrd are so
as to !nettle one to write rapidly, the numera4
Ito 10. and the punctuation rke being together. With this machine youa
d
can
ale. an do
four beet girl typewritten bee letter., addrere eovdopee, anke
Loy
of work
With ash typewrite
on
ink andfull¡tiintedrssoettuéion. for wing the maof+lpg. Pelts cum.
stem 51.50 by mall poatpafd to any address In the world.

6tromped

t

ot

Every Boy His Own Toy Maker
Greatest boys' book
written. Tells how to
make a Pinhole Camera, a Canoe. model
Railroad, a Telephone.
Boomerang, Telegraph
COL a TE" TIT
You know how taahionoble 1e
Instrument, Box Kite,
h
boys
gold crowd
Talking Machine, Lcantoafford
Them coldd-fi 'died
Tticroscope, Electric Motor, Electric
ry
real
Door Bell, Water Wheel, Paddle noese tarnIs
al thy
b000Can e
Raft, a pair of Skis, a Dog Sled
filling.
be .lipped on and
and
in
nn
laetent.
Get
off
Bird House, Rabbit Yard, etc. 64 turprise your friend.. some
PRICE
pages. 150 illustrations. PRICE,
6 Cent. Each, 3 for 15c, or
¡Bc postpaid; 3 f or 25c.
50c for I do..,po.to.ld.
IiOHNSONSMITH8.0O3.pept.
'Racine,Wis.

netrument

lro-

surprising a n d
startling. With It

what hi eppareotly the boon of
feu een
your fingen. the leed in n lead pencil, the interior opening lo o pipe stem, nnd many other
,lar Illusion..
A mystery that no n hue
salami Price loe,
}toe
ole to +riel oemril
lor250, T rimen ito. hnnun Smith Co.
'

Bresioal

J.

Good

Luck
Ring

1r;

Quaint

end Novel

Design

A VERY ebbingg and uncommon ring. Silver
finish, skull and trombone design, with two
out of the
brilliant llnelane gem eparkl'
eyes. Said by many to bring Good Look to the

Good Luck Ring.

wearer, hence ire name.

Very unique ring that you will
sweeten.. ONLY 25 CENTS.

We

a

lar, yietol.
Londe like o
type. Iluarra.
Pull the trigger nod it roe, off with n loud bane. Pistol le breakopen,
atrrl, nckel plated. oenn.
medical for loading. Made entirely of high Fradewith
too
PRIG`.
nd.
cleonign
inmate..
ate..
box
complete
eograred
haudromely
sonbarrel.
(mobbed with pearl handles, 52.60. BLANK CARTRIDGES. SCc
5.75. ofAlso
25
nor box

rho.

BOW?
BOYS l
THROW YOUR VOICE

BOYS !

Into a trunk, under the

fun fooling the teacher,
policeman or friends.

THE VENTRILO

e

lekf

JUST LIKE ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
BUT SUCH REAL STARTLERS! The box
oonuiae Ira a flume oigarettee of excellent
quJrty. They sonar
cot. but w hen reel.
ieabout one-third
the victim
tout, urprise ue it goes off with a
`,meals
loud a nosy
grant mirth provoker yet
entirely hared., Price 25o re. boa.

Popular Watch Charms

I5c
ONLY
for 40c; $1.35 doz.

Very pretty little euriositiea and decidedly
novel. Fitted wltb ttlaxnifybtg Lenses that
enlarge the D
to a very eurp
.decree;
in fart. It were. ¡Linnet incredible t that a clear
picture could be po.eible in such a .mull comand how .harp nod dutinet they oho use
p
pose
when you look

t law.

rough.

appearance of

ick alone

GREAT CURIOSITY

Roll your
them better
than hall.

II"
f

Female

SEX

Maio

Indicator
25th
+

o

and

Vale

l

b nrOoNtrabUe elsewhere.

Bake.
nit more
u.brand
of

favorite

Wonderfully Sweet Toned and Musical

The Magic Flute, or flnmani
a uotque and ova
,
l instrument that
mouth
There '
et
commbined
little knock In playing
which. when once nr'it
_
glared alter little Arne.

-

Í

will enable you to
eweee
od zees
that eotnetschat

senruwr4ra'
pr
Paidmode
r'^ice
Ice

Post

25cfi.rine,

cry

flute There
entered
yen bees
and
a
la no or
it coo inn play ll kind:al mn.ie with Pelllty
When yInother
°
nohutnené
gilled
to n Piano
the effect b o. charming as it I. .urpnsiat
estates

Cartridges tharare obtainable most everywhere. Special cash with order offer:
1
Superior
Blank Cartridge Ptssd, 100 Blank Cartridges, and our new 550 page De Luxe Catalog
s, latest novelties; all for ONLY 51.50. Shipped by Express only.
Cannot go by parcel post. Extra Blank Cartridges 50e pee 100.
Special Holster (Cowhov Tope) for pistol 50e. No ,pp D. +kipsraeN. _ Jobnton Smith de Co., Dept 713 Rowe, W%Lr
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pow-
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soltg you you
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eae
pluo. It
your
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qÍmeetings,
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all were teecar

r
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Eggs
Serpent's Wheo

to sneezewithout knowing thereason
why. ll
at amusing to hear eir remark.,

6

in. to
ieti, will
dance to music
and perform ramous gyrntione and'
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feet
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It la the groat.tt tike out. PrloslOcor 3
for 250
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Microphone Transmitter Button
~At
'ItrAKcg

You can*may make rs Mutely sees tueo deteeto hone by
,
Paine tide Tr emitter Button to collect these d wa
ihout bru ingeexpense.
You eon build your own outfit
eimde and loerpeoeive. Y
equipment. It
on outfit in your home and hear conversations being held all
onset up different mom, of a
over the holes. You can
hotel. This outfit
a used by secret service operative. dui.
es the war. It in being used on the nace. It re Wvn-.oui.
co and is the greatest invention is micro-pbme.. You can
mount the button almost fly sib re-nerd booed boxes, stove
eti0 calendars, on the wall behind pictureframe. eta
Pe Bone
Dutton I. solight
d mail it ennot be
can be overheard
evenactin` it. You eon 'Men in on
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radio
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ANARCHIST BOMBS
One
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glass vials
dropptd

room

in

a

full

of

people will

cause more

m-

slernation ti:-.3 a
limburger cheese.
The

smell

en-

tfrely disappears in a short time.
1Oe a Box, 3 Boxes for 2Se

ITCHING
POWDER
This another
practical joke: the intense
is

good

discomfiture of your victims to everyone but
themselves is thoroughly enjoyable. All that
is necessary to start the ball rolling is to deposit a little of the powder oil a person's hand

and the powder can be relied upon to do the
rest. The result is a vigorous scratch, thea.
some more scratch, and still some more.
10e box, 3 boxes for 25e or 7 Sc per don boxes
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' 350

Kl .ins Permit
Perm

10e
Carter !newts.. loo
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toe al proportionto
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z fly
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F£
411'
delighted w th id
C
Oderenti ousand
c`
F'
Ea t--,t+,interesting. Lola
of pleasure as well aº
k'
very
useful.
It is a double
1
-,
f fOr icroscope for examining the wonders
of nature. It is also an Opera Glass,
a Stereoscope, a Burning Lens, a Reading Glass. a Telescope, a Compass, a Pocket Mirror, and a Laryngascope
-for
examining eye, car, nose and throat. It is worth all the cost
to locate even one painful cinder in the eye. Folds flat and fits the
pocket. Something great-you need one. Don't miss it. Sent bit
mail, postpaid. Price, only 35e or 3 for $1.00 postpaid.
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plants known.

Possesses the
strange power of turning in a
few minutes from an apparently lifeless. dry herb to a

BEAUTIFUL LIVING FERN.
LIKE PLANT
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INVISIBLE INK

The most confidential
can be writ4_4
ten with ale Ink, for
the writing. MAKES NO
(.a n of be aeon
les. you know the seMARK.
cret. Invaluable for many
r
Beeprompotale and other private memo andum@ away from prying
1'
eye.. Great fun for playing
practical Jokes. OW 150 Bottle

PLANT
RESURRECTION
One of the most wonderful

Novelty Badges

ot

Edition of ow. new I927CA TALOG
A
receiptYSe.
of
Handsome cloth
binding. Only hook of iia kind. .550 pages of
the latest triem-e ;
aoie, the newels naoelt12
wu paroles. Re a. sporting goodyinteresteta books, e,,r,oeit:.s in seeds and plan. ate.
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The
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y be Verformed with
Sex Indiator. Fur ee mntu, 'm'h+r resulto av ho
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predetermine the eeo of chicken° and birds, etc., in pact fa ridt<,
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e utevtrd egg tester to Europe. Price 250, or 3 for 650, postpaid,
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MAGIC FLUTE

SEX INDICATOR
dromdvit

move

d quicker
p r

flee

}fold the MAGIC INDICATOR
over a man'. hand-instantly It
s in
straight line, ba kward and forward. H ld It over
n w

Vf

et

real bullets, without the ,ranger to lice. 1t
takes the standard .22 Calibre Blank

'

While.. Neat, useful and handy. Pocket
metal,
nickel -plated. Price) 250 epoetpteid.

otoaee

Everything about the Ku Klux Klan told in a'
It
clear, fearless manner. Book tells allstarted and was suppressed In 1871-The New Ku
Klux Elan-flow organized-flow members are
enrolled-Oath of the Klan-Questions for Can dl d a tes-Creed-Obleets of the Onler-Obed once
-Fldelity-Pledge of Loyalty-Ku Klux Klar.
and the Masons-The Jews-The Afasons-Real
la., of e. oath-The Negro Ku Klux Klan. etc., etc. Latest and most
Complete book on the Klan published. Price, 35c, postpaid.
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Cars

glar, ahihL 2chen loaded.
prove just is eleanve as
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MIDGET BIBLE

Novelty Cat-

Only
51.50 The Lot
Shioped by

,enough to
ore a bur-

Con. b
tad
of Roams loud.

a little instrument, fits in the'.
Prayer In type, eta.
LordsActre.sea,
/f
mouth out of sight, used with
CIGARETTE MAKER
above for Bird Calls, etc. AnyI ;
r'.n
one can use it.
Never Fails. A 16 -page Course on ventriloquism,
and the Ventrilo, ALL FOR 10c postpaid.
Smallest Bible in the world. Size of a
postage stamp. 200 Pages. Said to
bring good luck to the owner. A genuine work of art. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Make good money selling
them to friends. church acquaintances,
etc. PRICE 15c each, 3 for 40c, 12
(or $1.35, 100 for $7.50. Also obtainable in Leather Binding,
with gold edges. Price 50c each, 3 for $1.25, $4.50 per doe..
Magnifying Glass for use with Midget Bible. 15c
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Exploding Cigarettes

iuue.

,vfJii/ji bed or anywhere. Lots of

Blank

I

C+rtridgr Pistol. 100 Blank
Cartridges,
550

'(C

pride io

BUNK CARTRIDGES

of minlatureslzc. Llu2'.
tratlon Is actual size.
1% Inches long, with
ring at end for attaching to watch chain

Special Offer:
"

i

J

a real pistol: actually

Cadfldges

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL

eco

Exact reproduction of

Pied: flank

x.V?":9---1,.5

lllustone boat

/ IUD

Miniature WatchCharmPistol

REAL PISTOL

X -Ray Tube
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of nPity ordx enty-five
machine. To nnch penone wo
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dollar
confidently

roll
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PEP! weft

nude and e1 teethe Pistol
is modelled
to pattern
the latest
type of Re.
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of a dark green color. Simply place the plant
in saucer of water, it will open up and start to grow
in 20 minutes. When taken out it will dry up and
go to sleep until placed in water again. Fine house

plant-Bummer or winter.
3 for 5e.
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES

$1 A

IN

TEN

VOLUMES

VOLUME

$1 A MONTH SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
THEO. AUDEL & CO.
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
65 West 23rd Street, New York City.
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
LEARN ALL ABOUT
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
Magnetism-Induction Experiments
Dynamos-Electric Mayou $1 each month until paid.
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument Testing-Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Name

-

Diagrams

-

-

--

Sign Flashers

Currents and Alternators

Storage

-

-

Batteries- Principles of Alternating

Alternating Current Motors

Transformers

Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems-Circuit BreakersMeasuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power Stations-Installing

Occupation

Modern Practical Applications
of the ten numbers.

Employed by

-Telephone-Telegraph-\Vireless-Bells-Lighting-- Rail ways.

Not
you

Also many
of Electricity and Ready Reference Index

SHIPPED FREE

cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
are satisfied.
Send Coupon now-today-and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you-you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.
a

Home Address
Reference
S.I., Aug.
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Why carry two
whenvone will do?
roar pockets of their usual pen
and weicil' burden-the Barrett Pen Pencil is tVe ,ideal writing equipment-a big,
easy-w'r41 'fountain pen and the perfect
mechai alpencil in a single compact unit.
Thu- U irrett Pen -Pencil saves time and
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Every BARRETT
hasPEN -PENCIL
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